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Introduction 

Voicing concerns about the misuse of technological advancement, cosmopolitanism and 

social issues, the revival of the science fiction literary genre in contemporary China represents a 

remarkable opportunity to look with introspection at a high-speed changing society. Artificial 

intelligence and technological advancement found their way in a total of 35 Chinese universities 

authorized to offer AI undergraduate majors; in November 2019, Sichuan University in Chengdu 

established China's first science fiction academy. Likewise, the major science fiction conventions 

within China are tied to the national objective of popularizing science and developing the science 

fiction industry, and rarely do without speeches from officials, high-level summits, closed-door 

banquets, and the like. 

China firstly witnessed the potential of the science fiction genre after the international success 

of Liú Cíxīn’s The Three-Body Problem (三体 Sāntĭ). Following its reception, however, the turning point 

that led to the issue of official guidelines for future science fiction creations was the success of the 

movie: “The Wandering Earth” (流浪地球 Liúlàng dìqiú, 2019), loosely based on the namesake 

novella by Liú Cíxīn (2000). On August 7, 2020, the China Film Administration issued a statement 

entitled: “Opinions on the Promotion and Development of Chinese Science Fiction movies”, which 

especially encourages filmmakers to study and implement the “Xí Jìnpíng Thought” and to highlight 

values that are telling of how China perceives the world. The birth of a science fiction “with Chinese 

characteristics” is a very relevant phenomenon in contemporary China: two out of ten most used 

buzzwords on the microblog Wēibó (微博) in 2020 (according to What’s on Weibo) are linked to 

“The Wandering Earth”. Moreover, recent studies have been made in order to locate this literary 

genre in the frame of the specific Chinese environment. Likewise, also defined as a “soft power” tool, 

the sci-fi genre aims to promote contemporary Chinese values beneficial to China’s position in the 

international relations domain, such as the concept of a “community with shared future for mankind” 

(人类命运共同  Rénlèi mìngyùn gòngtóngtǐ), and not to perceive China's success in technological 

advancement as a threat, but rather as an element with positive implications for humanity as a whole. 

Therefore, I formulated two research questions: 

1. Why did Liúlàng dìqiú, the hard science fiction novella written by Liú Cíxīn, catch the interest 

of Chinese filmmakers? 

2. In which specific ways different communicative modes in a Chinese-production science 

fiction movie contributed to the support of the national narrative to the extent of becoming the 

reference point for the China Film Administration and future cinematic experiences? 

What makes this issue intriguing is that the role of scientific progress in China concerns the 

Chinese government to the extent of connecting the science fiction literary domain to science and 

technology, and this inclination is not new. In the XIX century, the political uncertainty derived from 

the tumbling last imperial dynasty and the desire for an idealized, advanced future helped science 

fiction to set off. The genre was pervaded with a positive attitude towards the West and its inventions 

until the Treaty of Versailles in 1919, when the disillusionment towards Western progress and lead 

shifted the interest of Chinese science fiction authors towards Soviet science literature, who replaced 

utopianism with satire, science popularization, and socialist optimism. The stress on the 
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popularization of science remained even after the reforms and opening up of 1978, though in the 

1980s science fiction lost its drive and was deemed unethical, for its alleged spread of pseudoscience. 

Its revival, in the late 1990s, was welcomed with enthusiasm by the Chinese government. The 

development of new media platforms and the related growing participation of the civil society 

contributed in making science fiction a highly popular topic on online fora and microblogging sites. 

A powerful community of online users started posting short stories on the Internet and got to interact 

with each other, to receive comments and reviews; it helped some of these works to get noticed by 

recruiters and agencies, and to get published in book form. This kind of participatory culture in 

sharing and interacting with creative expression allowed the promotion of short stories that eventually 

turned into sci-fi sensations, launching careers of authors such as Liú Cíxīn, Hán Sōng, Wáng Jìnkāng, 

Chén Qiūfān, Hăo Jǐngfāng and Xià Jiā, only to name a few. Since the early 2000s, Chinese science 

fiction writers have been experiencing a lively and auspicious environment in China, which also states 

a new need for creative and expressive methods. 

First of all, it will be important to outline a historical excursus that unites all the existing 

literature, delving into the contemporary developments of the genre in relation to its popularity and 

international resonance. The reason lies in the fact that the existing literature accurately outlines the 

historical excursus and the significant contemporary contribution of science fiction to understand the 

historical, cultural, political background of reference, and the evolution from its diffusion to the peak 

of its success, defined by many scholars as "New Wave of Chinese science fiction". Some 

predominant motifs in the New Wave are the utopian concept of China's rise as a nation-state, the 

myth of Chinese rapid development, the theme of a "post-humanoid" utopia and the relationship 

between man and technology. Then, the second chapter delves into the theoretical basis to 

understand the New Wave of science fiction in relation to the socio-political context of reference: 

the need for the popularization of science in contemporary China, at a time when expanding science 

education and training, developing and sharing popular science resources, strengthening the science 

communication capabilities of the mass media, and building basic popular science education facilities 

are a priority, the confidence in deeming science fiction as a suitable genre for improving the soft 

power “with Chinese characteristics”, and the overall support for the national narrative through sci-

fi. As a matter of fact, through the official political discourse and the building of a national narrative, 

science fiction is gradually assuming features that highlight the tensions between society and politics, 

especially considering a growing individualism which fights against the concept of a humanity that 

shares a common destiny. Furthermore, I present the discussion on the Chinese concept of soft 

power, analyzing its features in relation to the promotion of science fiction. In the third chapter, I 

outline my methodological approach and methods of research. I motivate why I opted for a thematic 

analysis of the novella and a multimodal discourse analysis of the movie. It follows the analytical part 

of this research: I analyze the data I collected and organized, describe the most relevant findings and 

discuss how they relate to the bigger debate on the importance of Chinese science fiction for the 

party-state. The thematic analysis of the novella helps me to identify any variations in the portrayal 

of the motifs related to the New Wave of science fiction, and the multimodal discourse analysis of 

selected shots of the movie helps me focusing on the audio-visual adaptation of such motifs in the 

current socio-political context. Lastly, I present appropriate conclusions. 

This study adds to the existing literature that sheds light on the relevance of the science fiction 

genre for understanding the socio-political context of the People’s Republic of China. 
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Contemporarily, it distinguishes itself for the analysis on Liúlàng dìqiú and “The Wandering Earth”, 

as there has been renewed interest in the Chinese science fiction as a useful tool for improving the 

national soft power. Therefore, I believe that this study could constitute the basis for further delving 

into the Chinese soft power strategy, both for academic and diplomatic reasons. 

1. First Chapter - Science fiction in China: evolution of the genre from the late 

Qīng imperial age to the popularity of the New Wave among dystopia, 

utopia, and socialist optimism 

The science fiction literary genre in China is currently thriving in a fruitful national 

environment and enjoying a notable international impact. As the existing literature often emphasizes, 

it is crucial to remember that, over the years, the rise and decline of the genre have had strong 

historical connotations. Its origin can be traced back to the 19th century, and it maintained a strong 

influence until 1966 when it was deemed subversive. Its reborn influence on Chinese culture and 

society corresponded to the modernization program of 1978, until it was criticized for promoting 

decadent capitalist elements, around 1983. The next major boosts for the genre came by the end of 

the 1990s and the early 2000s, together with an astounding economic upturn and, most importantly, 

the expansion of the Internet. To understand these ups and downs, it is important to take one step 

back and dive into the Chinese socio-cultural and political environment during these years. 

1.1 The end of an Empire and the birth of science fiction 

In the context of political uncertainty corresponding with the late Qīng (清朝 Qīng cháo, 1644–

1912) dynastic period, the seeds of a literary genre focused on an idealized future and technological 

progress began to sprout. Internally disrupted and shattered by foreign hostility, the late Qīng empire 

faced numerous obstacles which brought to light that the collapse of one dynasty coincided with the 

collapse of a seamless empire. In 1796, Emperor Qiánlóng (乾隆帝 Qiánlóng dì, 1711-1799, the sixth 

Qīng emperor) gave up the throne, leaving his subjects to face a delicate moment, in which population 

growth and the reduction of arable land made Chinese people miserable. Widespread poverty, the 

reduction of resources, corruption, and fiscal oppression led to the 1796 revolt of the White Lotus 

(白莲教 Báiliánjiào) political and religious movement1. The shocks of the uprising highlighted the 

weaknesses of the Qīng government, which suffered further blows in the following years. The illegal 

opium trade was undoubtedly the first and strongest of these. From the 1770s, this trade showed a 

steady increase, and gradually enriched the British empire at the expense of China’s economic stability. 

Despite the draconian anti-opium laws promulgated by the eighth Qīng emperor Dàoguāng (道光帝 

Dàoguāng Dì, 1782-1850), and imperial official Lín Zéxú’s (林则徐) heartfelt letter to Queen Victoria, 

which, to no avail, was meant to appeal to her humanity2, the First Opium War (第一次鸦片战争 

Dì yī cì Yāpiàn Zhànzhēng, 1840-1842) took place. The five treaty ports (五口通商 wŭkŏutōngshāng) 

forced on Qīng China by the 1842 treaty of Nánjīng (南京条约 Nánjīng Tiáoyuē) that concluded the 

war, imposed very strict conditions on the empire. Under several points of view, the Qīng gave up 

their sovereignty. Chinese nationalists in the 1920s and 1930s would have dated the Century of 

                                                           
1 Vogelsang Kai, Cina. Una storia millenaria, translated in Italian by Umberto Colla (Torino: Einaudi, 2014), 403. 
2 Ibid, 410. 
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National Humiliation (百年国耻 Bǎinián Guóchĭ) to the eve of the First Opium War, a conflict that 

exacerbated China’s military and technological inferiority. “In its isolation and its obstruction of everything 

foreign, (China) seemed to European extroverts like a staggered mummy, wrapped in silk and covered with hieroglyphs”3. 

As foreign trade and industrial enterprises grew to the point of supplanting local activities, the 

Tàipíng Rebellion (太平天国之乱 Tàipíng Tiānguó zhī Luàn, 1850-1864) occurred. In 2012, Vogelsang 

defined it as: “the largest and bloodiest civil war in world history” 4. The Tàipíng went against all the basic 

doctrines of the Confucian society 5 . Their storming of Nánjīng was the strongest example of 

discontent at the time, further corroborated by other uprisings with similar characteristics, such as 

the Niǎn6 Rebellion (捻乱 Niǎn luàn, 1853-1868) and disorders caused by some Muslim groups from 

the 1850s to the 1870s7. The deathblow came when the British took advantage of a minor accident 

as a spark for starting the Second Opium War (第二次鸦片战争 Dì ér cì Yāpiàn Zhànzhēng, 1856-

1858): the Treaty of Tiānjīn (天津条约 Tiānjīn Tiáoyuē, 1858) between Qīng China, Russia, the US, 

England, and France was, once again, unequal. China felt humiliated by Western powers and suffered 

additional losses in the Sino-French and Sino-Japanese wars (respectively in 1884 and 1894). The 

Qīng government no longer served the interests of its people, as further demonstrated by the Boxer8 

uprising (义和乱 Yìhéluàn, 1900) against the Qīng government and foreign occupiers. When, in 1908, 

the last emperor (a two-year-old child) ascended to the throne, the empire was even closer to its end. 

In the same year, under the fake name of Bìhé Guǎnzhŭrén (碧荷馆主人, literally: “master 

of the Jade Lotus Pavilion”), a mysterious author wrote a story built upon the Yellow Peril dystopia9. 

New Era (新纪元 Xīn Jìyuán, 1908) explores the dystopian apprehensions10 of a restored Chinese 

empire (in the year 1999) that has to fight a global war against the West. China, however, is not alone: 

Western countries felt outraged by the fact that the Chinese empire’s allies, tributary states, and 

countries of the same ethnicity, adopted the same Chinese calendar, as a sign of allegiance to the 

cause of the yellow race (黄族 huángzú). The story builds on the “radical otherness” 11 discourse and 

race, rather than politics, to posit a new Chinese world order, a “Pax Sinica”12 determined by China’s 

victory, being the nation militarily and technologically superior to the West. New Age was partially 

inspired by Liáng Qĭchāo’s (梁启超, 1873-1929) The future record of new China (新中国未来记 Xīn 

Zhōngguó wèilái jì, 1902), an unfinished political novel that outlines a utopian blueprint for a revitalized 

Confucian China. It is often recognized as the origin of Chinese science fiction13. 

                                                           
3 Herder, in Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 410. 
4 Ibid, 414. 
5 Ibid. 
6 “Niǎn” were a heterogeneous group of farmers, smugglers, and defectors of Eastern China. 
7 Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 414. 
8 A branch of the White Lotus movement. 
9 A Western concept originated from the victory of Japan against Russia, in the Russo-Japanese War of 1904-1905. It depicts 
the fear of the menace for Western civilization constituted by Japan and China’s alleged rise. 
10 Andolfatto Lorenzo, Hundred Days Literature: Chinese Utopian Fiction at the End of Empire, 1902-1910 (Leiden, Netherlands: 
Brill, 2019), 85. 
11 Ibid, 32. 
12 Ibid, 101. 
13 Song Mingwei, “After 1989: The New Wave of Chinese Science Fiction,” China Perspectives 1 (2015): 7, last access on 12 
June 2021, doi:10.4000/chinaperspectives.6618. 
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The peak of utopian expectations felt in this period was reached by the scenarios described 

by two works in particular: New China (新中国 Xīn Zhōngguó, 1910) by Lù Shì'è (陆士谔, 1878-1944), 

and New Story of the Stone (新石头记 Xīn shítou jì, 1908) by Wú Jiǎnrén (吴趼人, 1866–1910). Both 

works belong to the utopian genre (乌托邦小说 wūtuōbāng xiǎoshuō), and they are also cited as earlier 

science fiction novels14. The former depicted a universal exposition in a future Shànghǎi, a stepping 

stone for the realization of a cosmopolitan, ideal and harmonious society according to Confucian 

values (大同 dàtóng)15. The latter equally promotes the desire for a dàtóng-like cosmopolitanism that 

has its roots in traditional Confucianism16 but takes it to another level, skillfully conveying the spirit 

of the time. The lines between the coexisting failing empire and the utopian Civilized Country (文明

国 Wénmíng guó)17, born in a non-specified future, are blurry. The main character, Jiǎ Bǎoyù18, carries 

out his alienating journey through both worlds, belonging to neither the oldest nor the newest one19. 

He visits a futuristic realm with the most advanced technology, underground trains, underwater 

wireless telephones, and the such. Yet, he holds a Confucian vision of moral governance: his ruler is 

a monarch, and his realm’s districts are named after traditional Confucian virtues: compassion (慈 cí), 

filial piety (孝 xiào), loyalty (忠 zhōng), benevolence (仁 rén), and trustworthiness (信 xìn)20. He watches 

both worlds from a distant, simultaneously near perspective. These novels, alongside other works of 

science fiction in this period, adopted a utopian outlook towards political reform and scientific and 

technological development, in a country already projected elsewhere, in the process of losing its 

imperial heritage. 

The revolt that ultimately brought down the Qīng dynasty took place without planning: the 

landowners and traders of Sìchuān province (四川省 Sìchuān Shĕng) felt deceived by the government, 

which had entrusted them with the rights to build two important railway lines, only to then ask for 

loans abroad21. On 10 October 1911, the Wŭchāng22 Uprising (武昌起义 Wŭchāng Qĭyì) quickly led 

Sun Yat-sen (孙中山 Sūn Zhōngshān) to become the first president of the Republic of China, in 1912. 

Young Chinese people were disillusioned by the “old” social, cultural, economic, and political 

frameworks. They dreamt of eliminating the “authoritarian” moral doctrines preached by 

Confucianism, to replace them with science and democracy23. This New Culture Movement (新文化

运动 Xīn Wénhuà yùndòng, the 1910s and 1920s) found its symbol in a new periodical: Qīngnián zázhì 

(青年杂志) – La Jeunesse, later called Xīn Qīngnián (新青年 New Youth). It was funded in 1915, in 

Shànghǎi (上海市 Shànghǎi Shì), by Chén Dúxiù (陈独秀, 1897-1942). Among the most prominent 

writers of this periodical, Lŭ Xùn (鲁迅, 1881-1936) is considered to be the founder of modern 

                                                           
14 Song, “After 1989: The New Wave of Chinese Science Fiction,” 7. 
15 Andolfatto, Hundred Days Literature: Chinese Utopian Fiction at the End of Empire, 1902-1910, 121. 
16 Ibid, 155. 
17 Also called: “Civilized Realm” (文明境界 Wénmíng jìngjiè). Raphals Lisa, “Chinese Science Fiction: Imported and 

Indigenous,” Osiris 34.1 (2019): 92, last access on 11 June 2021, doi:https://doi.org/10.1086/703867. 
18 This character is inspired by the homonym male character in The Story of the Stone (石头记, Shítou Jì, 1760), one of the 
greatest novels of Chinese literature. 
19 Ibid, 127. 
20 Raphals, “Chinese Science Fiction: Imported and Indigenous,” 92. 
21 Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 448. 
22 District in the city of Wŭhàn. 
23 Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 462. 
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Chinese literature, and deeply influenced the literary trends at the time. Science got more and more 

worshipped, as Lŭ Xùn stated that “the progress of the Chinese people begins with scientific fiction” 24. 

1.2  Science fiction in the People’s Republic of China 

By 1919, at least fifty Western science fiction titles had been translated into Chinese: as the 

science fiction author and editor Xú Niàncí (徐念慈, 1875–1908) remarked, the focus of these works 

was on technological fantasies and the “scientific ideal of transcending nature and promoting evolution” 25. 

Utopianism was another important element of the genre until then, but it soon drifted away from 

science fiction. On May 4, 1919, some students of Bĕijīng University (北京大学 Bĕijīng Dàxué), a 

center of free research, modern science, and new ideas, led impactful, anti-imperialistic protests, in 

response to the assignments of the German concessions in the Shāndōng province (山东省 Shāndōng 

Shĕng) to Japan, after the end of the First World War. The Treaty of Versailles (1919) inaugurated a 

period of strong disillusionment with Western scientific progress and ruined the esteem that many 

Chinese held towards the Western model. “China experienced the loss of a sense of modernity most harshly” 26; 

mere scientific progress could not have supported its rise. In the frantic attempt to rediscover Chinese 

cultural and social identity, the academic dominance of hard science was joined by the social sciences: 

political science, sociology, and economics, became academic disciplines, and Confucianism 

underwent a process of re-evaluation. In such an extremely pragmatic period, Marxism proved to be 

highly effective: Communist theories in China had been known for some time, but only in that period 

they became even more persuasive27.  Along with the loss of utopianism, in parallel with the founding 

of the Chinese Communist Party in 1921, following the years leading to the founding of the People’s 

Republic of China in 1949 and until 1966, Chinese science fiction was also deprived of its “futuristic” 

narrative. 

By the Republican Era, major authors were turning their attention to ideas of “individual 

liberation and national independence” 28, rather than the exploration of technological possibilities. It’s the 

case of A Dream of Peace (和平的梦 Hépíng de mèng, 1940) by Gù Jūnzhèng (顾均正, 1902-1980), a 

military science fiction tale where American spies infiltrate Japan to destroy a radio station, whose 

hypnotic radio waves negatively influenced American people29. Despite its sensationalist tone, his 

stories were intended as scientific primers. Even Lŭ Xùn’s interest in science fiction was merely 

didactic and focused on the responsibility for science to disseminate scientific knowledge and achieve 

China’s progress: his works mainly related to hard science and its history, such as in Chinese Geology in 

Brief (中国地质略论 Zhōngguó Dìzhì lüèlùn, 1903) and Lesson From the History of Science (科学史胶片 

Kēxuéshĭ jiāopiàn, 1907)30 . Lŭ Xùn’s works, in this period, were either scientific or satirical. His 

                                                           
24 Sonal Shruti, “Science, Fiction and Politics: Chinese Science Fiction and its Socio-Political Engagements,” ICS Occasional 
paper, 28 (2019): 5, last access on 12 June 2021, doi: Https://www.icsin.org/uploads/2019/04/02/27cd264d3fbbb6b1c 
04783bcf535bf13.pdf. 
25 Raphals, “Chinese Science Fiction: Imported and Indigenous,” 83. 
26 Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 466. 
27 Ibid, 469. 
28 Jia Liyuan, translated in English by Martinsen Joel, “Gloomy China: China’s Image in Han Song’s Science Fiction,” Science 
Fiction Studies 40.1 (2013): 107, last access on 15 March 2021, doi:79.24.119.97. 
29 “和平的梦,” Baidu, last access on 15 March 2021, https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%92%8C%E5%B9%B3%E7%9A 
%84%E6%A2%A6. 
30 Jia, “Gloomy China: China’s Image in Han Song’s Science Fiction,” 107. 
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concerns for the improvement of society stole the whole space, without any focus on science fiction 

as a means to imagine future possibilities. A particularly intense metaphor of that time comes from 

Diary of a Madman (狂人日记 Kuángrén Rìjì, 1918), in which the author is urged to fight the Chinese 

“cannibalistic” society31, suffocated between its cultural traditions and the struggle for modernity. 

This satirical vein towards Chinese society32 also took shape in the dystopian satire of Cat Country (猫

城记 Māo Chéngjì, 1932), by the famous novelist and dramatist Lǎo Shĕ (老舍, 1899-1966). Lǎo Shĕ 

had lived abroad for some time, and Cat Country is the result of the disillusionment and 

disappointment he felt towards Chinese society after he went back home33. The story goes around a 

first-person narrator34 whom spaceship crash-lands on Mars, where he meets the cat-face humans 

who inhabit the planet. Cats are addicted to a drug reminiscent of opium, and their society is filled 

with issues such as gender inequality, lack of hygiene, poor building standards, problematic political 

parties, empty museums, and illiterate youngsters. In the end, cats get invaded by foreigners, and their 

civilization is destroyed, while “I” comes back to China on a French spacecraft35. According to 

Raphals, to better understand works such as Cat Country and its “Chineseness”, it is relevant to point 

out that late Qīng dynasty writers (as well as contemporary ones, as I am going to examine later) 

heavily draw on the indigenous genre of “zhìguài xiǎoshuō” (志怪小说): the tales of the mysterious, 

uncanny and supernatural36. These accounts became famous between 200 and 900 CE, and are 

classified by Chinese sources as history; “They extend the boundaries of the human by portraying both humans 

and other animals as part of a continuous moral community, depicting transformation between humans, animals, plants, 

and spirits” 37. The feeling of disillusionment also surfaces from Lŭ Xùn’s preface to Call to Arms (吶

喊 Nàhǎn, 1922), where Chinese cultural conventions shaped an “iron house, without windows (where) 

many sleep, thus destined to suffocate and slumber on to a painless death” 38. What is worse, even if a minority 

of enlightened individuals cry out and wake the others, the iron house can’t be destroyed39.  

Since the 1930s, Soviet popular science authors were massively translated into Chinese. The 

leftist popular science educator Dǒng Chúncái (董纯才, 1905–1990), for example, translated several 

works of the well-known Soviet popular science author M. Ilʹin, and agreed with him on the necessity 

for the development of science and technology to free people from the division in social classes40. 

Chinese science fiction became progressively associated with the Russian concept of “literature for 

the popularization of science”41. In the 1950s, science fiction titles based on the selection of Soviet 

National Children’s Books Press were translated and issued by publishing houses like Kèxué pŭjí 

                                                           
31 Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 462. 
32 Ibid. 
33 “猫城记,” Baidu, last access on 15 March 2021, https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E7%8C%AB%E5%9F%8E%E8%AE 
%B0/5661732#1. 
34 He refers to the readers as “我” (I, me). 
35 “猫城记,” Baidu. 
36 Raphals, “Chinese Science Fiction: Imported and Indigenous,” 91. 
37 Ibid, 90. 
38 Vogelsang, Cina. Una storia millenaria, 462. 
39 Jia, “Gloomy China: China’s Image in Han Song’s Science Fiction,” 107. 
40 Rui Kunze, “Displaced Fantasy: Pulp Science Fiction in the Early Reform Era of the People’s Republic of China,” East 
Asian History 41 (2017): 28, last access on 15 March 2021, corpus ID:158160497. 
41 Song Mingwei, “Variations on Utopia in Contemporary Chinese Science Fiction,” Science Fiction Studies, 40.1 (2013): 86, 
doi:10.5621/sciefictstud.40.1.0086, in Sonal, “Science, Fiction and Politics: Chinese Science Fiction and its Socio-Political 
Engagements,” 5. 
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chūbǎnshè (科学普及出版社, trans: Publishing House for the Popularization of Science) and Zhōngguó qīngnián 

chūbǎnshè (中国青年出版社, trans: Publishing House for Chinese Youth)42. As for indigenous science 

fiction, a relevant example is From Earth to Mars (从地球到火星 Cóng Dìqiú dào Huŏxīng), in which 

Zhèng Wénguāng (郑文光 , 1929-2003) writes about the first Communist-led expedition to a 

mysterious red planet43. This kind of works went hand-in-hand with government campaigns in the 

mid-1950s, which aimed at “Marching towards Science” (向科学进军 Xiàng kēxué jìnjūn): “Marxist 

priorities drew on Soviet theories, according to which science fiction should concentrate on describing two things: (1) the 

scientific imagination as the source of techno-scientific development, and (2) the imagined future of communist society”44. 

Moreover, Gerry Canavan finds a strong correlation between Marxism and science fiction: by 

channeling the fundamental Marxist impulse towards an emancipatory fulfillment of history into the 

scientific understanding of the capitalist reality, it is possible for “utopian socialists” to imagine 

plausible alternatives45. 

After the turbulent Cultural Revolution (文化大革命 Wénhuà dà Gémìng, 1966-1977)46, science 

fiction was influenced both by the fiction of Jules Verne, thus downsizing it as a subgenre of 

children’s literature, and the politics of the Soviet Union. As a result, the post-revolutionary Chinese 

science fiction was socialist-oriented, focused on technology rather than social and philosophical 

concerns, filled with scientific optimism47 and ideological correctness. This approach mostly focused 

on national interests and served a more juvenile readership48: “By reading Soviet adventure stories, spy 

thrillers, and science fiction as well as indigenous thriller stories dealing with the theme of ‘suppressing counter-

revolutionaries’ (肃反 sùfǎn), Chinese readers managed to gratify their taste for the thrilling and the lurid” 49. Besides, 

by reading engaging stories focused on hard science and exciting adventures of scientist-protagonists, 

it was believed that young readers would have chosen to pursue scientific studies50. There was no 

official space for dystopian reflections on Chinese politics, whose rare attempts were easily silenced 

by the government, and categorized as “spiritually polluting”. Moreover, science fiction had to adhere 

to the “near future fantasy”51 rule; the range of spatial and temporal distance had to be short: 

everything was set in the foreseeable future (one or two decades ahead)52 of estimated scientific results, 

and in the near galaxy (not farther than Mars). The “fantasy element” in science fiction could not 

                                                           
42 Sonal, “Science, Fiction and Politics: Chinese Science Fiction and its Socio-Political Engagements,” 5. 
43 Ibid. 
44 Raphals, “Chinese Science Fiction: Imported and Indigenous,” 84. 
45 Canavan Gerry, “Marxism as Science Fiction: Review of Mark Bould and China Mieville's Red Planets: Marxism and Science 
Fiction,” Reviews in Cultural Theory 1.1 (2010): 49, last access on 20 March 2021. Retrieved from e-Publications@Marquette, 
doi:Https://epublications.marquette.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1227&context=english_fac. 
46 Launched by Máo Zédōng, its goal was to preserve Chinese communism by purging remnants of capitalist and traditional 
elements from Chinese society. 
47 Jia, “Gloomy China: China’s Image in Han Song’s Science Fiction,” 107. 
48 Song, “After 1989: The New Wave of Chinese Science Fiction,” 7. 
49 Rui, “Displaced Fantasy: Pulp Science Fiction in the Early Reform Era of the People’s Republic of China,” 28. 
50 Wagner Rudolf G., “Lobby Literature: The Archeology and Present Functions of Science Fiction in China,” in J. Kinkley 
(ed.), After Mao: Chinese Literature and Society, 1978-1981, (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985): 22, last access on 20 
March 2021, doi:Https://www.academia.edu/18409223/Lobby_Literature_The_Archaeology_and_Present_Functions_of_ 
Science_Fiction_in_the_Peoples_Republic_of_China. 
51 Wagner, “Lobby Literature: The Archeology and Present Functions of Science Fiction in China,” 21. 
52 Ibid. 
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predict the future: it had to be contained, limited to the scientifically plausible53 and likely outlooks 

for further scientific research54. 

In 1978, Dèng Xiǎopíng (邓小平) became the de facto leader of the People’s Republic of 

China. In the first place, he decided to “de-ideologize” Chinese politics, by splitting the Chinese 

Communist Party from dogmatic Marxism, and by introducing several economic reforms instead of 

focusing on class struggle55. In December 1978, during the 3rd Plenum of the 11th Central Committee, 

a program of “socialist modernization” (社会主义现代化 shèhuìzhŭyì xiàndàihuà) was introduced, 

aiming at giving stimulus to the Chinese economy. Specifically, the Chinese government’s central task 

of the New Era (新时期 xīn shíqī) was to realize the Four Modernizations (四个现代化 sìgè xiàndàihuà, 

i.e. of industry, agriculture, national defense, science, and technology), by the end of the twentieth 

century56. The period inaugurated by these reforms, and until 1983, is sometimes defined as the 

“Golden Age of Chinese Sci-Fi”57. In this context, “(the) surge of science fiction in literary production, […] 

fervently imagined a future empowered by science and technology” 58. In 1979, the Shànghǎi-based Association 

of China’s Popularization of Science and Technology (中国科学技术普及创作协会 Zhōngguó kēxué 

jìshù pŭjí chuàngzuò xiéhuì) launched its magazine Popular Science Creation (科普创作 Kèpŭ chuàngzuò) 

which included, together with science fiction, a broad spectrum of genres in the category “science 

belles-lettres”59. Since the late 1950s, science fiction had been designated in Chinese by the term 

“kēxué huànxiǎng xiǎoshuō” (科学幻想小说), under the broader category of “artistic” science 

propaganda60 (科学文艺 kēxué wényì, a mixture of science, kēxué, and literature and art, wényì) which 

was, in turn, a subcategory of the “science popularization” (科学普及 kēxué pŭjí) genre, aimed at an 

audience of children and young people61. Regional associations of popular science creation (科普创

作协会 kèpŭ chuàngzuò xiéhuì) formed in many Chinese provinces, publishing their own magazines62. 

1.3  The New Wave of Chinese science fiction as a soft power tool: technological 

progress “with Chinese characteristics” 

Culturally, China in the 1980s was filled with change, unrest, freshness, and contradiction. 

The new reforms and opening up to the world, and with that also to Western capitalism and ideas, 

came with a “cultural fever” (文化热 wénhuàrè)63 that questioned Chinese cultural tradition. Chinese 

people were extremely harsh towards their own culture and history: the “literature of scars” (伤身文

学 shāngshēn wénxué)64 bitterly criticized the errors committed during the Cultural Revolution, while 

                                                           
53 Raphals, “Chinese Science Fiction: Imported and Indigenous,” 84. 
54 Wagner, “Lobby Literature: The Archeology and Present Functions of Science Fiction in China,” 29. 
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56 Rui, “Displaced Fantasy: Pulp Science Fiction in the Early Reform Era of the People’s Republic of China,” 25. 
57 Huss Mikael, “Hesitant Journey to the West: SF's Changing Fortunes in Mainland China,” Science Fiction Studies 27.1 
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other works critically turned to the present by “searching for roots” (寻根 xúngēn)65. Two of the most 

significant examples of this cultural environment are, respectively, Zhèng Wénguāng’s Mirror Image of 

Earth (1979), where aliens produce holographic images documenting the horrors of the Cultural 

Revolution66, and the 1988 TV series River Elegy (河殇 Hé shāng). The latter constitutes a strong 

reflection on the past, and future, of China’s civilization: transmitted on national television, it 

explained that China, since the Míng dynasty (明朝 Míngcháo), had voluntarily isolated itself from the 

rest of the world, deprived of any creative stimulus for development. The only way towards rebirth 

was to get away from the Yellow River, the symbol of Chinese civilization, and to go further towards 

the sea. And, just like sitting by the sea, Western products and ideals came to China as a wave could. 

Nevertheless, the government could not accept the advanced request for a “fifth modernization”, 

implying democracy. Several campaigns against “spiritual pollution” and “bourgeois liberalism”67 

characterized the 1980s: the timid rise of the science fiction genre was subjected to several censorship 

initiatives, as well. The “Campaign against Spiritual Pollution” (反对精神污染 fǎnduì jīngshén wūrǎn, 

1983-1984)68 anticipated the period leading up to the movements for democracy and the repression 

of protestors at Tiān'ānmén Square (天安门广场 Tiān'ānmén guǎngchǎng). The accuse, as for science 

fiction, was that of “spreading pseudoscience” (Yè Yǒngliè’s69 story on scientists finding a cure for 

AIDS in Xīnjiāng70 was not published, since the government thought that AIDS in China could not 

have spread in the first place)71 and “promoting decadent capitalist elements” 72. Thus, it disappeared (at 

least in official publications).  Its rebirth, in the following years, enjoyed a steady rise which marks its 

relevance in today’s China socio-political environment. 

The existing literature agrees upon the same date for when a “new paradigm of science fictional 

imagination began to complicate, if not to deny or be ashamed of, the utopianism that had dominated Chinese politics 

and intellectual culture for more than a century” 73 . It corresponds to 1989, right after the events at 

Tiān'ānmén Square when the collapse of idealism, optimism, and disillusionment with communism 

deeply marked all of Chinese literature. Chinese science fiction was affected by such a complex 

environment, together with the debates about the human costs of the Chinese rapid development 

paradigm74. Song takes inspiration for the “new wave” concept from Anglo-American science fiction 

history, to point out its experimental and subversive nature75. Wáng Jìnkāng (王晋康, born in 1948), 

Liú Cíxīn (刘慈欣, b. 1963), and Hán Sōng (韩松, b. 1965), are universally acclaimed as the “Big 

Three” of Chinese science fiction, given their prolific activity, their international notoriety and their 

critically-appraised novels and short stories. They all lived through the Cultural Revolution, and the 
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influence76 and authority of Máo Zédōng (毛泽东) are evident in some of their works and characters 

customization. 

An example is Liú Cíxīn’s debut novel China 2185 (中国 Zhōngguó 2185, 1989), which has 

never been published in book form77. The novel begins with a computer engineer who crosses a 

desert Tiān'ānmén Square, gets into the Máo Mausoleum and scans Máo’s dead brain cells, turning 

them into a cybernetic consciousness. Its presence in the cyberspace triggers a popular uprising, and 

the Chinese government of the year 2185 has to confront with cyber-republic thus created, called: 

“Huáxià
78
 gònghéguó” (华夏共和国). The last and most drastic choice to contrast it is to shut down 

the Internet entirely. The author distances himself from picking a side towards Máo’s legacy, or the 

cyberspace. Rather, he creates a “dynamic utopian/dystopian (nor the first neither only the second) variation 

reflecting on democracy, governance, and revolution in new terms informed by cybernetic technology” 79. Several years 

later, the award-winning book series The three-body problem (三体 Sāntĭ, 2006-2010) brought Liú Cíxīn 

great fame. According to Jī Shǎotíng 80  (姬少亭 ), CEO of Future Affairs Administration (a 

professional cultural brand and publishing house that helps aspiring science-fiction writers develop 

and produce their work) and co-founder of guokr.com (a popular mobile and web-based community 

for science and technology education): “Now it’s Three-Body problem that’s pushing the boundaries of sci-fi, 

and the whole industry is building upon this book” 81. This series begins with the Red Guards’ public 

humiliation of an astrophysicist. His daughter witnesses the violence, and completely loses faith in 

humanity. This episode sparks her curiosity for post-human or alien civilizations, and she becomes 

the leader of an underground movement whose aim is to destroy the disappointing human race. 

However, she would discover that aliens (the “Trisolarians”) were waiting for this specific chance of 

connecting with the Earth to find another planet to live on since meteorological conditions are too 

harsh to keep living on “Trisolaris” (their former home)82. The Cultural Revolution serves as a 

background for the whole story and somehow triggers an alien invasion. 

Another famous contemporary science fiction writer, Bǎo Shù (宝树, b. 1980), published (on 

the Internet, first) a story named Star Songs (星哥 Xīnggē, 2012). These “star songs” are the “red songs” 

(红歌 hónggē), patriotic revolutionary songs of the Máo era. In the print edition, The Ancient Songs of 

Earth (古老的地球之歌 Gǔlǎo de Dìqiú zhī gē, 2013) rather refer to revolutionary songs of the Stalinist 

era. By the way, both stories revolve around some explorers, members of a “post-human, post-

revolutionary, post-socialist generation” 83, who no longer know anything about a socialist state that existed 

on planet Earth in the past. They are deeply moved by these heart-stirring songs, broadcasted by 

nano-robots that fell into a star centuries ago. However, the A.I. system that controls the spaceship 

                                                           
76 Ibid, 9. 
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where these explorers live, is converted by the words84 of these songs, and eventually leads the 

spaceship to explode into a supernova. 

Wáng Jìnkāng’s The Life of Ants (蚁生 Yĭshēng, 2007) poses more ethical and political questions. 

An ambitious scientist who belongs to the “educated youth”85 (知识青年 Zhīshì qīngnián), has the 

ambition of eradicating humans’ innate wickedness with the altruism he found in the successful and 

well-organized society of ants. He extracts the “altruistic element” from ants, and sprays it to 

whomever he meets. However, the experiment fails: the ant-like-people eventually need a ruler (queen, 

king, or dictator), and soon organize themselves into a hierarchical society, with dramatic and violent 

outcomes. Here, the concepts of altruism, communism, morality, and politics are strikingly analyzed86. 

Wáng Jìnkāng also deals with the Chinese “obsession for development”, and its ethical and 

technological effects. In the short story The Reincarnated Giant (转生的巨人 Zhuǎnshēng de jùrén, 2006), 

the giant is a metaphor for the utopian desire for unlimited progress87. An industrial tycoon owns an 

excessive amount of land, metaphorically extending its gigantic shadow over a country where growing 

economic inequalities are increasingly evident. 

Similarly, Hán Sōng employs a peculiar style to portray China’s path towards modernization, 

among its contradictions and drastic changes. He has a particular interest in ghosts and “ghost towns” 

permeated with the supernatural. Cities are haunted by “modern ghosts of the age of technology, rather than 

by the classical ghosts of traditional supernatural stories” 88.  The ghosts and malevolent spirits of the past 

have not disappeared. They somehow got stronger, finding their way through modern technology. 

According to Fredric Jameson, Hán Sōng’s “Gloomy China”, is a “national allegory”89  for the 

modernization of the country, which leaves the floor for the author’s reflections on the intrinsic 

gloom of Chinese people’s future or, more in general, of the human existence: 

Han Song’s ‘Gloomy China’ is like a dynamically growing monster that twists and writhes 

its way forward, a product of the encounter between modern technology and the ‘intrinsic 

logic of five thousand years’ of the so-called ‘oriental spirit’ 90. […] As a rule the typical 

protagonist in Han Song’s stories is weak, self-abasing, and repressed, with distorted desires 

and a strong sense of shame; while he seems to be less aware of the truth than certain other 

people, in the end he realizes that everyone’s fate is being manipulated by mysterious and 

unknowable forces.91 

The importance attributed to self-realization is also clear in Green Shore Villa (绿岸山庄 Lǜ 

àn shānzhuāng), a story in which Hán Sōng uses the theory of restricted relativity to create a bizarre 

ambiguity. At first, the reader supposes that the younger of two twins travels through time and space. 

When he comes back, his older sibling is forty years older. However, the older twin had been warned 
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by his father about the vacuity and falsity of the universe, and the reader is then led to think that the 

younger twin died long ago, and his return from the adventurous travel is nothing but a projection 

fabricated by his older brother. Twisted as the plot may seem, according to Jiā, Hán Sōng aims at 

conveying the rootlessness caused by the transformations of modern China: “[…] one generation’s 

sacrifice for the sake of the motherland loses its purpose once the universe itself turns unreliable; human existence becomes 

mysterious and tinged with horror” 92. Again, his short story Regenerated Bricks (再生磚 Zàishēng zhuān, 2010) 

employs the vision of China’s rapid transformation to tell the story of a nation characterized by 

advanced post-human technologies. Hán Sōng takes inspiration from the devastating Sìchuān 

earthquake (2008) to build up a scary and disturbing story: in such an advanced society, it is possible 

to recycle the ruins from disasters such as earthquakes to fulfill the “China Model” 93 for development. 

The “regenerated bricks” of the disaster site are provided with Artificial Intelligence and sent in the 

space to be used for specific buildings for human colonies on other planets. Following the growing 

and faster development of the nation, people are eager for disasters to happen and for bricks to be 

regenerated with A.I., as they will be forever haunted by the weeping and the cries of the dead94. In 

My Homeland Does Not Dream (我的祖国不做梦 Wŏ de zǔguó bù zuòmèng, 2003), Hán Sōng even 

retrieves Lŭ Xùn’s metaphor of “dying in one’s sleep”, turning it into: “prospering in one’s sleep” 95. 

In this story, Chinese people are scattered, confused, and disunited during the day, but manage to 

work with extreme efficiency while sleepwalking at night, controlled by a mysterious “Committee of 

Darkness”. Even if the protagonist discovers the truth, it is already too late. He is told that: “China 

must become strong through sleepwalking […] in this mutable, crisis-ridden world, the Chinese people do not need to 

dream”  96. There could be many more examples, but only a thorough analysis of each science fiction 

work written by new wave Chinese writers would shed light on the complexity and heterogeneity of 

this literary genre. 

As mentioned above, the sci-fi genre in China is currently thriving, at both national and 

international levels. A legitimate question, however, arises: to what extent does Chinese science 

fiction have the legitimacy to thrive, given an authoritarian government and the political, ethical, and 

moral questions that Hán Sōng’s “Gloomy China” and Wáng Jìnkāng’s works often highlight? There 

are two fundamental reasons for the success of Chinese science fiction after 1989. Firstly, the 

aforementioned authors are just the tip of the iceberg: they have notoriety before them, as well as 

their experience, the complexity of their works, and an acclaimed narrative style. However, also 

younger science fiction writers have taken the center stage by the end of the 1990s, following a major 

economic boost97. What Sonal identifies as a “crucial factor”98 for the popularization of the genre is, 

in fact, the Internet and new media platforms. In the early 2000s, online sci-fi fora, blogs, and college 

messaging boards spread like wildfire: writers and fans could interact, share opinions, publish short 

stories, and exchange feedback: “China’s sci-fi scene is emerging as an unexpected element in a broader initiative 

of cultural diplomacy aimed at projecting a positive and engaging impression of the country abroad. Yet unlike Beijing’s 

“panda” or “ping-pong” initiatives of the past, it is driven by popular grassroots enthusiasm — which has made 
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Chinese officials sit up and take notice” 99. One of the most famous fora to discuss science fiction was 

Shuǐmù qīnghuá (水木清华) created through a digital bulletin board hosted by Tsinghua University 

(清华大学 Qīnghuá Dàxué)100. 

Younger writers are more experimental: generally united by their academic backgrounds, their 

interests encompass history, religion, philosophy, legend, martial arts, and time travel101. Two of the 

most prominent Chinese contemporary writers, Mián Mián (棉棉, b. 1970) and Zhōu Wèihuì (周卫

慧, b. 1973)102 introduced a new phenomenon in the literary depiction of Chinese youth, the so-called 

“passive growth” (被动成长 Bèidòng chéngzhǎng)103, characterized by a “loss of political innocence, failed 

idealism, and a common cynicism” 104. Concretizing the figure of their generation as reckless consumers, 

these writers took advantage of this derogatory definition and the censorship that followed, to push 

the boundaries and encourage young writers (and, above all, young female writers) to try out new 

styles and express themselves more freely. Even if they are not connected to the science fiction genre, 

Song recognizes their influence on new wave sci-fi authors such as Zhào Hǎihóng (趙海虹, b. 1977), 

Mǎ Bóyōng (马伯庸, b. 1980), Chén Qiūfān (陈楸帆, b. 1981), Táng Fěi (糖匪, b. 1983), Fēi Dāo 

(飛氘, pen name of 贾立元 Jiǎ Lìyuán, b. 1983), Xià Jiā (夏笳, pen name of 王瑶 Wáng yáo, b. 1984) 

and Hǎo Jǐngfāng (郝景芳, b. 1984), among the most popular. He states that: “They paved the way for 

a new type of “youth literature” that emphasised a hedonistic, escapist tendency in the characterisation, reducing the 

conflict between self and society to a self-exhausting pursuit of pleasures” 105. 

This escapist tendency is particularly evident in Hǎo Jǐngfāng’s Folding Beijing (北京折叠 

Běijīng zhédié, 2012), which addresses urban inequalities in a three-dimensional, futuristic Běijīng, in 

which characters live according to their social status, adapting to three different time zones 106 . 

Another example is Mǎ Bóyōng’s The City of Silence (寂静之城 Jìjìng zhī chéng, 2016), in which people 

live in the year 2046, a future where all forms of communication are strictly controlled by a totalitarian 

regime. The protagonist joins an illegal “Talking Club”, where it is possible to have conversations on 

every topic that comes to mind, differently from the governmental dispositions for all social 

interactions, regulated by a rapidly shrinking list of “healthy words” to use carefully107. 

Secondly, international recognition and prestigious awards are doing a good part of the job. 

While China's expanding political, military, cultural and monetary impact is perceived as a danger by 

the West, Chinese authorities perpetuate the narrative of a “Chinese Dream” (中国梦 Zhōngguó Mèng) 

and the commitment to a “peaceful national rise” (中国和平崛起 Zhōngguó hépíng juéqǐ)108. In some 

of the most prominent sci-fi works, China’s utopian rise is narrated as well as challenged, as in the 
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case of the world-famous Three-Body Problem trilogy. Its success is perceived by Chinese authorities as 

an extremely useful tool for improving and diversifying the debate on the struggle and the means to 

achieve the goal of a “national rejuvenation”109 (中华民族伟大复兴 Zhōnghuámínzú Wěidà Fùxīng), 

and the triumph of Chinese culture110. Apparently, China is willing to take the risk of promoting this 

kind of debate, even if a gloomy future may obscure the outcomes of becoming a global leader in 

science and technology, or if the political debate, inclusive of social inequalities and the shortcomings 

of the surveillance system, may cast a faint shadow on the government’s stance on the “Socialism 

with Chinese characteristics” (中国特色社会主义 Zhōngguó tèsè shèhuìzhǔyì). This is what Chén 

Qiūfān also affirmed at the 8th Chinese Nebula Awards in 2017:  

Over the years, we have been grasping what General Secretary Xi has put forward, which 

is to promote the culture of socialism with Chinese characteristics through strong and 

effective international communication skills, to properly tell the China story and to show 

an authentic, three-dimensional, and comprehensive China, and to improve the country’s 

cultural soft power111. 

Chén Qiūfān’s works typically deal with the internal struggles of individuals adapting to 

accelerated change. In the somber tone of the short story titled Year of the Rat (鼠年 Shǔ nián, 2009), 

for example, Chén Qiūfān imagines a future China that starts to export gene-modified rats to sustain 

the national economy. Unfortunately, the rats evolve into intelligent species with their own social 

structure, cultural and even religious practices. To prevent the Chinese society to collapse under this 

threat, the government recruits “volunteer” college students (with a future job career guaranteed in 

the unlikely event of survival) to attack the rat empire. The bloodshed, from both sides, is dramatic112. 

Another striking example is The Waste Tide (荒潮 Huāng cháo, 2013); set in the imaginary “Silicon Isle” 

(硅屿 Guī yǔ), where “waste workers” work day and night for their bosses, with no guarantees on 

their future. One day, a ship bearing a contaminated load touches base at Silicon Isle. Mimi, the 

protagonist of the story, is also contaminated by the infection, and this episode sparks off a class war 

under her command. According to Sonal, the novel “shows the societal crevices and the cleavages dividing 

different regions, age groups, tribal affiliations and professions in China” 113. The island name is a pun on the 

similar pronunciation of Guì yǔ (贵屿), a town situated on the South China Sea coast globally known 

for its reception of electronic waste114. Concerning this, Chén Qiūfān stated: “I chose to use my hometown 
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as the blueprint for my work. This is linked to my opinions about the reality of China. I wrote about the pain of a 

changing China, precisely because I am very eager to see it getting better gradually”115. 

During the 8th  Chinese Nebula Awards, even the aspect of “how the West discovered Chinese 

science fiction” 116  was examined, and denoted a strong national component in praising its 

“Chineseness”. Despite the strong influences that the genre has had from Anglo-American and Soviet 

science fiction, along with the zhìguài xiǎoshuō, Raphals notes how the concept of “time and space 

travel” in Chinese science fiction also has indigenous literary roots, and precisely in a Daoist classic, 

the Zhuāngzi (庄子, 467-221 BC). This concept will appear several years later, even in the famous 

16th-century novel Journey to the West (西游记 Xī Yóu Jì), where the powers that the Monkey King 

acquired by practicing with a Daoist master, allow him to cover long distances in the span of a few 

seconds117. The “realism” of science fiction may seem harmless to Chinese authorities, as we have 

noticed how science fiction had historically been perceived as responsible for promoting scientific 

knowledge, sometimes permeated with revolutionary idealism. In contrast, time travel could provide 

contemporary readers and writers an escape, from the present to a preferable time. At some point, 

time travel plots became so popular that, in 2011, the State Administration of Radio, Film, and 

Television (国家广播电影电视总局 Guójiā guǎngbò diànyǐng diànshì zǒngjú, or SARFT) banned them, 

on the ground that they “treated serious history in a frivolous way” 118. 

In November 2019, thousands of Chinese sci-fi fans met in Chéngdū (成都市 Chéngdūshì) for 

“AsiaCon”, the first and high-profile convention that brought together writers and film-makers from 

Asia, Europe, the US, and the Middle East119. The event marked a breakthrough in Chinese science 

fiction, and it was a defining moment for the city of Chéngdū itself, already the host of the China 

(Chengdu) International Science Fiction Conference, since 1991120. Following this trend, Chinese 

authorities are eager to support a literary genre that may reinforce the Chinese discourse towards 

modernization and progress and promotes the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and 

Mathematics) disciplines. The “Made in China 2025” (中国制造 2025 Zhōngguózhìzào 2025) project 

takes into consideration issues that have a strong impact on the international scene (such as the 

environmental crisis), but it also affirms the political will to fall back on productive autonomy and 

decrease its dependence on import-export121. This plan aims at building one of the world’s most 

advanced and competitive economies, with the help of innovative manufacturing technologies122. 

Along with these ambitious projects, China wants to build an entire cultural industry surrounding 

Chinese science fiction, welcoming strong contributions from think-tanks, movies, media, online 
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gaming and related merchandising, start-up companies like Future Affairs Administration and vibrant 

academic research centers123. 

As these ambitious projects are underway, the purpose of the following chapters is to form 

hypotheses about the future developments of this genre, parallel to the evolution of specific Chinese 

political strategies, at a time when science fiction enjoys such success. The literature analyzed so far 

provides abundant ground for reflections, but unfortunately limits itself in analyzing what already 

happened. While I do not think it is unusual for researchers and academics not to delve into future 

possibilities for this specific genre, I believe that some more efforts should be made, giving the 

relevance that the Chinese soft power exerts on the international stage. 

2. Second Chapter – Theoretical Basis to Understand the New Wave of science 

fiction in relation to the socio-political context of reference 

It is challenging to categorize each science fiction work written by Chinese authors and 

authors of the Chinese diaspora, even for themselves. As a multiple Hugo Award-winning American 

author of science fiction and fantasy, and a notorious translator of science fiction works, Ken Liu 

(born in 1976) is frequently asked how he would describe the features of this genre. He believes that, 

by adding the adjective “Chinese” to science fiction, it’s inevitable to shift the focus from a 

heterogeneous124 and vibrant environment to a classification that generates racism and intellectual 

hierarchies between the West and the East, and it also hints at cumbersome geopolitical125 issues, 

such as the hypothetical necessity for Chinese authors to discuss about the pervasive control of the 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) on their daily lives. Even if Ken Liu is not wrong in describing the 

science fiction literary genre in China as too complex and vast to be taken as a monolith, I believe 

that Xià Jiā’s stance is backed up by a more historically and theoretical connoted reasoning, and 

therefore more accurate. Xià Jiā notes that the early science fiction works had “deep” Chinese 

characteristics, because “the limitations of their historical context […] emphasized the depth of the chasm between 

dream and reality” 126. Its evolution throughout history led the genre to become what it is today: in the 

1970s, authors and critics debated on how to insert specific national characteristics to relocate this 

literary genre in the international market127 and, with the accelerated integration of China into global 

capitalism in the 1990s, the genre explored the social reality, which was far more complex than any 

future dream about modernization could have been. As a result, in contemporary sci-fi, the 

simultaneous presence of crisis (disillusionment with Communism) and prosperity (China’s 

economical takeoff and global resurgence), led to an inexorable heterogeneity among the Chinese 

authors. However, there is a fundamental commonality between them, which lies in the fact that their 

stories: “are written primarily for a Chinese audience [but] The problems [they] care about and ponder […] are 

connected in a thousand complicated ways with the collective fate of all of humanity” 128. 
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Xià Jiā’s reflections on Chinese science fiction are not to be referred to the “Chineseness” 

that is often portrayed as a term aimed at modifying general, theoretical issues that apply to China-

related topics – among which novels, film theory, and cultural studies. In that case, it is, in fact, the 

“result of an overdetermined series of historical factors, the most crucial of which is the lingering, pervasive hegemony of 

Western culture” 129 which, in turn, is exclusive towards other artistic expressions130. Xià Jiā’s argument 

is of another kind, and has to do with the self-determination of what enriches the discourse around 

the “Chinese characteristics”, a term borrowed from the political discourse that defines the CCP’s 

ongoing project of building a “socialism with Chinese characteristics”. It is a set of political theories 

and policies that aims at representing Marxism–Leninism adapted to Chinese circumstances and 

specific periods, consisting of the “Dèng Xiǎopíng Theory” (邓小平理论 Dèng Xiǎopíng Lǐlùn), Jiāng 

Zémín’s “Three Represents” (三个代表 Sānge Dàibiǎo), and Hú Jǐntāo’s “Scientific Outlook on 

Development” (科学发展观 Kēxué Fāzhǎn Guān). However, its most recent shades of meaning come 

from the “Xí Jìnpíng Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era” (习近平新

时代中国特色社会主义思想 Xí Jìnpíng xīn shídài Zhōngguó tèsè shèhuì zhǔyì sīxiǎng), a diplomatic 

strategy first officially mentioned during the 19th National Congress of the Chinese Communist 

Party in 2017 to guide China in becoming a strong country131. In the contemporary political discourse, 

this expression is sometimes associated with many other concepts and terms to define the Chinese 

proactive stance and perceived assertiveness on the international stage. Though, this way, it crossing 

the boundaries of self-definition132 and can lead to misconceptions, the narrative of “telling stories 

with Chinese characteristics” directly comes from the Chinese political discourse and embodies Xià 

Jiā’s reasonings, as well.  

In the first chapter, I mentioned Xí Jìnpíng’s proclaimed objective of a “national rejuvenation”, 

along with Hú Jǐntāo’s concept of a “peaceful national rise”. In the first case, “rejuvenation” alludes 

to a period of historical relapse of the Chinese nation, represented by the hundred years of national 

humiliation that overshadowed the grandeur and centrality of Chinese civilization. The Chinese 

government worked zealously on those scars, laying the foundations for a patriotic education that 

would sprout feelings of nationalism, cohesion, and identity among the population, to justify and 

support the modern and contemporary national rise in the international environment. The second 

concept is largely used by the current leadership as well and contributes to the creation of a national 

narrative that aims at interpreting China’s rise in a pacific and “harmonious” way, so that those who 

watched the Chinese rise with circumspection would interpret it most correctly, according to the 

Chinese leadership. The term "harmony" (和谐 héxié) has an extremely profound meaning in the 

Chinese socio-cultural environment. The concept of a "harmonious society" (和平社会 hépíng shèhuì) 

dates back to ancient China: according to Confucius, social harmony was the reflection of the 

harmony within the household, governed by hierarchical customs and by the conception that each 

individual had its specific place in the world. Only the fulfillment of one's role within society could 
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guarantee security and harmony: the concept, therefore, took on very strong political connotations. 

Hú Jǐntāo then extended the concept to an ideology with a more international dimension, focusing 

on a “win-win cooperation” between countries, to guarantee international peace not only in one 

society but in all the societies that make up a “harmonious world” (和谐世界 héxié shìjiè). Later, Xí 

Jìnpíng incorporated the concept into the key ideology of his government, namely the “Chinese 

Dream”. 

Focusing on the contemporary political discourse around the “Xí Jìnpíng Thought” and its 

relevance for the state-led development of the local science fiction market, it is necessary to mention 

other important points133 of Xí’s policy. First, the concept of a “harmonious world” was enriched 

with the narrative of building a “community with shared future for mankind” (人类命运共同体 

rénlèi mìngyùn gòngtóngtǐ) to guarantee a peaceful international environment, implying how much the 

international community cannot make progress without China, and vice versa. This is because China 

promotes a view of the world that is “harmonious without suppressing differences” (和而不同 hé ér 

bùtóng), thus dignifying a world in which there are alternatives to the Western developmental model 

and values. In this regard, in the field of foreign policy, since the 1950s China has adhered to the "five 

principles of peaceful coexistence" (和平共处五项原则 Hépíng gòngchǔ wǔ xiàng yuánzé), based on 

which it has established the reasoning behind successful diplomatic relations with most of the 

countries of the world: non-interference in internal affairs, mutual respect for sovereignty and 

territorial integrity, mutual non-aggression, equality, mutual and peaceful coexistence. The “Xí Jìnpíng 

Thought” also enriched the “socialism with Chinese characteristics” with the concept of “people as 

masters of the country”, a strong people-centered approach. Lastly, the importance of a “scientific 

development” for the national innovation that traces back to the “Four Modernizations” and the 

“Scientific Outlook on Development”, will constitute the core narrative for the national promotion 

of science fiction. 

2.1 Predominant themes in the New Wave of science fiction: Tensions between 

society and politics among individualism and the concept of a humanity that 

shares a common destiny 

On August 7, 2020, the China Film Administration (国家电影局 Guójiā diànyǐng jú) issued a 

statement entitled: “Opinions on the Promotion and Development of Chinese Science Fiction 

movies”, which encourages filmmakers to: 

[…] thoroughly study and implement the Xí Jìnpíng Thought, pursue the correct direction 

in developing science fiction movies, follow the direction of a people-centered creation […] 

and highlight Chinese values, convey the beauty of Chinese aesthetics, root these movies 

in the contemporary innovation projects, explore the frontiers of science and technology, 

spread scientific ideas and merge it with a humanistic spirit 134. 
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This statement follows the success of a science fiction movie titled “The Wandering Earth” 

(流浪地球  Liúlàng dìqiú), and it leads to pondering how these guidelines would impact the 

heterogeneous world of the science fiction narrative genre. Among the most prominent Chinese 

science fiction writers, Wáng Jìnkāng, Liú Cíxīn, and Hán Sōng pursue hard-science fictional 

imagination135. Chén Qiūfān, Mǎ Bóyōng and Hǎo Jǐngfāng’s works, some of which were mentioned 

in chapter one, are described by Ken Liu as, respectively, political metaphors, fabulism mixed with 

sociological speculation, and science fiction realism 136 . Instead, Xià Jiā’s approach is labeled as 

“porridge SF” 137: “A story mixed with so many non-science elements (e.g. myth, legend or folklore) that it can hardly 

be classified as science fiction anymore”, as her short stories A Hundred Ghosts Parade Tonight (百鬼夜行街 

Bǎi guĭ yèxíng jiē, 2010) and Night Journey of the Dragon-Horse (龙马夜行 Lóngmǎ yèxíng, 2015) clearly 

show. The first merges fantasy, traditional Chinese philosophy, and ghosts’ folktales among historical 

references and technological progress. The main character is an orphan, and the only human child in 

a district called “Ghost Street”, entirely populated by ghosts and spirits. In that world, he is destined 

to never grow up and experience “how real people live” 138. He is warned about a “Thunder Calamity” 

that will descend from heaven to punish ghosts and spirits. In the form of giant mechanical spiders 

that make a thunder-like rumbling noise 139 , the calamity strikes and accidentally hits the main 

character, even if the mechanical creatures were not allowed to harm real people. Temples get 

destroyed, ancient buildings collapse, spirits are chased away and a young kid trapped in traditions 

also falls victim to the technological advancement towards progress. The same “porridge” of elements 

emerges from Night Journey of the Dragon-Horse, a post-apocalyptic story in which a mechanical dragon-

horse that has outlived the humans who created it, wakes up after a long sleep. It is the perfect 

example of how tradition and modern technologies go hand in hand. The creature remembers that 

someone built it in Nantes140, and later sent it to China to “celebrate the lasting friendship between two 

nations”141. The dragon-horse is torn between its double identity: half French, half Chinese. Half 

modernity, half myth; but it cannot exactly decide where modernity and tradition lie, respectively. 

Through its journey back home, it understands that its existence is just like contemporarily built door 

gods and buddhas, tiny robots, and ancient stone guardian lions. They are “mixed blood creations of 

tradition and modernity, myth and technology, dream, and reality” 142. And, still, at a time when humanity is 

extinct, these half-blood products live on. 

However, among these authors, there are strong similarities, against the differences, on which 

the majority of the literature agrees on. The New Wave of Chinese science fiction works can be 

classified in the variations of three recurring motifs143: the hints at a “China Dream” and the rise as a 
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one-nation utopia, the myth of China’s economic model and rapid development, and the future of 

technology and its human costs, with further reflections on a post-human utopia. The first motif is 

evident in Liú Cíxīn’s The three-body problem, where China is perfectly mingled with the International 

Relations’ domain, but some scientists still resent the Soviet “revisionists” and the American 

“imperialists” for the probable risk that advanced science in their hands may obscure its rise. Chén 

Qiūfān’s Year of the Rat also portrays China in the middle of a trade war with the West144. Perhaps, the 

most important example belonging to this specific motif is still Hán Sōng’s Mars Shines Over America: 

Random Sketches on a Journey to the West in 2066 (火星照耀美国:2066 年之西行漫记 Huǒxīng zhàoyào 

Měiguó:2066 nián zhī xīxíng mànjì, 2012), that narrates of a greatly utopian vision of China’s ascent: a 

powerful, innovative, and advanced country which dominates the world as the sole superpower and 

helps to restore peace around the world, while the West is witnessing its decline145. 

The myth of China’s economic model and rapid development is evident in some works already 

cited in the first chapter of this thesis: Hán Sōng’s ghosts of progress thrive in Regenerated Bricks and 

My Homeland Does Not Dream, Wáng Jìnkāng deals with the national obsession for development in The 

Reincarnated Giant, Hǎo Jǐngfāng’s Folding Beijing and Chén Qiūfān’s Year of the Rat deal with social 

disparities and a saturated labor market. Hǎo Jǐngfāng, in particular, reflects on China’s growing 

inequalities and the complexity of scaling the social ladder. She stated146 that, as an economist, she 

made abundant research in different regions, industries, and cities in China to describe her country’s 

specific social issues. She reflects on technological progress, and how Artificial Intelligence will 

threaten the employment of low-skilled workers in the future. This is clearly a “Chinese” story. 

However, the way she relates to universal issues confirms Xià Jiā’s theory: “I'm […] concerned about 

inequality, and I will always be, as it seems to me to be an eternal phenomenon. No matter how advanced human 

science and technology is, inequality will exist nevertheless.” 147 

The same theme is taken up by Chén Qiūfān’s The Flower of Shazui (沙嘴之花 Shāzuǐ zhī huā, 

2012), which describes the dark atmosphere of a globalized world that takes over the fictional village 

near Shēnzhèn (深圳市 Shēnzhèn Shì), named Shāzuǐ. For common people, there is no escape from 

this cruel destiny: “Because the rent is cheap, every kind of migrant can be found here, struggling to fulfill their 

Shenzhen dream: the high-tech, high-salaried, high-resolution, high-life, high-Shenzhen.” 148 This motif is also part 

of Xià Jiā’s reasoning: science fiction stories are written for Chinese people, but they involve universal 

problems that affect every society on the planet. For instance, as a Hugo Award for Best Novelette 

winner in 2016, Hǎo Jǐngfāng is deeply concerned with social issues that are specifically “Chinese”, 

some of which she mentions in her works Born 1984 (生于一九八四 Shēng yú yījiǔbāsì), Vagabonds 

(流浪苍穹 Liúlàng cāngqióng), and Folding Beijing. The first two are exceptional examples of the already 

mentioned escapism and individualism portrayed by younger Chinese sci-fi writers: how do young 

Chinese people conceive their own identity, how to look at contemporary China, how to look at 
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China and the world. From the 1980s onwards, rural China entered a highly developed modern 

market economy society, and the author argues that the changes she and her peers are witnessing 

have certainly contributed to the Chinese people’s identity issues149. This view is also sustained by 

Hán Sōng, who stated that: “[…] the Chinese born after 1978 belong to a Torn Generation” 150, and Chén 

Qiūfān: 

China is being ripped apart at an accelerated pace […] Everything, from spiritual dreams 

to the reality of life, is torn […] I’m in charge of a group of young people born after 1985, 

some even after 1990. In our daily contact, what I sense in them above all is a feeling of 

exhaustion about life and anxiety for success […] Meanwhile, the state-dominated media 

are saturated with phrases like “the Chinese Dream,” “revival of the Chinese people,” “the 

rise of a great nation,” “scientific development” … Between the feeling of individual failure 

and the conspicuous display of national prosperity lies an unbridgeable chasm.151 

Finally, reflections on the future of technology and its human costs are evident in Liú Cíxīn’s 

debut novel China 2185 and the already examined Chén Qiūfān’s Year of the Rat and The Waste Tide, 

but also in his short story The Fish of Lijiang (丽江的鱼儿们 Lìjiāng de yúermen, 2011). It is a story 

about a consumer-driven future in which people that want to rehabilitate from their hectic lifestyles 

are sent to tourist and tranquil locations. The Chinese society is extremely receptive of these specific 

themes: as a matter of fact, “nèijuǎn” (内卷152 involution)153 is a popular word used to describe the 

perceived sacrifice of Chinese people’s individualities and freedom to the benefit of spurring national 

progress. Even in this short story, I sense a strong contrast between “technological evolution” and 

the “daily life involution” of people forced into an “endless, energy-draining loop” 154: a prototype time-

sense compressor gifted to the most talented employees make them work more than they feel, an 

experiment that inevitably leads them to frequent burnouts. The main character sadly finds out that 

even the blue color of the sky over Lìjiāng (丽江市 Lìjiāng Shì, a notoriously fascinating, unpolluted, 

and touristic city) is caused by specific drones155, and that even the Nàxī’s traditional music156 is played 

by tiny robots on the streets. Other works related to this theme are Xià Jiā’s A Hundred Ghosts Parade 

Tonight and Tongtong’s Summer (童童的夏天 Tóngtóng de Xiàtiān, 2014). The latter is a moving story 

involving a child dealing with the illness and passing of her grandfather. Housebound and unable to 
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move, he is gifted with Ah Fu, a robot designed by the R&D department of Guokr technologies157 

to take care of the elderly and allow them to perform their former duties by remote controlling158. 

2.2  Chinese science fiction: a combination of hard and soft power to back up the 

national narrative? 

Some international observers agree with journalist Juan Pablo Cardenal’s 2017 definition of 

the ability of authoritarian regimes to “manipulate and co-opt culture, education systems, and media” 159, namely 

the “sharp power” that China is presumably wielding in showing its assertiveness internationally. 

However, the concept of “sharp power” does not belong to the Chinese political and academic 

discourse yet, if not for dismissing Western claims that their country has engaged in sharp-power 

practices. Rather, I agree with Saurav160 in considering that China still needs soft power for both 

domestic legitimacy and its international image and that even if both offensive and defensive soft 

power strategies can be identified in China’s policy choices, they do not necessarily merge into 

Cardenal’s definition of sharp power. In fact, soft power is often misunderstood with categories such 

as deploying a weak foreign policy, merely exporting cultural products (a practice which is better 

identified as “cultural diplomacy”, a product of both soft power and public diplomacy strategies), and 

propaganda. As a matter of fact, “soft power is an instrument of strong and assertive nations” 161. 

In the last few years, China continued to innovate and find new ways to “play the soft power 

game”162. At first, the mainstream view was held by sociologists of the “culture school”163, who stated 

that culture was the core resource of a state’s power164. This view led to a strong promotion of 

concepts such as development, stability, and harmony, believing that they could have universal appeal 

and “supplement” U.S. values165. As a result, the Chinese leadership embraced it, promoting the 

country’s development model along with traditional culture and values. Considering Joseph S. Nye’s 

definition of soft power, which is: “the ability of a country to persuade others to do what it wants without force 

or coercion” 166 , the Chinese discourse on soft power itself largely conforms to Nye’s conceptual 

framework and parameters (culture, political values, and foreign policy, among which a state’s 

international institution-building, agenda-setting, mobilization of coalitions, and ability to fulfill 

commitments)167, and its efficacy lies in the fact that China started focusing on achieving both foreign 

policy goals and domestic goals168. Moreover, most Chinese analysts emphasize the inseparability of 
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hard and soft power, and the Chinese leadership has always highlighted the importance of hard power 

– economy, science and technology, and national defense power – to gain international influence169. 

This conceptual framework results in an integrated approach to power called “comprehensive 

national power”, which “encompasses all sources of material and ideational power” 170: on a practical level, it 

led to increased government funding for the development of Confucius Institutes, the organization 

of cultural events and international exchanges171, the promotion of the “go global” strategy for 

Chinese culture172, as well as huge investments and infrastructural projects such as the Belt and Road 

Initiative (BRI) and the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB), and also investments in 

domestic and international mass media representation, because: “capability and effectiveness in mass 

communications are also important aspects of a state’s soft power, and [many Chinese analysts] are consequently 

impressed with the dominant role of the Western media” 173.  

In conclusion, other Chinese academics are critical of Nye’s dichotomy of hard and soft power, 

and argue that “depending on the context, any source of power is both hard and soft, and that China’s soft power is 

best illustrated in the ‘China model’ of multilateralism, economic diplomacy, and good-neighborly policy” 174. This is 

another crossover point from Nye’s core positions. Eventually, other intellectuals developed the 

concept of a “soft power with Chinese characteristics”175, meaning a holistic approach towards both 

the domestic and foreign policy aspects of soft power development. According to another study, just 

by analyzing the territorial disputes in the South China Sea and the cross-strait relations, it is possible 

to state that “soft power is integrated into China’s security strategy and involves a wide range of sources of power” 176. 

Ken Liu emphasizes the strong ideological correlation between the national objectives, the 

promotion of soft power, and science fiction because “science fiction is a literature of dreams” 177, at least 

since when the Chinese dream of national rejuvenation became the embodiment of the leadership's 

political ideology178. Even Wu Yan, professor of literature at Beijing Normal University and a science 

fiction specialist, argues that science fiction is the ideal medium through which to reveal the “Chinese 

Dream”179. In this aspect, Ken Liu’s attempted approach to completely deprive so many different 

stories of their historical and socio-political background – though understandable – proves weak. An 

example of this inseparable link is a study180 conducted under the lens of the International Relations 

theory on Liú Cíxīn’s The three-body trilogy. In particular, Dyson adapts Kenneth N. Waltz's three 

images of international relations, since the Waltzian images of conflict are present in Liú’s fiction and 
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“both writers represent human nature as largely malevolent, are skeptical of the importance of domestic political 

formations, and place most weight on the logic of survival perpetuated by an international/interstellar system” 181. The 

first book better relates to Waltz’s first image, according to which the cause of war lies in the 

intrinsically evil human nature that leads Ye Wenjie to betray her own race182. The second Waltzian 

image identifies the internal structure of States – planets, in this case – as the seeds of conflict, and it 

is a useful frame for understanding the incident that leads to the war.183 The second book of Liú’s 

trilogy, The Dark Forest, portrays the third Waltzian image184 of the conflict caused by anarchy in the 

international system. This image, also called “neo-realism”, implies that states naturally seek power 

as the means of survival; as a result, the international system tends toward a balance of power to 

prevent the appearance of overwhelmingly powerful rivals. Ye Wenjie states that: “survival is the primary 

need of all civilizations, [they] continuously grow and expand, [while] the total matter in the universe remains 

constant”185. This zero-sum perception of space, a place cohabited by different civilizations pursuing 

power, is a metaphor for the anarchic international system. Other Liú’s works and short stories 

published on Science Fiction World (科幻世界 Kēhuàn shìjiè) show his concern regarding international 

relations186, which encourages him to write about humanity “as a whole”187. 

According to Liú, the success of the third volume of the trilogy, mostly written for hard 

science fiction fans, showed “changes in the thinking patterns of Chinese readers. As modernization accelerated 

its pace, the new generation of readers […] is interested in the future and the wide-open cosmos.” 188 The Chinese 

government perceived the impact of this trend: in chapter one, I mentioned the relevance of the 

promotion of Chinese science fiction to improve the country’s soft power and to drive the internal 

spur towards scientific and technological literacy. After having discussed and studied the features of 

the soft power “with Chinese characteristics”, I can state that the Chinese leadership chose to take 

advantage of science fiction to promote both hard and soft power. This primarily depends on the 

fact that the Chinese authorities identify, in a broader process of cultural commodification, the 

reasoning behind the exportation of Chinese science fiction, which is “a modern genre reflecting China’s 

growing role in the world economy” 189. The relevance of the export of this cultural product for the country’s 

soft power was tangible just by delving into the nationalistic exaltation that occurred when Liú Cíxīn 

won the Hugo Award in 2015. The People’s Daily (人民日报 Rénmín Rìbào) immediately reported the 

news, stating that the event “undoubtedly puts an end to discriminating attitudes towards Chinese science fiction, 

but also indicates that there is fertile ground for the genre to grow further.” 190 Possibly, this might happen by 

following the “Opinions” of the China Film Administration: in the world portrayed by Liú Cíxīn in 
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“The Wandering Earth”: “the countries have no borders, people of different ethnicities live together and face every 

challenge [because, ideally] only if every person will become a member of a community with a shared future, then mutual 

peace and progress would be possible” 191. Lastly, in “today’s globalized world, […] Chinese Science Fiction should 

keep itself updated with every scientific success, […] promote science and technology […], recognize that people have to 

unite in order to fight common future crisis […], and break through the limits and borders among civilizations” 192. 

National projects and policies – among which the “Made in China 2025” – are constantly 

redefining China’s objectives, as emphasized during the Fifth Plenum of the 19th Central Committee 

of the CCP: science, technology, and innovation are the country’s driving forces on the path to 

achieving socialist modernization by 2035 193 . Contemporary China is seeking to take over the 

discourse on a kind of innovation that transcends the West, fighting the assumption that concepts of 

science, technology, and modernization does not belong to the East194. In this respect, in 2016, 

China’s State Council announced a step-by-step process for valorizing science through the 

production of science fiction, to “popularize scientific learning and to contribute to China’s status as a world 

technology power” 195. I thus believe that the domestic nature of promoting soft power through science 

fiction provides more ground for debate because, as I will explain in the following chapter, most of 

the political and diplomatic discourse around the promotion of science fiction for this purpose is 

carried on domestically, to develop a strong cultural industry around science fiction to be exported, 

improve the country’s soft power and foster the national narrative of a modern, technologically 

advanced country. 

2.3  The inward-looking promotion of Chinese science fiction: socio-political 

stability and acceptance, and the return of scientific optimism 

Yu Keping, a well-known political analyst in China, argues that “education, the psychological and 

physical condition of the people, technological advancement, superior national culture, human resources and strategy, 

social cohesion and unity, and the sustainability of socio-economic development, are all aspects of soft power” 196. As 

suggested by the China Film Administration, Chinese sci-fi films should portray China in a positive 

light as a technologically advanced nation. This strategy perfectly fits the complementarity of 

national and international promotion of soft power with Chinese characteristics. To foster its 

domestic aspect, the Chinese leadership adopted different strategies to promote the science fiction 

genre, simultaneously involving it in the STEM progress and making it a socially accepted cultural 

and entertainment form of cohesion and national pride. In 2020, the National Development and 

Reform Commission issued the “Guiding Opinions on the expansion of investments in strategic 

emerging industries […]”197 for innovation, which also included creative digital industries under this 

classification, which now includes those industries involved in the production, creation, and 
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publishing of experiential and information media such as online advertising, graphic design, film, and 

television, digital visual and audio effects, mobile entertainment, interactive media, and video games. 

In any case, everything started with literature. Liú Cíxīn’s The Three-Body Problem has been 

defined as a great wellspring for Chinese philosophy, literature, and morality198. Following Liú’s 

success at the Hugo Awards, a reporter from The People’s Daily stated that book-based proposed idea 

of a “cosmic sociology” (宇宙社会学 Yǔzhòu shèhuì xué), namely the study of a “super-society” made 

up of countless civilizations living in the same universe, strikingly resembles the traditional Chinese 

thought199. He supposedly refers to both the concept of “all under Heaven” (天下 tiānxià)200, and the 

mankind-community with a shared future. A similar example comes from the inaugural speech201 for 

the 2019 opening of the China Science Fiction Research Institute (中国科幻研究院 Zhōngguó kēhuàn 

yánjiùyuàn) at Sìchuān University (四川大学 Sìchuān Dàxué), in the city of Chéngdū. On this special 

occasion, Chinese science fiction was compared to a “spiritual hometown” (精神原乡 jīngshén yuán 

xiāng) in which Chinese ancient culture and poems also reside, because “imagination is our universal need 

and the instinctive pursuit of the spirit” 202. Even the founder of modern Chinese literature Lŭ Xùn got 

cited for his broad vision on scientific thinking and practice: he taught that “science comes from non-science” 

203 and, thus, the imaginative nature of science fiction can actually spur scientific progress. Among 

the objectives of this research center, the state-run press agency Xīnhuá (新华社 Xīnhuá Shè) reported 

the aim of “establishing a science fiction theory system with Chinese characteristics” (建立具有中国特色的科

幻理论体系 jiànlì jùyǒu Zhòngguó tèsè de kēhuàn lǐlùn tǐxì)204. 

This attitude contributes to shaping the public opinion205, leading to think that it is very 

positive for Chinese writers to be appreciated and praised internationally, for both their talent and 

the fact that their stories are deeply rooted in the Chinese background. The government actively 

promotes science fiction via state media and by setting goals in the academic field, such as the opening 

of the China Science Fiction Research Institute, and the Science and Human Imagination Research 

Center (at the Southern University for Science and Technology of Shēnzhèn). Moreover, some of the 

biggest conventions and conferences owe some of their rising commercial viability to governmental 

support. Since 1991, Science Fiction World held international conventions that featured association 

leaders and local officials in attendance206. Moreover, since 2016, the China Association for Science 

and Technology (CAST) has sponsored big SF conventions in cities like Shēnzhèn and Bĕijīng, and 

the Sìchuān Provincial Department of Science and Technology is mainly responsible for co-hosting 
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and promoting SF events held in its provincial capital, Chéngdū. The most prominent examples are 

the Asia Science Fiction Convention (held in Chéngdū), the Asia-Pacific Science Fiction Convention 

(held in Bĕijīng), the International Science Fiction Conference (held in Chéngdū), the 2007 

International SF & Fantasy Conference in Chéngdū, the 2007 Bĕijīng Science Fiction Lectureship, 

the Another Planet Science Fiction Convention, and the Blue Planet Forum for Science Fiction and 

Film. Future Affairs Administration, a cultural brand, start-up, and a publishing house, also gets to 

promote these events and help aspirant science fiction writers mostly recruited on online fora, 

offering them a specific kind of formation. The World Chinese Science Fiction Association annually 

organizes the prestigious Chinese Nebula Awards, and there is also a Science and Fantasy Growth 

Foundation, the first public welfare fund committed to the development of a Sci-fi industry in China. 

To shift the interest towards science fiction from a niche product to a mainstream and socially 

appreciated creative industry, these events are fundamental. During these occurrences, a 

terminological similarity in the appropriation of science fiction into political projects in China207 is 

employed: by stating that science fiction “with Chinese characteristics” helps to popularize science 

and technology and fostering the national “rejuvenation”, a key language is proposed to create a sense 

of unity through the participation to these events. 

As a matter of fact, it is not uncommon to hear ministers of the CAST holding speeches at 

both conferences on science and innovation, and conventions on fantasy and science fiction, which 

further links the concept of a science fiction “universe” with its scientific foundations and 

mechanisms: 

Unlike the fan-fueled activities of their international counterparts, the major SF 

conventions within China are tied to the popularization of science and development of the 

SF industry and rarely do without speeches from officials, high-level summits, laser light 

shows, closed-door banquets, and the like. To solidify the connection between domestic 

and foreign conventions, the science and technology associations and local governments 

have regularly sent representatives to Worldcon in recent years, heading overseas to study 

how to hold international SF conventions, with panel discussions, marketplaces, exhibitions, 

and parties—and various other activities that have since become commonplace. Relatively 

speaking, China’s science fiction conventions have become fancier, as well as more 

commercial, whereas overseas science fiction conventions have generally become more 

grassroots208. 

General Secretary Xí Jìnpíng provided an in-depth explanation of the meaning of promoting 

the spirit of scientists at a symposium held in 2020209: a positive image of scientists spurs scientific 

and technological innovation, encourages young students to pursue STEM careers and the 

mainstream population to trust science as a means of progress. Therefore, China is promoting a 

general understanding of scientists and their work by popularizing them through science fiction 

stories: because of his international recognition, the name of Liú Cíxīn started to be associated with 

some scientific and diplomatic activities, and the bizarre involvement of a science fiction author in 
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these events is meaningful. In 2019, he was invited to give a speech in Guìzhōu province (贵州省 

Guìzhōu shěng) at the unveiling of the site for a radio telescope for detecting extraterrestrial intelligence. 

He was also named “Ambassador for the Chinese Mars Exploration Program”, along with other 

sport and music celebrities210. But China is also trying to take one step forward because, in a country’s 

innovation ecosystem, public understanding of science also means scientific knowledge 211 . The 

popularization of science fiction comes at a time when, among the national objectives, expanding 

science education and training, developing and sharing popular science resources, strengthening the 

science communication capabilities of the mass media, and building basic popular science education 

facilities, are a priority. In fact, the “National Action Plan for Scientific Literacy”, implemented by 

the Ministry of Education (MOE), the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), and the CAST, 

aims to improve national scientific literacy by investing in education across China and popularizing 

knowledge of science and technology. The growth in overall general scientific literacy is expected to 

contribute to inclusive innovation, and the long-term goal of the plan is to ensure basic scientific 

literacy among all adult citizens by 2050212. Enterprises and social organizations are thus encouraged 

to participate in activities for science popularization, for example, through government procurement 

and tax allowances213. In the first chapter, I already stated how science fiction became part of a project 

of science popularization (科学普及 kēxué pŭjí) in the 1950s and 1970s, a sort of “artistic” science 

propaganda aimed at an audience of children and young people since Chinese citizens are highly 

interested in science but show low levels of scientific knowledge. In this respect, in the public eye, 

“kēpŭ” often refers to popular science products such as books, lectures, or TV programs, instead of 

the interaction or communication between science and the public214. The word “kēpŭ” thus became 

a fixed word and a symbol indicating public science communication and scientific culture: “Scientists, 

researchers, public officials and science communication practitioners understand each other well when talking about 

kēpŭ” 215 , which is also the term that appears most often in the policy documents on science 

popularization. Since the foundation of the Chinese Communist Party in 1949, bringing science to 

the ordinary people was a commitment of the government, undeniably expressed in the 43rd article 

of the “Common Program”216, adopted during the First Plenary Session of the Chinese People’s 

Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC):  “To strive to advance natural sciences to serve the country in its 

industrial, agricultural and national defense construction, to reward science discoveries and inventions, and to popularize 

scientific knowledge” 217. From 2011 to 2015, a total of 254 science popularization (SP) policy documents 

were publicly released by central government organs and people’s organizations in China218. From 
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2016 until now, the role of SP and in supporting the national strategy was elevated to an 

unprecedented degree: in 2016, the State Council issued the “Outline of the National Strategy of 

Innovation-Driven Development”, which prioritized SP as one of the driving forces for the strategy219. 

Among the most prominent science popularization documents and policies, the “Instructions 

on Strengthening Engagement in Science and Technology Popularization”, the “Law of the PRC on 

Popularization of Science and Technology”, and the “The Outline of the National Scheme for 

Scientific Literacy (2006–2010–2020)” might be the most relevant220 in providing a legal basis for 

science popularization221. The first one states that the government should secure public input into SP 

and invest money in it, contributing to the construction of basic SP infrastructures such as museums, 

centers, and public spaces with relevant activities. Moreover, the mass media would be used to 

popularize science, and this explains why creative digital industries are now considered de facto 

“strategic industries” for innovation. The second document legitimizes social sectors’ accountabilities 

and involvement in SP activities: schools, research institutions, media, national organizations, 

enterprises, rural grassroots organizations, urban communities, and the managers of public places, 

parks, shopping centers, airports, and the like. Lastly, the Outline set the basis for strategic 

investments in SP: the most relevant outputs from SP investments were distributed in S&T museums, 

books, TV programs, websites, lectures, and exhibitions222. This is happening at an astounding rate 

regarding science fiction popularization, as well. After all, during the inaugural speech223 of the 

China Science Fiction Research Institute, the desire to “achieve the best in the development of popular culture 

and national industry” was said to go through the cooperation “in various aspects” with the Sichuan 

Association for Science and Technology and the Science Fiction World magazine224, once again merging 

science popularization with the promotion of a sci-fi cultural industry. Even today, most Chinese 

science fiction is published by popular science presses, and science fiction writers are members of 

the Popular Science Writers' Association, an affiliate of the Science and Technology Association of 

China, rather than belonging to the Writers' Association of China225. China is also closely monitoring 

the pace of the sci-fi industry development: according to the “2019 China Annual Science Fiction 

Industry Report”226, China's science fiction industry developed rapidly in 2018, with a total output 

value of 45.635 billion Yuán (元). 

Given this theoretical analysis of the promotion of the New Wave of SF in China, I believe 

that insistence on the key role of scientists and SP in China put side by side to the popularization of 

science fiction might be a requirement for fostering the national innovative process. According to 

China's national strategy expressed through the "14th Five-Year National Social and Economic 

Development Plan" (2021-2025) and the celebrations for the centenary of the CCP, the Chinese 

government puts a strong emphasis on the role of the CCP in the national rejuvenation through 
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scientific and technological progress. Moreover, with the Chinese government’s support, science 

fiction is assuming a new role in comprehensively supporting national development strategies: at the 

2018 Meeting of Academicians of the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Chinese Academy of 

Engineering, President Xí called on scientists to “continue to spread scientific knowledge and promote the 

scientific spirit” 227. In order to legitimize the cohesion between the CCP strategies, national planning, 

scientific progress and the promotion of science fiction in China and internationally, the Chinese 

government is likely to insist on the science fiction culture, which is now a strategic industry, for 

various reasons: enhancing the national capital, fostering the national soft power, and popularizing 

science. 

3. Third Chapter – Reasoning Behind the Research 

The studies and literature reported in the previous chapters support the assumption that the 

official domestic support for the Chinese science fiction genre has four main goals: first, the 

promotion of science and technology through hard science fiction works to endorse the improvement 

of the scientific literacy of the overall population. Second, the will of backing up the national objective 

of spurring internal innovation through the creative digital industries. Third, the economic need of 

turning a booming domestic and international market into a blockbuster trend. Last, the long-term 

outlook of turning the genre into a soft power tool. 

In the light of these aspects, I chose to focus on domestically promoted New Wave of Chinese 

science fiction works to look further into the socio-political context that made this genre so relevant 

to the party-state. The literature that delved into The Three-Body Problem trilogy already provided 

consultable studies concerning its subtexts, as Liú’s sci-fi tale had already been translated into 26 

languages, it has been adapted into an anime series, and Netflix also announced plans to turn the 

books into a TV series228. Following its success, however, it is a widely held view that the turning 

point that led to issuing official guidelines for future science fiction creations was the success of the 

movie: “The Wandering Earth”, loosely based on the namesake novella by Liú Cíxīn, Liúlàng dìqiú 

(流浪地球). 

Thus, my research questions are the following: 

1. Why did Liúlàng dìqiú, written by Liú Cíxīn, catch the interest of Chinese filmmakers? 

2. In which specific ways different communicative modes in a Chinese-production 

science fiction movie contributed to the support of the national narrative? 

I believe this analysis could provide supporting literature to understand and interpret Chinese 

cinematic works of global success in light of the Chinese socio-political context. This also could 

constitute the basis for further delving into the Chinese soft power strategy, both for academic and 

diplomatic reasons. 
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3.1  Methodology and data collection 

In view of the fact that I chose to analyze the ideally same science fiction story adapted into 

two different types of communication, I had to diversify the research methodology as well. My aim 

was to narrow down my research to a single creative work, with its themes, sub-texts, and inevitable 

variations among two types of communications, without having to exclude one or the other from my 

analysis. I believe that these two works, for their similarities, differences, and diverse impact, are 

complementary and provide a full picture of how rapidly changing the New Wave of science fiction 

genre is, nowadays. 

3.1.1 First Research Question: Thematic Analysis 

I opted to do a thematic analysis of the Liúlàng dìqiú novella, and the reasons for my choice 

are many. First, according to the theoretical basis to understand the New Wave of Chinese science 

fiction, it is possible to distinguish three predominant themes in the light of which to interpret works 

belonging to the genre. Liúlàng dìqiú is no exception, as it belongs to the New Wave: it was first 

published by Science Fiction World in 2000 and later republished in 2008 and 2018, by China Science 

and Technology Press and Zhejiang Education Press respectively229. The second reason is strictly 

linked to the first one: following the domestic and international resonance of Chinese sci-fi, Liúlàng 

dìqiú among many hits caught the interest of Chinese filmmakers for its plot and themes, thus 

confirming the relevance of studying a New Wave of Chinese sci-fi work under the lenses of thematic 

analysis. Third, the namesake movie became the most successful Chinese science fiction movie ever, 

with a revenue of 4.9 billion yuan as of march 2021230. Because of its success, there might be similar 

initiatives to adapt carefully selected Chinese sci-fi stories into movies, and this research could 

become a basis for future researches and related studies. 

For these reasons, I chose a qualitative research method that can be widely used across a range 

of epistemologies and research questions. Thematic analysis is a method for “identifying, analyzing, 

organizing, describing, and reporting themes found within a data set” 231 that, if conducted in a rigorous and 

methodical manner, is believed to yield meaningful and useful results. Furthermore, the advantage of 

employing this qualitative research method lies in its flexible232 approach. To compensate the lack of 

substantial literature on thematic analysis, I followed the step-by-step approach provided by Nowell, 

Norris, White, and Moules233 to conduct a trustworthy qualitative research. Their approach heavily 

draws from Lincoln and Guba’s evaluated criteria of credibility, transferability, dependability and 

confirmability to parallel the conventional quantitative assessment criteria of validity and reliability234. 

The first phase of collecting data consisted in familiarizing with the Liú Cíxīn’s novella in its entirety, 

documenting theoretical and reflective thoughts in the process. The second phase involved the initial 
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production of codes, after several revisions of the data. This operation allows the researcher and the 

reader to simplify the text and to focus on its specific and relevant characteristics. 

After choosing a satisfying coding framework, I thus proceeded searching for themes. In this 

phase, all data have been initially coded and collated, and I began sorting and collating all the 

potentially relevant data extracts into themes. Themes were generated both inductively – from the 

raw data – and deductively – from theory and prior research. The fourth phase involved reviewing, 

defining and naming themes. On account of this, I identified five main themes in the novella: 

“doomsday dystopia”, “post-human world”, “post-national world”, “post-familial world”, and 

“future of technology and scientific progress”. All the data and their thematic references are  inserted 

in Table 1235. 

3.1.2 Second Research Question: Multimodal Discourse Analysis 

The multimodal analysis of “The Wandering Earth” was intended to understand the way in 

which different communicative modes in a movie contribute individually and collectively to meaning 

making. After taking into account the themes and motifs conveyed by the original Liú Cíxīn’s story, 

my aim is to find out in which ways this movie could have enhanced certain themes to support the 

national narrative. To do so, I based my research methodology on three main examples: a multimodal 

discourse analysis applied to an American movie236, several English editorials237, and a promotional 

video of a Chinese city238. 

The theory of multimodal discourse analysis (MDA), plays an important guiding role in the 

interpretation and construction of film discourse. Multimodal discourse analysis investigates how 

meanings “are constructed and communicated through different modes such as verbal, visual, audio and so on” 239, 

and it heavily draws on Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), developed by Halliday in studying 

language as social semiotic240. In particular, according to Kress and van Leeuwen241, the three meta-

functions in SFL, namely the ideational, the interpersonal and the textual functions, can be applied 

to all semiotic modes, MDA included. The first meta-function relates to the experiences in the world, 

and establishes relations between clauses. It is common to distinguish the ideational function into 

two different reproduction modes: the narrative reproduction, which relates to the action, reaction, 

speech, and psychology processes, and the conceptual reproduction with its three processes: 

classification, analysis, and symbolism. The interpersonal meta-function, as the name suggests, enacts 

social relations and differentiates between the perspective of the participants, the contact and the 

social distance among them, or between the participants and the observer. Lastly, the textual function 

turns messages in the text into a cohesive and coherent whole. Since these meta-functions could be 
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applied to the interpretation of film discourse as well, I decided to make a multimodal discourse 

analysis on the movie: “The Wandering Earth”242.  

Transposed to the MDA, these three meta-functions are rather called reproduction meaning, 

interactive meaning and composition meaning. The analysis of the dynamic discourse, such as videos, 

can be divided into six levels: the work as a whole; the generic stage; the sequence; the scenes; the 

shot; and the frame. After watching the movie several times, I chose to focus on the image level, and 

in particular on the shot level. I believe that taking into account some selected shots enabled me to 

meticulously sift through each MDA meta-function. As for the visual representation meaning, I 

focused on three narrative reproduction processes, namely the action, reaction, and speech ones, and 

two conceptual reproduction processes, namely the analytic and symbolic ones. The action process 

helps to associate actions with vectors that are transmitted by a moving actor, and received by an 

action target. The reaction process then originates from the reactants, and creates the phenomena 

that we can observe afterward. Along with selected shots, I took into account linguistic aspects and 

dialogues when relevant, as the speech process is deemed an important one in the narrative 

representation meaning as well. The analytic process identifies the participants in a visual 

representation by distinguishing the carrier, or the whole, and its parts, also called possessive 

attributes. This distinction helped me to delve into the symbolic innuendos of the shots, by defining 

them either symbolic attributive (with two participants: the carrier and its attributes) or symbolic 

suggestive (with the carrier only). 

In respect to the visual interactive meaning, I considered the contact, the social distance, and 

the attitude between the components and the observer, or among the components in a shot. The eye-

contact and the social distance help to distinguish among intimate, social, and public relations, mainly 

through direct or inexistent eye-contact (also defined as demanding and supplying) or thanks to close, 

medium or long shots. To complete the study, the objective aspect of the attitude analysis made me 

distinguish between involvement, detachment and demonstration of power through frontal, oblique 

and vertical angles, or points of view. Lastly, the visual compositional meaning makes sense of the 

spatial order: it analyzes the significance of the information value of specific messages based on their 

collocation (foreground or background) and the scene information (or framing), which considers 

how elements in an image are connected or disconnected. 

All the above-mentioned processes and meta-functions are inserted in Table 2243, with the 

respective shots, and in Table 3 244 , which only considers the speech process of the narrative 

reproduction meaning. After choosing a satisfying coding framework, which enabled me to make a 

comparative analysis of the novella and the movie, I proceeded with the meta-functions analysis. 
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3.2  Data Collection and Analysis 

In this section, I analyze and interpret some of the most relevant pages of the Liúlàng dìqiú 

novella. I present recurring themes and motifs that are attributable to the New Wave of Chinese 

science fiction domain, along with original traits belonging to the novella only. According to Xià Jiā’s 

rightful claims, I expect to find specific “Chinese features” that are included in every Chinese work 

of this kind, and that probably inspired filmmakers to work on a movie adaptation. In this respect, I 

also study and explain some relevant shots collected from the movie “The Wandering Earth”, at 

times supported by relevant quotes. In light of the success of the movie, I expect to find a strong link 

between the depiction of certain motifs of the science fiction genre and the current national narrative. 

To read in detail the analysis of every single data collected, please look at the Tables Index in chapter 

six. 

3.2.1 Thematic analysis of Liú Cíxīn’s novella Liúlàng dìqiú 

Liúlàng dìqiú describes a dystopian future in which astrophysicists predicted that the Sun is 

about to expand into a red giant. This event is called “Helium flash”, and it will devour the Earth. 

Liú’s story can be considered to take place in a “post-national world” in which the governments of 

specific nations are not mentioned, nor do they have any relevant role in the story, for the menace of 

losing both the human civilization and its planet is too big to be dealt with by a disunited Earth. 

However, the people living in the described world do not have a post-national identity yet. By that, I 

refer to the definition of a “beyond national identity, such as global, supranational, and transnational identities”245. 

People still define themselves as citizens of their old place of residence; that is why the protagonist 

addresses his future wife as a “Japanese woman”246 the first time he meets her. Nevertheless, I believe 

that by omitting any political innuendo and often using the term “humanity”, Liú makes the reader 

intend that the process of adopting a post-national identity may happen soon. In fact, mankind 

crossed national borders to unite against the gigantic menace: at first, two government parties 

suggested two different solutions. The Earth Faction believed that the ecosystem of the Earth was 

the only habitable one in the whole universe and that humanity should not give it up no matter how 

difficult the situation got. Contrarily, the Spaceship Faction suggested leaving the Earth in an 

ecosystem-like spaceship, to travel through space and find another planet to call home. During the 

years, the plan of the Earth Faction prevailed, the Spaceship Faction became unruly, and the United 

Earth Government (UEG) was formed. The story of Liúlàng dìqiú starts in the second out of the five 

expected stages of the UEG plan, to be carried out in a total of 2500 years: the “Exodial Age”. Before 

that there was the “Reining Age”, when humanity built gigantic pillars called “Earth Engines”, namely 

jets whose thrust counteracted the Earth’s movement, stopping its rotation around the Sun. During 

the “Exodial Age”, the engines were meant to set the whole planet on a new path, looking for a place 

in an orbit around Proxima Centauri. Consequently, the engines would accelerate towards Proxima 

Centauri and then decelerate until the Earth would be moored in the target orbit. 

Alongside the nameless protagonist’s coming of age, the Earth changes more and more in its 

millennia-long journey. To build and fuel the Engines, the government’s project already had 
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enormous effects on the ecology of the planet: the environmental disasters described in pages 6, 8, 

11, 17, 25, 27, 30, 36, and 44, whose content can be found in Table 1 of the Index, provoke a general 

feeling of anxiety in the reader. Tough Liú Cíxīn insists on a juxtaposition of the supernatural 

humanity’s technological advancements with their devastating effects on nature, in this dystopian and 

hyper technologically advanced world, humanity is perhaps the element in the story that pays the 

highest price. Despite one of the codes I used to determine certain passages is “humanity” as the 

definition for “mankind”, I noticed that Liú Cíxīn apparently insists on another meaning for the same 

word, which is the quality and condition of human beings, alongside with their traditions and living 

habits. 

P10 

“We only began fearing the Sun three or four centuries ago. Before that, humanity was not 

afraid of the Sun. In fact, on the contrary; in their eyes the Sun was both dignified and 

magnificent. Back then, the Earth still turned and people saw the Sun rise and set every 

single day, cheering the dawn and praising the beauty of sundown.” 

Liú Cíxīn describes a world in which lost civilizations living under the sunlight are so distant 

in time to be considered almost mythical. Specifically, it can be described as a “post-human” world, 

according to the concept provided by Francis Fukuyama and later reclaimed by Jürgen Habermas and 

Peter Sloterdijk, who believe that the most significant threat posed by technology and biotechnology 

is “the possibility that it will alter human nature and thereby move us into a ‘posthuman’ stage of history”. They 

express a “deep concern for the status of the human, and [they] seem particularly struck by moral and cognitive panic 

at the prospect of the post-human turn” 247. In other words, the post-human world described in Liúlàng dìqiú 

is a world in which humanity is transformed, either by technological advances or the evolutionary 

process. In this respect, Liú Cíxīn resumes his concerns for the risks and potential wickedness of 

spurring the scientific progress for mere survival. The all-consuming focus on the condition of the 

Sun and the position of the Earth devoured people’s attention and emotions, thus gradually changing 

the essence of human psychology and spirituality. As summed up by P18, in Table 1, the 

predominance of science in that Age also led to believe that the arts, history, and philosophy were 

mere distractions to the predominant objective of humanity’s survival. With the prevalence of the 

physical sciences and engineering subjects in school, and with the loss of hope in everything that 

could not be proved right or wrong, even religions vanished. Given that people could not find solace 

in humanities as much as in science, their emotional sphere also got poisoned: 

P32 

“We would all be able to hold on, just as long as that promising blue light248 remained.” 

P44 

“The Sun had died. Fortunately, humanity remained.” 

In this respect, the changing fate of human nature can be seen in a society where even the 

emotional sphere connected to the family morphed, to the point of portraying a “post-familial” world. 

This term refers to a place in which, according to Beck-Gernsheim, the family becomes a “transitional 
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phase in people’s lives. The family has not disappeared but has become a part-time commitment” 249. This may strike 

a chord with anyone, but especially with Chinese people. The concept of family in China is largely 

understood through the Confucian thought, which elevated it as a social sphere containing the most 

important relationships for individuals and a small prototype for how society should work to be a 

harmonious one. Perhaps the most impactful example of this kind comes from page 19 in which, 

during some family time, the protagonist’s father announces that he has the intention to move and 

live with another woman for some weeks before he gets tired of her and comes back home. His wife, 

the protagonist’s mother, apathetically agrees to welcome him when that time would have come: 

P19 

“We could not understand why people should invest so much emotion into matters that 

had nothing to do with survival. Watching a protagonist despair or cry over love was strange 

beyond words to us. In those days, the imminent threat of death and the desire to escape 

alive overwhelmed all else.” 

The growing dissolution of freedom and the living habits related to the family also shows in 

the important rule, for married couples, to abide by new birth control laws. Due to the harsh 

conditions, only one out of every three newly married couples would have the right to procreate, as 

determined by the luck of a draw. Furthermore, there is also one issue that made me think about a 

process of slowly parting from the contemporary norms related to the Chinese patriarchal family. In 

the novella, when the anxiety and the fear of tired people culminate in a rebellion against a 

government perceived as despotic and deceitful, the protagonist tries to resist the impulse of calling 

into question the role of his father and the infallibility of the government. At least at first, though 

unsure which side to pick, he tries to be filial towards his parents and loyal to the state: instead of 

joining his wife and the protestants, he decides to enroll in the government army because that is what 

his father, and his grandfather before him, did in the past: 

P39 

“My family had sown the seeds of loyalty deep in my heart.” 

Nevertheless, he and other soldiers defect as soon as the destiny of the government officials 

is at risk, and his family traditions are not mentioned anymore. This is very telling of the gradual 

dissolution of the traditional Chinese norms for maintaining a harmonious society. Moreover, the 

progressive fires of rebellion rapidly igniting the whole world, with rebels accusing the government 

of treason, can be associated with the socio-political environment of several countries, and China is 

not excluded. Rather, said rebellion has such a universal feature that it partially demonstrates that the 

characters of this novella are slowly acquiring the aforementioned post-national identity. If the 

government really lied about the whole state of the Sun and purposely devastated the Earth, putting 

mankind at risk of survival for unknown reasons, such treason would assume gigantic proportions, 

affecting every individual: 
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P38 

“Citizens! The Earth has been betrayed! Humanity has been betrayed! Civilization has been 

betrayed! We are all victim of a colossal hoax! A hoax so great and terrible that it would 

shock the gods! The Sun still is our old Sun; it will not explode! Past, present and future, it 

is the very symbol of eternity! What is explosive is the wild and insidious ambition of those 

in the Unity Government! They fabricated it all so that they could bring about their 

dictatorial empire! They have destroyed the Earth! They have destroyed human civilization! 

Citizens, you citizens of conscience, take up arms! Rescue our planet! Rescue civilization! 

We will topple the Unity Government! We will take control of the Earth Engines! We will 

guide our planet back from the cold depths of space, home to its intended orbit! We will 

return to the warm embrace of our Sun!” 

P43 

“Oh, my Sun, mother of life, father of all things; what could be more steady than you? 

What could be more eternal than you? […] We dared to prophesize your doom; how 

incredibly stupid we were!” 

After a temporary skepticism towards the government and the odes to the “eternal Sun”, 

the Sun exploded eventually. The Helium flash occurred as predicted, thus redefining the 

outlines of a useless rebellion. To all appearances, Liú tells the reader that science should be 

trusted. However, there is still something “unscientific” that the humanity he portrays is 

unwilling to give up, and this is exactly where the “Chineseness” of this story lies. For the 

youngest generations, that is the will to fight and the pride that derives from protecting and 

valorizing their homeland. Despite the bad omens and the uncertainty of the UEG project, 

mankind is alone and cannot call for help in the vast, lonely and cruel universe. The people in 

the story rather find some assurance by stubbornly go on living on their well-known, though 

devastated, planet: 

P12 

“Even if the worst comes to worst, at least humanity died with pride, fighting to the end!” 

P27 

“This competition embodies the spirit of the human race […] the wandering Earth cannot 

call for help.” 

The oldest generations, on the other hand, speak nostalgically of a once glorious 

civilization living on their splendid planet Earth: 

P16 and P46 

“Oh, Earth, my wandering Earth…” 

P21 

“We must hold on to hope. Not because hope is real, but because we have to live up to 

nobility. In the Pre-Solar Age nobility meant money, power or talent, but now one must 

only hold to hope.” 

In both respects, there is a deep-rooted awareness that nothing could ever replace the Earth, 

the home where they have been living for ages. As a result, instead of looking for somewhere else to 
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live, humanity is willing to shape nature as needed. Such attitude recalls the period in Chinese history 

known as the Great Leap Forward (大跃进 Dà yuè jìn), an economic and social campaign led by 

the CCP from 1958 to 1962 to spur the industrialization of the country. Those years were also sadly 

known for their devastating environmental consequences: in Máo Zédōng’s opinion, nature was 

something to be conquered and ruled by humans, whose capacity to develop technology that could 

transform – and subjugate – the land had no limit. Several infrastructural projects were realized by 

workers directed by their respective communes, but the production did not grow and the 

environment was destroyed through works that led to erosions, floods, and other worrisome disasters. 

Liú’s story foresees a similar destiny: under the guise of saving their home and protecting the human 

civilization, the government made the Earth look like a wasteland for the sake of building and 

constantly fueling the Earth Engines. 

P8 

The Ocean is a vast land of sea that submerged skyscrapers, occasionally reaching out of 

the waves. The tides, quickened by the Earth Engines, had swallowed two out of every 

three cities in the Northern Hemisphere. Global increase in temperatures melted the polar 

icecap and the ensuing floods spread to the Southern Hemisphere. 

P17 

The environment on the Earth would become too extreme to survive both the cold and 

the heat. As a result, humanity built subterranean cities to habit. 

P25 

The acceleration produced by the engines caused volcanic eruptions and magna seepages 

through the subterranean cities. […] 

P36 

The Earth’s surface was empty: mountains had been leveled by super-excavators, leaving 

only bare rocks and frozen Earth. 

Liúlàng dìqiú tells that everything in nature can be contained, for it is malleable, and it can be 

shaped and conquered at human will. Another aspect that certifies the “Chineseness” of this story is 

the emphasis placed on the fact that it may take ages and generations, but it is indeed possible to 

move the Earth and save humanity. This recalls the Chinese mythological fable: The Foolish Old Man 

Removes the Mountains (愚公移山 Yúgōng Yíshān). The story tells about an old man named Yú Gōng, 

who went down in history as an example of how to succeed in seemingly impossible things by acting 

with dogged perseverance. The man lived near two mountains stretching over a wide expanse of land, 

which blocked his family’s way. In order to travel to other cities, they had to overtake them, which 

of course required a lot of time to do. He thus suggested to level them down with hoes and baskets, 

to open a road that would lead them to the nearest city. When questioned about the impossible nature 

of this task, he replied that even if not during his lifetime, he is confident that he will pass this mission 

to his children, and to their grandsons as well. Only with the constant efforts of each generation, 

someday the mountains would be removed. The gods in Heaven, impressed with his perseverance, 

helped him to separate the mountains. In Liúlàng dìqiú, the very governmental project is expected to 

take 2500 years and 100 generations to be completed. Despite facing this discouraging and seemingly 
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impossible task, humanity persists in order to save their civilization and to hand their land to future 

generations to preserve it forever: 

P33 

“Not until a hundred generations later would the first light of Proxima Centauri again 

illuminate our hemisphere.” 

P46 

“In time, I will be gone, 

So far our voyage wandering, 

But call me at the dawn 

When the East glows in light rising. 

In time, I will be gone, 

So long past the journey began, 

But call me at the dawn 

When the sky above shines blue again. 

In time, I will be gone, 

So distant our solar story, 

But call me at the dawn 

When the trees bloom with fresh glory.” 

Liúlàng dìqiú is an inherently gloomy, anxious, thought-provoking and dystopian story. To 

survive, humanity is willing to give up its traditions and habits, its passions and emotions, for a blind 

trust in scientific progress. When people try to question the irremovable role of the government and 

science, they are forced to reconsider that without scientific progress there could not have been 

survival. This unavoidable situation leads to the fragmentation and breakdown of the family unit, the 

anxiety and fear derived from blindly putting one’s life in the hands of the higher-ups, and the 

uncertainty of living in such a perilous, hostile, and lonely universe. Humanity in Liú’s novella still 

needs to find the right balance between the trust in scientific progress and the conservation of their 

morals and values, for the absence of which they went back to worship the Sun like primitives. 

However, Liú’s novella still exudes optimistic and intensely “Chinese” motifs: the helpless will 

to protect home, the desperate attempt to shape nature following this strong desire, and the 

confidence that all this effort will benefit the future generations and humanity as a whole. I can thus 

affirm that, along with the originality of Liúlàng dìqiú, the current domestic and international 

popularity of Liú Cíxīn and the strong momentum that the Chinese science fiction genre is witnessing 

nowadays, these motifs could be the main drivers to inspire filmmakers to produce a movie that could 

meet the government expectations on the telling of a “Chinese story” to the world. 
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3.2.2 Multimodal discourse analysis of Guō Fān’s movie “The Wandering 

Earth” 

In 2012, the China Film Group bought the rights to three Liú Cíxīn’s science fiction novels: 

The Wandering Earth, The Age of Supernova (超新星纪元 Chāoxīnxīng jìyuán) and The Micro-Age (微纪

元 Wēi jìyuán)250. In 2014, it was announced their plan to turn the first one into a film directed by Guō 

Fān (郭帆) and, in 2016, the script for the movie was officially approved by the National Radio and 

Television Administration251. Liú Cíxīn, the author of the original novella, said frankly that it was hard 

to even begin with the movie adaptation, as Chinese studios had no interest to invest in science fiction 

films252. Even so, “The Wandering Earth” quickly turned into a blockbuster that gained global 

visibility through its international distribution, setting the standard for future productions and 

allowing the science fiction cinematic genre to make a breakthrough in China. 

Set in a distant, dystopian future, “The Wandering Earth” only takes place during a small part 

of the long historical period described by Liú, from the initiation of the project to the abandonment 

of the Solar System. Precisely, it takes place during the moment in which the Earth gets close to 

Jupiter: while in the novella the presence of the planet is only a mere worry for mankind and never 

turns into a real threat, the story in the movie got transformed it into an “accessible disaster narrative that 

borrows many masculine and upbeat genre conventions from the action film” 253. In fact, the gravitational spike of 

Jupiter is likely to draw the Earth, with tragic outcomes. As the “Wandering Earth Project” and the 

halting of the Earth’s rotation provoked cataclysmic natural disasters, humanity is forced to live in 

underground cities built under the Earth Engines. Among the appointed astronauts for the current 

mission, Liú Péiqiáng (刘培强) is set to return to Earth for the Chinese New Year. His son, Liú Qǐ 

(刘启), got the permit to live in the underground city thanks to his job. However, their relationship 

is troubled: he hasn’t seen his father from years, and he discovered that Hán Zi'áng (韩子昂), his 

grandfather, could follow him in the underground city because Liú Péiqiáng decided to suspend the 

therapy for his wife’s (Hán Zi'áng’s daughter) terminal illness in order to transfer her residence permit 

to Liú Qǐ’s grandfather. Their family also includes Hán Duǒduǒ (韩朵朵); when humanity still lived 

on the surface, Zi'áng adopted her as an infant after he rescued her from a flood. The movie changes 

rhythm when Liú Qǐ and his stepsister, curious about the outside world, get involved in an emergency 

rescue mission after they stole Hán Zi'áng’s driving license for driving a truck on the surface. 

The movie story then diverts from the original one, and also omits some details that were 

rather the core of the novella: the “post-national”, “post-human” and “post-familial” world have no 

place in Guō’s movie. Nevertheless, humanity is still forced to change its living habits by moving 

                                                           
250 “《流浪地球》到底花了多少钱拍成？” 时光快讯 Mtime, 19 February 2019, last access on 3 September 2021, 

http://content.mtime.com/news/1589150. 
251 “国家新闻出版广电总局电影局关于 2016 年 07 月（中旬）全国电影剧本（梗概）备案、立项公示的通知,” 
WayBack Machine Internet Archive, 5 August 2016, last access on 3 September 2021, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20181103042344/http://dy.chinasarft.gov.cn/shanty.deploy/blueprint.nsp?id=0156590e02e
73fcf402881a65139fdb6&templateId=0129f8148f650065402881cd29f7df33. 
252 Kuo Lily, “China challenges Hollywood with own sci-fi blockbuster,” The Guardian, 11 February 2019, last access on 3 
September 2021, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/feb/11/china-first-blockbuster-sci-fi-film-wandering-earth. 
253 Van Vuren Mitchell, “Wondering about the Futures of the Wandering Earth: A Comparative Analysis of Liu Cixin’s ‘The 
Wandering Earth’ and Frant Gwo’s Film Adaptation,” SFRA Review 50.2-3 (2020): 169. Last access on 3 September 2021, 
doi:https://sfrareview.org/2020/09/04/50-2-a14vanvuren/. 
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underground. As for the visual interaction meaning of I18, the medium shot hints at a social relation 

with strong involvement from the viewer, given by its frontal point of view. The visual compositional 

meaning is given by the banner: though it is in the background, its central position hints at its high 

information value. It says: “The access to the underground city is strictly forbidden to whoever did not draw lots”, 

thus expressing the inevitability of humanity’s fate: without following the government procedures, it 

is not possible to obtain the household registration in the underground city. Concerning the visual 

interaction meaning of I19, the long shot hints at a public relationship with a strong detachment of 

the viewer, given by the oblique point of view. It conveys the concept of a defenseless humanity in 

the process of forcibly changing its living habits forever. The visual compositional meaning given by 

the banner is almost uninfluential since it is put in a margin in the background and the focus rather 

shifted on the people. 

 

Entire cities were swept away by the ongoing environmental crisis, and some habits and 

routines eventually got lost: 

Q5 

“This was grandpa’s home. Look at those tall buildings, a lot of people used to live there. 

Back then, no one cared about the Sun. Everyone was concerned about the thing that is 

called money. Grandpa couldn’t make a lot of money back then, but I was happy every day. 

Especially on my way home, I could always smell your grandma’s cooking from far away. 

Actually, she could barely cook, except for the scallion noodles. Let me tell you, her scallion 

noodles are incredibly salty. But I slurped it all up, cleaned my bowl every time. 
 

Despite the tragic circumstances, humanity does not undergo a complete moral 

transformation. Or, perhaps, this is only true for Chinese people, whose perspective is predominant 

in the movie: how life has changed for other countries is not even mentioned. Chinese people in the 

underground city portrayed kept alive their daily activities and traditions connected to the Chinese 

New Year. So, as for the visual representation meaning, all the following shots and details hint at the 

symbolic attributive process of the conservation of traditional and cultural points of reference of the 

old China of the surface. They still put up shows of shadow puppetry and play go (围棋 wéiqí) and 

mah-jong (麻将 májiàng), as shown in I34 and I37; they dress up as the mythological beast called Nián 

(年) and hang up red lanterns (红灯 hóngdēng), shown in I35 and I43. Everything is set in an 

“underground Běijīng”, a piece of information that can be deducted from I30: the plate in the 

foreground shows the name of a famous neighborhood in central Běijīng, famous for shopping, 

named Wángfŭjĭng (王府井). 

 

I18 I19 
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In the following shot, which shows Hán Zi'áng’s truck interior, it is also possible to get a 

glimpse of a Buddha figurine alongside a logo of the government. As for the visual representation 

meaning, there is the symbolic attributive process of a strong bond with both religion (Buddhism) 

and the government. Contrarily to the novella, religions still exist and science has not yet replaced 

beliefs. The medium shot and the frontal angle contribute in creating a visual interactive meaning 

that involves the viewer: 

 

 

 

 

 

Naturally, even activities connected to the Chinese illegal world like prostitution, gambling, 

pirated videogames, smuggling, and bribing with presents or pornography videos persist, as already 

shown in I37, but also in I38, I40, I62, and I64. That is the symbolic attributive process of these shots’ 

visual representation meaning. Moreover, the visual interactive meaning of these close and medium 

shots hints at activities closer to the viewer’s reality. They are both social issues and problems that 

could affect or involve an intimate acquaintance: 

 

 

 

 

I34 - details I37 - detail 

I35 

I43 - detail 

 

I38 - detail I40 

I30 

I47 - detail 
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Chinese society has not experienced drastic changes, and cannot, therefore, be defined as a 

“post-human” one, according to the definition provided in the previous sub-chapter. Neither it can 

be defined as a “post-familial” society, for the same reason: adultery, differently as in Liú’s novella, is 

still socially unacceptable and hurts the feelings of the people involved as shown in the I39 shot, 

where a young woman yells at his husband after finding out that he was looking for a girl to spend 

the night with. In I24, the viewer can then experience commonly-known tensions of troubled family 

relationships. As a matter of fact, the visual representation meaning hints at the symbolic attributive 

process of family problems. The visual interactive meaning suggests that the viewer can only witness 

the troubled family issue without intervening, as given by the partial detachment given by the medium 

shot and, at the same time, the great involvement given by the frontal angle. Liú Qǐ scooped his 

father’s face out of a family photo since he could not forgive him for his long absence. In the novella, 

such things are overlooked for the sake of focusing on survival only.  

 

 

 

 

 

Despite the premises, the movie preserves another feature of the traditional Chinese family: 

patrilineality. In the beginning, the authority of the father is questioned: Liú Qǐ is reluctant to forgive 

him and acts recklessly to take the reins of his life. Her sister, even since minute 09:07, calls him: 

“Hùkŏu”. His real name is 刘启 (Liú Qǐ), with Liú being the surname acquired by his father and the 

term Qǐ a modular character composed by the characters Hù (户, household) and Kŏu (口, mouth). 

The symbolism behind this choice is noteworthy: not only he prefers to conceal his relationship with 

a father he does not respect, but the choice also refers to the fact that Hùkŏu (户口) means 

“household registration” in Chinese. In a sense, her mother’s life was exchanged with Liú Qǐ’s and 

Hán Zi'áng’s household registrations for the underground city, and he resents his father for this 

choice.  Nevertheless, when Liú Péiqiáng is at death’s door, Liú Qǐ finally acknowledges his sacrifice 

and forgives the man who entrusted his duties to his son. Throughout the film, Liú Qǐ proudly 

becomes the successor of his father’s social position, his grandfather’s job, and takes on the 

responsibility of taking care of Duǒduǒ. I114 shows then Liú Qǐ with an official permit to drive his 

grandfather’s truck, while Liú Péiqiáng’s honorary badge ultimately ends up on his son’s spacesuit, as 

shown in I113. As for the visual representation meaning of I114, the symbolic attributive process 

hints at the inheritance of his grandfather’s job. As for the visual interactive meaning, the viewer 

witnesses the future that Liú Qǐ is destined to meet through the medium shot, and the frontal point 

I62 – detail I64 

I39 - detail I24 - detail 
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of view involves the viewer to the point of making him or her root for this foreseeable future to 

occur. As it happens for I114, in I113 the viewer is proud that Liú Qǐ forgave his father and took his 

path. This is suggested through the visual representation meaning, with the symbolic attributive 

process of the inheritance of his father’s title, and through the visual interactive meaning with its 

close, engaging shot: 

 

Moreover, at the very end, Liú Qǐ completely gives up the resentment towards his father and 

acknowledges his surname. In addition, he asks Duǒduǒ to call him “brother” (哥 gē), which stands 

for the accepted responsibility of being the only male figure left in Duǒduǒ’s family. This way, the 

patriarchal balance in their family is reestablished, and old traditions are respected: 

Q23 

- “Liu Hukou! Where have you been?” 

- “Don’t you dare call me Hukou. Where are your manners? Call me brother.” 

Therefore, Chinese people in “The Wandering Earth” stand out, among other nations, for 

their lasting and heartfelt bond with their families. Moreover, same as in the novella, the movie tells 

the viewer that it may take ages, but humanity will eventually drag its home away, along with the hope 

for a new beginning. As the old man in the fable: The Foolish Old Man Removes the Mountains knows 

that his efforts, and the efforts of his progeny, will eventually pay off in a few generations, Liú 

Péiqiáng does not falter a bit when he chooses to save his family and his home for the sake of the 

future generations, even when that future is still uncertain. When he and his Russian coworker, Maxim 

Makarov, discuss going fishing at Lake Baikal once everything is over, Maxim voices his concern over 

the feasibility of this plan. However, Liú Péiqiáng confidently thinks that someone, somehow, would 

eventually benefit from their sacrifice: 

Q9 

- “Man, I’ve got to correct you. It will take more than 2500 years for the frozen Lake Baikal 

to liquefy.” 

- “That’s okay. We have children, and their children will have children. There’ll be a day 

when ice turns into water.” 

The same attachment to one’s family and the tenacious will to safeguard the future generations 

makes the difference in a world where the people of other nations already lost faith. When the end 

of the world seems the nearest, Chinese people in charge of the last, desperate mission, strongly 

demonstrate their will not to abandon the youngest. In I98, a soldier belonging to Captain Wáng Lěi’s 

(王磊) rescue team is ready to sacrifice herself for the two youngest involved, even though she truly 

never met them before. She protects them from being hit by debris, putting her life at risk without 

hesitating. However, saving the planet would be vain if the youngest were not involved in the same 

I114 I113 
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fight. They embody what the future should look like and become the inheritors of the older 

generations’ efforts. In I101, Duǒduǒ and Captain Wáng Lěi fight shoulder to shoulder to prove this 

point. The following shots show the symbolic suggestive process of protecting and, at the same time, 

involving the younger generations in the current fight. The close shot and the frontal angle expand 

the involvement to the viewer, regardless of his or her age. 

 

Lastly, Liú Péiqiáng sacrifices himself for the sake of his son. He persuades the United Earth 

Government (UEG) to authorize him to make his spaceship explode and light up Jupiter, appealing 

for the leaders’ empathy as parents and relatives: 

Q17 

“Today, it’s the first day of Chinese New Year. It was meant to be a day of reunion. As a 

father, I don’t want this to be the last reunion. I refuse to yield. There is nothing we cannot 

lose. For the sake of our children, I beg you.” 

Liú Péiqiáng can be considered the spokesperson for the whole Chinese population. Liú’s 

novella already mentions the intense bond between humanity and its home, to the extent of building 

special engines to move the planet across the universe. However, the movie adds an even more 

“Chinese” dimension to the significance of family. In the Chinese language, the term: “family” 

translates as the character jiā (家), which also means “home”. This movie thoroughly depicts the 

concept of “jiā” from several perspectives, for its versatility in the Chinese language. “Jiā” expresses 

the indissolubility between the family and the home, both literally and figuratively. When Hán Zi'áng 

dies during a mission, Liú Qǐ tiredly drags Duǒduǒ away in the attempt of taking her back home. She 

is heartbroken, and rather states that she has nowhere else to go without him: 

Q7 

“Grandpa is gone, where is our home now?” 

Furthermore, on several other occasions, the movie shots depicted the great bond between 

the physical home and the family. I91 is perhaps the quintessence of this concept: while MOSS, the 

Artificial Intelligence designed to serve the UEG, broadcasts its last message to mankind before the 

forthcoming collision with Jupiter, and encourages who is listening to: “come back home, hug your parents, 

kiss your beloved partner and children. Gather with the family for a proper goodbye” 254, Duǒduǒ and Liú Qǐ are 

looking at different directions. Duǒduǒ still strongly identifies her home with the Earth and the place 

where her grandfather died. Contrarily, though Liú Qǐ has some unsolved conflict with his father, he 

knows that Liú Péiqiáng, his family, is still completing his mission in space. As a result, their gazes 

are not meeting. Their supply eye-contact suggests that while Duǒduǒ is looking down, at the Earth 

                                                           
254 Please look at the Tables Index, chapter six: Table 3, Q14. 

I98 I101 
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surface, Liú Qǐ is looking for his father up in the sky, where he should be in that moment. The visual 

interactive meaning suggests that the viewer can only witness the despair and the abandonment felt 

by the two characters without intervening, as given by the partial detachment given by the medium 

shot and, at the same time, the great involvement given by the frontal angle. It suggests that the 

viewer is also involved in the tragedy of parting with a loved one: 

  

 

  

 

 

 

Moreover, jiā assumes a more political nuance when contained in the words: “homeland” (家

园 jiāyuán) and “Country” (国家 Guójiā). These terms are both mentioned in the movie and contribute 

to building the Chinese view of the world and the people living in it. The term “homeland” firstly 

appears in I17, on a banner at the entrance of the underground city where the Chinese people are 

moving to. It states: “Move your residence in the underground city. Build a new homeland together”. 

In I36 as well, a government banner states: “Today you are one step closer to the new homeland”. 

The visual compositional meaning in both shots is given by the banners that report the necessity of 

not giving humanity’s home up. One is in the foreground and one is in the background, but both are 

equally valorized by their central position. 

 

Besides, the banners are similar (in shape and color) to the means of communication daily 

employed for public announcements, in China. This may suggest the ubiquity of the Chinese 

government, and thus the indestructible bond between the Chinese people and their homeland: 

People’s Republic of China. The aforementioned rescue of Hán Duǒduǒ is a perfect depiction of a 

united China that protects its sons and daughters, caring for a world that is for the youngest 

generations to inherit. Hán Duǒduǒ was rescued during a flood by Hán Zi'áng, and it was actually 

possible because each drowning people in the water chose to save a vulnerable baby instead of asking 

for help themselves. In this respect, Duǒduǒ’s real home is her Country, and thus the jiā contained 

in the Chinese term for it. Through the visual representation meaning of I79, it is possible to identify 

the symbolic suggestive process of protecting the younger generations. The visual interactive meaning 

suggests that the viewer can proudly witness the resistance of hope and kindness in a tormented 

world without intervening, as given by the partial detachment given by the medium shot and, at the 

same time, the great involvement given by the frontal angle.  

I91 

I17 I36 
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I already stated how “home” could be identified as the planet Earth as a whole but, 

interestingly, this movie widens the view on the term “homeland” as well, parting from the People’s 

Republic of China and broadening the concept to a homeland that encompasses the whole world. In 

the following quote, the term: “home” is translated from the Chinese term “jiāyuán” employed in the 

original audio. Although, generally, this term refers to the nation to which an individual belongs, in 

this context the whole Earth becomes the beloved homeland of mankind: 

Q24 

“We are unaware of what the new Sun at 4.2 light years away will bring to our new home 

though. But from this day on, the courage and perseverance of mankind will be etched 

among the stars. This long voyage of hope and despair, enduring 2500 years through the 

cosmos, is known as the wandering earth project.” 

 

In light of the aforementioned considerations, “The Wandering Earth” depicts neither a 

“post-human”, nor a “post-familial” world. Not even the “post-national” theme applies to the movie 

adaptation of Liú’s novella, because it is relevant to note that the Chinese citizens, clearly identified 

with the national flag on their arms and chest, played a fundamental role in saving the world. In the 

novella, the United Earth Government (UEG) was created as a supranational entity to facilitate the 

rescue of mankind. The UEG still exists in the movie, and its logo and headquarters are similar to 

the ones of the United Nations. In all these shots, the symbolic suggestive process of the visual 

representation meaning is related to the inclusion of every nation in the resolution of a global problem 

and the pursuit of peace. The vertical low angle in I6 implies that the balance of power is in the hand 

of the government, and the citizen has to trust its decisions in order to survive. However, in I8, the 

detachment of the viewer from the public relations in charge of the national spokespersons is 

counterbalanced by the involvement suggested by the frontal angle. It means that without the 

contribute of every single human being, a peaceful environment is hard to obtain. 

 

 
I6 - detail The United Nations headquarters 

Author: SanderStock 

Copyright: www.sandervanderwerf.nl 

I79 
 

 

 

 

Q6 
“On the 17th day after the Earth stopped 
spinning, she was handed over to me by 
countless hands. I don’t know who their 
parents were. Every soul under the water is her 
mother and father.” 
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Nevertheless, in the movie, the national flags on the government suits are shown with a certain 

persistence. Their national identity is thus clearly identified and brought forward to the viewer; as 

follows, some relevant examples out of the copious shots in which national flags are easily 

recognizable. All these shots, though different in the visual representation and compositional 

meaning, are linked together by a visual interactive meaning that, through close and medium shots, 

or even frontal angles, allows the viewer to immediately notice and be part of a world in which one’s 

nationality is both identified and juxtaposed with the crucial role of the UEG. The only difference is 

made by I53, in which the visual interactive meaning loosely links the viewer to the main given 

information with a long shot and an oblique angle of view. 

 

I7 – detail: The United Earth 
Government logo. 

The United Nations logo. 
Copyright: This image appears in an official 
document of the United Nations published 
in the United States prior to 17 September 

1987. 

I8 - detail The “Non-Violence” or “Knotted gun” 

bronze sculpture by Swedish 
artist Carl Fredrik Reuterswärd, 

right outside of the headquarters of the 
UN. 

I15 I29 

I53 - detail I69 - detail I96 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Fredrik_Reutersw%C3%A4rd
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The movie makes sure that China stands out, beside a few other nations. First, the world is 

increasingly globalized and China is a protagonist of it: it can be seen through the character of Tim, 

an Australian-Chinese boy who claims himself to be “a Chinese and Australian joint product” 255 and an 

“authentic Chinese” 256 (正儿八百中国心 Zhèngér bābái Zhōngguó xīn). “Zhèngér bābái” is an expression 

typical of the northern Chinese dialect, while “Zhōngguó xīn” derives from the title of a Chinese 

patriotic song titled: “My Chinese Heart” (我的中国心 Wŏ de Zhōngguó xīn)257. Along with Chinese 

people, Liú Péiqiáng’s Russian friend and coworker, Maxim Makarov, also undertakes an important 

role in the story. He mainly stands out for the Russian expertise in space, and because he is Liú’s right 

arm in his final mission: 

Q8 

- “Liu, are you sure we have to go via this airlock?” 

- “Makarov, maybe you shouldn’t come with me.” 

- “You won’t make it without me. Do you think you know the exterior like I do? Don’t 

forget, we Russians invented space station 100 years ago. The airlock isn’t designed for 

exiting, are you sure this is going to work?” 

- “I’m sure. We want to take our kids go salmon fishing on Lake Baikal.” 

- “I’d rather have hotpot in Chongqing.” 

- “The central module is coming now…” 

- “Russian cosmonauts are invincible in the space; we have no enemies!” 

This short dialogue between a Chinese and a Russian astronaut gives the viewer pause for 

thought. First, the two coworkers hint at the Russian expertise in space tech. Second, eating hotpot 

(火锅 huŏguō) in the city of Chóngqìng (重庆市 Chóngqìngshì) and fishing on Lake Baikal are culture-

specific activities that these two astronauts are well aware of, which testifies the strong bond between 

Russia and China at that time. Furthermore, the leading roles of Chinese and Russian astronauts 

                                                           
255 Please look at the Tables Index, chapter six: Table 2, I61. 
256 Please look at the Tables Index, chapter six: Table 2, I80 AND I81. 
257 Gorfinkel Lauren, Chinese television and national identity construction (London: Routledge, 2017), 41. 

I42 I45 

I59 I63 
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indirectly overshadow the role of the United States both in the UEG and in the final rescue mission. 

Even though the UEG headquarters are in Washington and the most influential nation members in 

the government are the United States, Russia, China, the United Kingdom, and France (I84), 

American astronauts distinctly appear in one shot only, when every chance seems vane and they 

silently wait for the Earth to explode. English astronauts are slightly more influential, as they appear 

in two shots and they are among the first three units rushing to the Chinese unit’s aid, right after the 

Japanese and the Russians. In the following shots, the visual representation meaning mainly conveys 

the symbolic suggestive process of several nations cooperating for a common purpose. Furthermore, 

the frontal angle employed by the visual interactive meaning of I84 and I86 suggests the strong 

involvement of the viewer, regardless of his or her national identity, in a strongly collaborative spirit: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A relevant role is also fulfilled by France: when Liú Péiqiáng establishes communication with 

the UEG, a French voice replies; this happens four times258. Furthermore, when MOSS tries to stop 

Liú Péiqiáng’s plan, another actor is mentioned: 

Q16 

“Unfortunately, seven hours ago, this plan had already been proposed by Israeli scientists. 

The probability of success is zero.” 

This mention probably refers to the fact that even when humanity seems cornered, some non-

Chinese individuals still fight until the end to provide possible solutions, but their international 

influence is weak. Another strong difference between the novella and the movie is the angle under 

which humanity is seen and portrayed. In Liú’s gloomy story, humanity is extremely fragile under the 

weight of a possibly futile mission, and the overall catastrophic situation puts their morality to the 

test. Conversely, the movie portrays several characters that refuse to lose hope and fight until the end. 

The concept of “hope” (希望 xīwàng) is closely linked to the Chinese protagonist from the first 

                                                           
258 Please look at the Tables Index, chapter six: Table 3, Q4, Q17, Q20 and Q21. 

I84 - detail I86 
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moments in the movie to the very end, since the fictitious Chinese education in the movie encourages 

children to hold on to hope from an early age. In the following shot, the students just finished reciting 

some verses of Zhū Zìqīng's (朱自清 ) poem Spring (春  Chūn), as the Chinese New Year is 

approaching: 

 

“Anticipating 

The Spring breeze has arrived 

The Spring is near 

The yearly planning starts with spring 

It’s full of effort 

It’s full of hope”259 

 

The teacher then asks a student the meaning of hope. She replies: “Hope is precious like a diamond 

for our age”, while Hán Duǒduǒ is bored and states that she would rather explore the Earth’s surface, 

instead of reciting poems and discussing the meaning of hope. There is a great involvement of the 

viewer in I25: this process is given by the demand contact, which is a direct gaze between the teacher 

and the standing student, the medium shot, and the frontal angle in the visual interactive meaning. 

To further stress the menace that looms over mankind, some characters are printed over the 

blackboard: that is what the visual compositional meaning consists of. Though the sentence is in the 

background, its high position hints at its high information value. It expresses the necessity for the 

youngest to face the danger with courage and pride. They refer to the “Song of the Military and 

Political University of Resistance Against Japan" (抗日军政大学校歌 Kàng Rì jūnzhèng dà xuéxiào Gē): “Be 

united, alert, earnest and lively” (团结紧张严肃活泼 Tuánjié jĭnzhāng yánsù huópo)260. The original patriotic 

song also recites: 

“On the bank of the Yellow River, gather the fine sons of the Chinese people. 

To liberate mankind, to defend our motherland, we'll carry out our duty. 

Schoolmates, study hard.”261 

Therefore, a great patriotic spirit arises from the movie: the love for one’s homeland, the reins 

passed down to the future generations, and the importance of education for a promising, leading 

youth in the future. The same fighting spirit of the Chinese people in the movie is what inspired other 

nations to fight against a seemingly undefeatable menace. First, Liú Péiqiáng broadcasts the final 

instructions to safeguard the planet after his suicidal mission, which will cause a shock wave on the 

Earth. Then, Hán Duǒduǒ transmits a moving broadcast to all the rescue units to ask them to fight 

together for the final mission: 

Q18 

“Hello, people from every rescue unit. My name is Han Duoduo, I’m a junior high school 

student. Our rescue unit is executing our final mission. Right now, I’m extremely terrified. 

                                                           
259 “盼望着，盼望着，东风来了，春天的脚步近了。一年之计在于春；有的是工夫，有的是希望。” (Pànwàngzhe, 

pànwàngzhe, dōngfēng láile, chūntiān de jiǎobù jìnle. Yī nián zhī jì zàiyú chūn; yǒudeshì gōngfū, yǒudeshì xīwàng). 
260 “第三十九期：《抗日军政大学校歌》” Hexi University Official Website, last access on 10 September 2021, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Song_of_the_Military_and_Political_University_of_Resistance_Against_Japan. 
261 Ibid. 
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My legs are trembling. Everybody in my unit is teething and nailing and making every 

possible effort, but there is nothing I can do to help! Yesterday, my teacher asked us: ‘What 

is hope?’ In the past, I never believed in hope, but now I do. I believe that for our time, 

hope is precious like a diamond. Hope…hope is the only way to guide us home. Please 

come back and fight together! Light up Jupiter! Save our Earth! We are at Sulawesi 03 

Torque Engine. Under the command of Captain Wang Lei. Chinese rescue unit CN171-11. 

Han Duoduo. End of broadcast.” 

She learned the significance of hope at school, and she can finally put it into practice. Moved 

by Duǒduǒ’s words and Liú Péiqiáng’s resolution, all the rescue units join forces with the leader 

Chinese unit. Both the following shots can be considered to embody the Chinese narrative of building 

a “community with shared future for mankind”, as they express the symbolic attributive process of 

several nations cooperating for a common purpose in the visual representation meaning, with the 

Chinese team in front of everyone. As for the visual interactive meaning, both shots employ a long 

shot to make the viewer witness the powerful public relations in action. Furthermore, the high angle 

(vertical and oblique) hints at the viewer being in a position of power: he or she is on the Chinese 

team’s side and therefore induced all those people previously deprived of a common purpose to work 

together: 

 

Duǒduǒ’s words reawaken the awareness of the people who finally realize that the fate of 

one’s family is closely linked to the fate of humanity at large. They let go of their individualistic desires 

and rather focus on the whole, collective picture: with no Earth, there will be no place to live in the 

lonely and vast universe, and no relatives left to visit. Every single human being and their big home, 

the Earth, are intricately intertwined. Therefore, I can state that the role of the Chinese people in the 

movie is to identify what is precious and necessitous of protection, and to encourage other people to 

do the same. Also, there is a great balance between emotion and rationality: the stress on the concepts 

of home, family, and homeland, goes hand in hand with their scientific knowledge and experience. 

Without proper education, Duǒduǒ would probably not have realized that fighting until the end and 

holding on to hope is what their generation should actually to do save their planet. In addition, Liú 

Qǐ has the foolish idea of lighting up Jupiter because he recalls that his father, a scientist and astronaut, 

once taught him that the planet is mostly composed of hydrogen. His brilliant deduction encourages 

Lǐ Yīyī (李一一), a young and promising engineer, to formulate a plan based on his scientific 

knowledge: to shoot a plasma beam from an Earth Engine towards Jupiter to ignite its atmosphere 

and blast the Earth away. As for the visual representation meaning, the symbolic suggestive process 

of teaching scientific notions is what brings together the two following shots. There is an added value: 

at the beginning of the movie, a dad teaches his son basic scientific notions. Closer to the end of the 

movie, a young engineer in turn teaches older people what he learned during his study years. The 

I105 I106 
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oblique angle employed in the visual interactive meaning by the two shots has the function to 

passively show the viewer how things could be if he or she, as well, were involved in the scientific 

domain. 

 

Liú Qǐ is not a scientist and therefore cannot contribute to carrying out the most technical 

maneuvers. However, his knowledge is useful elsewhere. He knows how to drive the truck of his 

grandfather, and he knows the installation procedure to redirect the Earth’s Engines; he can thus join 

forces with soldiers and engineers to save his planet: 

Q15 

“I learned the installation procedure at my internship. Don’t forget, your brother is a genius!” 

Another theme brought up by the movie is the infallibility of science. MOSS is an A.I., and 

its actions depend on the approval or refusal of the government. After some calculations, MOSS 

predicted that the Earth could not be saved and rather planned to save the astronauts on the space 

station, among them Liú Péiqiáng and Maxim Makarov. The A.I. planned to turn the space station 

into an interstellar ark to seed a new planet with Earth’s biosphere; the government accepted it and 

named it “Helios Project”. However, Maxim and Péiqiáng rebel against it: a move that MOSS could 

not foresee. Maxim gets killed by the spacecraft’s automated security measures, and Liú is temporarily 

unable to use the onboard computer. Then, Liú destroys MOSS, takes control of the spaceship, and 

sacrifices himself to save the planet: 

Q10 

“MOSS! That’s homicide!” 

Q20 

- “United Earth Government! The Navigation Platform space station contains 300,000 tons 

of fuel. Request to collide into the plasma beam.” 

- “Lieutenant Colonel Liu Peiqiang. The goal of the Wandering Earth Project is to 

maximize the survival of mankind. The Helios Project ensures the continuity of human 

civilization. We need more time to choose!” 

- “We’re running out of time! A civilization without men is meaningless.” 

- “As the operating system of Helios Project, MOSS will not permit any form of action to 

sacrifice the Navigation Platform.” 

- “Do you know why alcohol was banned in space during Gagarin’s time? Happy New 

Year.” 

[Liu Peiqiang throws a bottle of vodka gifted to him by Maxim Makarov at MOSS, which 

ignites] 

- “It is unreasonable to expect humans to stay reasonable.” 

I92 I2 
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Though science takes an important role in this doomsday dystopia, Chinese people in “The 

Wandering Earth” proved that they are reluctant to give up their traditions and morality for the sake 

of it: they set a real example of humanity for other nations. Thus, the movie has a very 

anthropocentric approach, with a happy ending that originates from the strong human will to save 

the Earth. 

In conclusion, Guō Fān’s movie does not question the evolution and future essence of 

humanity, but rather reassesses the need to modify the current geopolitical environment and global 

governance reality. Albeit every nation always tries to deal with its problems, there are global 

problems that should be internationally dealt with, through strong and effective cooperation. 

Frictions among individuals and nations threaten the survival of mankind, and Chinese people 

demonstrated that connecting individuals and fighting for a common goal is the key strategy to 

achieve anything. They refused to give up their bond with their home, their family, and their traditions, 

and along with proper education and scientific expertise, they proved to be worthy leaders of 

scattered and hopeless mankind. In a sense, this could imply that humanity can be saved only when 

the “Chinese” methods are followed and implemented, as a real embodiment of the “community 

with a shared future for mankind” and the national objective of transforming China in a strong and 

influential country. Therefore, “The Wandering Earth,” is a sci-fi movie with international impact 

that tells a real “Chinese” story and involves the populations of many other nations. Through the 

characters of Tim, Maxim, the French spokesperson for the government, the unity of purpose with 

the Israeli scientists and the rescue teams that charged to the rescue of Captain Wáng Lěi, the movie 

identifies the eagerness of the Chinese people to collaborate with people of other nations to bring 

benefits to the whole world. 

4. Conclusion 

In this thesis, I have discussed the relevance of the science fiction genre in the socio-political 

context of the People’s Republic of China. During its evolution in history, it became a complex and 

variegated literary domain: from 1919 onward, its themes also involved the popularization of basic 

scientific notions and the portrayal of socialist optimism in technological progress. These themes 

were then enriched, after the 1990s, with the necessity of delving into the frantic pace of 

modernization that China went through, with noticeable side effects on individuals in a fast-changing 

society and their relationship with technology. As such, the New Wave of sci-fi, after 1989, embraces 

a wider variety of themes and motifs, as explained in chapters one and two, and it has been deemed 

as one of the most articulate and telling literary genres to understand contemporary China. 

Among the works written after 1989, Liú Cíxīn’s Liúlàng dìqiú (first published in 2000) is a 

novella that caught the interest of Chinese filmmakers (generally hesitant to invest resources in a 

science fiction story) and has been later adapted to the movie “The Wandering Earth” (2019), directed 

by Guō Fān. “The Wandering Earth” got an unprecedented appeal, and it became the most successful 

science fiction movie ever produced in China and distributed abroad: its themes and content had 

great domestic resonance, in such a way that official guidelines for future science fiction movies had 

been issued by the China Film Administration (2020), taking the experience of “The Wandering Earth” 

as a blueprint for future works to tell a “Chinese story” to the world and implement the “Xí Thought”. 
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4.1  Thematic analysis of Liú Cíxīn’s novella Liúlàng dìqiú 

In relation to my first research question, I analyzed why filmmakers were encouraged to adapt 

Liú Cíxīn’s Liúlàng dìqiú to a blockbuster movie. The major themes I identified in Liú Cíxīn’s Liúlàng 

dìqiú, through thematic analysis, can be codified in: “doomsday dystopia”, “post-human world”, 

“post-national world”, “post-familial world”, and “future of technology and scientific progress”. In 

respect to the three recurring motifs of the New Wave of sci-fi explained in the second chapter, the 

novella certainly belongs to the theme related to the future of technology and its human costs, with 

further reflections on a post-human utopia. Furthermore, I found out that Liú’s novella still exudes 

intensely “Chinese” motifs that, confirming the theory of Xià Jiā and Chén Qiūfān, can generally 

make a science fiction work written by a Chinese person stand out. In this respect, Liúlàng dìqiú 

distinguishes itself for the helpless will of the characters to protect home, the desperate attempt to 

shape nature following this strong desire, and the confidence that all this effort will benefit the future 

generations and humanity as a whole. As I elaborate hereafter, I can affirm that these “Chinese” 

motifs are the reason why Liú Cíxīn’s successfully turned into a science fiction movie capable of 

telling a real “Chinese story” to the world.  

Liúlàng dìqiú is an inherently gloomy, anxious, thought-provoking and dystopian story, in 

which humanity strives to survive. In the process of putting human life first for centuries, major 

national borders get lost. Humanity fights as a whole, and a “United Earth Government” (UEG) 

makes universal choices in a world that could be therefore described as post-national, based on the 

definition of “post-national citizenship” of Hafner-Fink. Furthermore, humanity in Liúlàng dìqiú lives 

in a world that fits the definitions of Francis Fukuyama, Jürgen Habermas, and Peter Sloterdijk of 

“post-human”, a society in which ancient traditions, living habits, moral values, passions, and 

emotions are long forgotten, except for the memories of the oldest generations. The inevitable loss 

of morality and the lost interest in non-scientific subjects also leads to the fragmentation and 

breakdown of the family unit, thus fitting the “post-familial society” theory of Beck-Gernsheim, 

according to which family eventually becomes a transitional phase instead of a full-time commitment. 

In other words, Liú’s story describes a society without moral guidance, tied to politics and science 

and deprived of the “irrational” features that complete a human being. Liú’s novella is thus linked to 

the concept of “nèijuǎn” (内卷 involution) explained in chapter two. In contemporary China, 

“nèijuǎn” is a widespread online term that relates to the perceived sacrifice of Chinese people’s 

individualities and freedom to the benefit of spurring national progress; in the novella, mankind 

sacrifices moral values and humanities to put progress and survival first. 

These motifs, except for the concept of “nèijuǎn” (albeit it became popular in 2020, it still 

expresses a condition common to Chinese people born after the 1980s), do not necessarily tell a 

“Chinese story” to the viewers, and I initially supposed that the movie adaptation would be 

completely re-arranged to reach that goal, only to discover through the multimodal analysis that this 

was partially true. Nevertheless, I found out that Liú’s novella still exudes intensely “Chinese” motifs 

deeply connected to the Chinese historical and cultural domain; mankind is ready to face the 

consequences of the imminent explosion of the Sun: instead of using their advanced technology to 

flee and find a new planet to inhabit, they democratically agree to build special engines to move the 

Earth itself towards Proxima Centauri. To fuel the engines, the Earth’s surface suffers the abuse of 

natural resources, which eventually leads to dramatic environmental disasters. As the old man in the 
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Chinese fable: The Foolish Old Man Removes the Mountains knows that his efforts, and the efforts of his 

progeny, will eventually pay off in a few generations, and as the Great Leap Forward had devastating 

environmental consequences for the sake of the industrialization of the country, people in Liúlàng 

dìqiú are willing to sacrifice themselves and their planet for the feeble hope that, in a hundred 

generations, people will repopulate and restore the Earth’s surface. 

In conclusion, Liú’s novella recalls the “gloomy China” that Hán Sōng in his literary works 

aims at describing: the transformations of modern China and the sacrifice for the sake of the 

motherland lose their purpose once the universe itself turns unreliable, and the loss of moral values 

and humanity shows the price to be paid to survive. By telling a universal story that reflects on the 

possible consequences of environmental disasters and the future of technology and humanity, Liú 

Cíxīn also managed to disguise the strong bond of the Chinese people with their homeland in a post-

national world. The multimodal discourse analysis of the movie “The Wandering Earth” allowed me 

to make a relevant discovery: only these sub-texts, along with the general setting of a doomsday 

dystopian world, had been in fact adopted by the director of the movie, as I will explain later. That is 

why, according to my research results, I can state that the strong bond of the characters to their home, 

which is the Earth and not any other planet in the universe, and the determination to shape nature 

following this strong desire to benefit the future generations and humanity as a whole, are ultimately 

the motifs that inspired filmmakers to tell a “Chinese story” to the world. 

4.2  Multimodal discourse analysis of Guō Fān’s movie “The Wandering Earth” 

The tone through which the original story is portrayed in the movie drastically changes under 

several points of view, all connected to the visual representation meaning, the visual interactive 

meaning, and the visual compositional meaning of the multimodal discourse analysis of “The 

Wandering Earth”. In relation to the visual representation meaning, the most relevant issues emerged 

from the symbolic attributive and suggestive processes. The former ones are mainly linked to the 

conservation of traditional, social and cultural points of reference of the old China of the surface: as 

a matter of fact, the concept of “family”, dear to the Chinese tradition, is still an important one and 

has not undergone dramatic changes as in the post-familial world of Liú’s novella: the terminology 

employed in the movie in its original language also highlights the interdependence among the 

concepts of “home”, “family”, “country”, and “homeland”. Throughout the movie, the main point 

of view was that of the Chinese people forced to live in an underground Bĕijīng: their former living 

habits, religions, traditional holidays, and even activities connected to the Chinese illegal world are 

maintained. Lastly, when the chance of creating a “post-human world” arises, the Chinese astronaut 

who sacrifices for his family and homeland refuses to choose genetic codes over people, because: “A 

civilization without men is meaningless” 262. In this respect, the gloomy perspective of the novella is only 

partially evoked in the movie: the plot is highly “people-centered”, and there is a great balance 

between emotion and rationality; morality is balanced by scientific progress, not subjugated by it. This 

philosophy is also sustained by the official national narrative, as the Chinese President and general 

                                                           
262 Please look at the Tables Index, chapter six: Table 3, Q20. 
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secretary of the CCP stated that: “People are the creators of history” 263 and the success and harmony of 

the country depend on a people-centered approach. 

Besides, the most relevant symbolic suggestive processes in the visual representation meaning 

relate to the protection and involvement of the younger generations in a universal fight, the inclusion 

of every nation in the resolution of a global problem, the pursuit of peace, and the cooperation for a 

common purpose, and the relevance of teaching scientific notions. The emotional drive and the 

scientific knowledge of the young Chinese people in the movie and their bond with their family and 

homeland inspired individuals from other nations to fight against a seemingly undefeatable menace; 

as a result, the final rescue mission to destroy Jupiter and free the Earth from its gravitational spike 

is led by China. However, Chinese people could not have solved international problems alone. That 

is why the participation of the rescue teams of other nations is essential and saves the planet, in a 

“harmonious world without suppressing differences” that, under the model and values of China and 

with the explicit support of the whole international community, achieves great results. In this respect, 

the final shots portraying several national rescue units collaborating show the impact of fighting 

together for the sake of every nation, and every human being. It strongly resembles the depiction of 

a real “community with shared future for mankind”, as some points of the “Xí Jìnpíng Thought” aim 

at achieving. The international community in “The Wandering Earth” finds its lost hope again, and 

this happy ending is possible because China is greatly involved and respected in the international 

community: the UEG government headquarters portrayed in the movie are similar to the United 

Nations, of which China is an influential nation among the five permanent members of the UN 

Security Council. China’s influence also reveals itself when the suggestion of Liú Péiqiáng to lead the 

final mission is impactful and taken into consideration, differently from the Israeli scientists that 

proposed the same solution some hours before but got ignored. Other influential nations portrayed 

in the movie are mostly Russia and France: first, the expertise and leading roles of the Chinese and 

Russian astronauts in space implicitly overshadow the role of the United States, both in the UEG 

and in the final rescue mission; as for the latter, during the four times in which Liú Péiqiáng establishes 

a communication with the UEG, it is a French spokesperson to reply. 

As for the visual interactive meaning, when the long shot is employed to hint at public 

relationships, the oblique point of view is also used to convey the strong detachment of the viewer 

and the concept of a defenseless humanity in a lonely universe. However, the frequently employed 

close shot with the frontal angle expands the involvement to the viewer, regardless of his or her age, 

and relates to social issues and problems that could affect or involve an intimate acquaintance. On 

other occasions, a balance between the detachment from the dystopian circumstances depicted in the 

movie and the great emotional involvement of the viewer is obtained through the medium shot and 

the frontal angle. When the vertical low angle is employed, it mainly conveys the concept that the 

balance of power is in the hand of the government, and the citizens have to trust its decisions in 

order to survive. However, the detachment of the viewer from the public relations in charge of the 

national spokespersons is also counterbalanced by the involvement suggested by the frontal angle on 

other occasions, which means that, without the contribution of every single human being, a peaceful 

environment is hard to obtain. In other shots, the high angle (vertical and oblique) hints at the viewer 

                                                           
263 As reported by Xinhua after the closing meeting of the first session of the 13th National People's Congress: Xiang Bo, 
“People are creators of history, real heroes: Xi,” Xinhua, 20 March 2018, last access on 3 October 2021. 
http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/2018-03/20/c_137052294.htm. 
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being in a position of power identified with the Chinese team’s side. Finally, through close and 

medium shots, or even frontal angles focusing on the national flags on the characters’ uniforms, the 

viewer can immediately notice and be part of a world in which one’s nationality is both identified and 

juxtaposed with the crucial role of the UEG, and it also hints at the strong involvement of the viewer, 

regardless of his or her national identity. As a result, though the UEG still leads mankind in “The 

Wandering Earth” project towards Proxima Centauri, national borders are still definite and clear: 

through this strategy, it is possible to clearly identify the positive actions mostly carried out by heroic 

Chinese people, as analyzed by specific shots both in the third chapter and the index.  

When the visual compositional meaning is present, it is mainly through banners which are 

similar to the means of communication daily employed for public announcements, in China. This 

may suggest the ubiquity of the Chinese government despite the post-national features of the UEG, 

and thus the indestructible bond between the Chinese people and their homeland. The banners either 

hint at the inevitability of humanity’s fate or report the necessity of not giving humanity’s home up. 

In this specific case, they are generally patriotic songs or mottos that create a strong bond between 

the Chinese people and their homeland. Moreover, the world is increasingly globalized and China is 

one of the main characters in the process: it is evident through the character of Tim, an Australian-

Chinese boy who speaks Chinese fluently and also uses terminology linked to Chinese dialects and 

patriotic songs. All things considered, another strong difference between the novella and the movie 

is, in fact, the angle under which humanity is seen and portrayed. In Liú’s gloomy story, humanity is 

extremely fragile under the weight of a possibly futile mission, and the overall catastrophic situation 

puts their morality to the test. Conversely, the movie portrays several characters that refuse to lose 

hope and fight until the end, as it has been taught to them since childhood. The Chinese people who 

manage to distinguish themselves in this respect are not high-ranking officials but astronauts, students, 

scientists, and soldiers of all ages, and they set a real example of humanity for other nations. A great 

patriotic spirit arises from the movie: the love for one’s homeland, the reins passed down to the 

future generations, and the importance of education for a promising, leading youth in the future are 

emphasized through shots, dialogues, and the visual compositional meaning itself. 

4.3  Concluding remarks 

This study has shown that Liúlàng dìqiú belongs to the New wave of sci-fi motif related to the 

future of technology and its human costs, with further reflections on a post-human utopia. 

Nevertheless, “The Wandering Earth” detaches itself from the namesake novella to portray a people-

centered community with a shared destiny driven by Chinese values and morals, thus shifting from a 

post-human, post-familial, and post-national human society to a world that welcomes the “China 

Dream” and the rise of a one-nation utopia. The research has also shown that the joining link among 

the two works is the desire to tell a “Chinese story” to the world, through features that are deeply 

linked to the history of the People’s Republic of China: the attachment of the characters to their 

homeland, the obstinacy to shape nature following this strong desire, and the feeling of responsibility 

towards the future generations. In conclusion, this study has identified the most recent Chinese 

national narrative in the science fiction genre: a nation that through its “China model” of 

multilateralism and good-neighborly policy managed to fully achieve respect and prominence on the 

international stage. The impact of portraying a powerful, benevolent, and technologically advanced 

nation enforces the “soft power with Chinese characteristics” explained in chapter two, given the 
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combination of values, morality, culture, and China’s foreign policy, science, and innovation progress. 

The Chinese approach to the catastrophe and its leading position in space also confirm the politically 

endorsed role of China in global governance, with the aim not to destroy the international order, but 

rather to improve it through cooperation and dialogue, contemporarily achieving the goal of a 

“national rejuvenation” and the “peaceful national rise”. An implication of this is the possibility that 

the “gloomy” China portrayed by many authors such as Hán Sōng, or even Liú Cíxīn with Liúlàng 

dìqiú itself, is destined to give way to a more optimistic view of Chinese technological progress and 

moral guidance for the good of humanity; an image that is more in line with the current national 

narrative, as well. 

The main goal of the current study was to highlight the relevance of the science fiction literary 

genre, in China, as its continuous ups and downs are a reflection of the approval or rejection of the 

government. Recently, the “Several Opinions” emphasized the need to continuously improve science 

fiction movies through research and innovation, to implement fiscal and taxation support policies to 

encourage science fiction film-related companies to settle in cultural industry parks, national 

demonstration bases for the integration of science and technology, national cultural export bases and 

fora, national high-tech industrial development zones, and the like. The China Film Administration 

also actively recommended science fiction movies to elementary and middle school students, thus 

choosing to use this cultural industry to carry out basic scientific education. Furthermore, with the 

involvement of science and technology museums and cultural theme parks, it is possible to expect 

that governmental support is likely to endure in the coming years. 

As the novella Liúlàng dìqiú caught the interest of Chinese filmmakers and the sci-fi movie 

“The Wandering Earth” was taken as the blueprint for future cinematic experiences, this study could 

shed light on which motifs of the New Wave of sci-fi the Chinese government is likely to insist on in 

the future, and on the specific ways and techniques through which different communicative modes 

in a science fiction movie contribute to the support of the Chinese national narrative. Although it is 

based on a single sample, the study certainly adds to our understanding of the relevance of the Chinese 

science fiction genre for understanding China itself. Concurrently, the study contains the only 

multimodal discourse analysis of “The Wandering Earth”, a pioneering successful Chinese sci-fi 

movie. Thus, I believe this study could provide supporting literature to understand and interpret 

possible future Chinese sci-fi works of global success in light of the related socio-political context. 

Furthermore, this study could also constitute the basis for further delving into the support of the 

Chinese soft power strategy through creative digital industries, both for academic and diplomatic 

reasons. I believe that this would be a fruitful and relatively new area for further work. 
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6. Tables Index 

 

Page 
Index 

Content Quote (when relevant) Theme Code 

P5 The whole Northern 
Hemisphere is illuminated by 
the Earth Engines, colossal 
pillars and generators. They 
are raised all across Asia and 
North America, because only 
the stout and solid tectonic 
plates beneath the two 
continents could withstand 
the thrust forces they exerted. 

 Doomsday dystopia Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 
 
Geographical 
relevance 
 
Scientific notions 
 

P6 The scorching heat emitted by 
the Earth Engines, along with 
torrential and boiling rains, 
force people to wear thermal 
suits to leave their homes. 
One of the highest and most 
important Earth Engine is 
called “North China 794”, in 
Shijiazhuang (Hebei). The 
nameless protagonist’s 
generation is completely 
different from the “golden” 
Pre-Solar age, of people living 
in harmony with the Sun and 
their world. 

 Doomsday dystopia Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 
 
Geographical 
relevance  
 
Lost civilizations 

P7 It is possible, for people, to 
witness their dying Sun 
through an elevator that 
approaches the plasma plume 
above the Earth. However, 
they have to put on oxygen 
masks and visors. They also 
witness how the Engine fuel 
is produced, which is through 
a process consisting in duping 
large rocks into the faint. 

 Doomsday dystopia Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

P8 The Ocean is a vast land of 
sea that submerged 
skyscrapers, occasionally 
reaching out of the waves. 
The tides, quickened by the 
Earth Engines, had swallowed 
two out of every three cities in 
the Northern Hemisphere. 
Global increase in 
temperatures melted the polar 
icecap and the ensuing floods 
spread to the Southern 
Hemisphere. 

 Doomsday dystopia Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Lost civilizations 

P10 Children living in this Age are 
scared to watch the Sun rise. 

“We only began fearing the 
Sun three or four centuries 
ago. Before that, humanity was 
not afraid of the Sun. In fact, 
on the contrary; in their eyes 
the Sun was both dignified and 
magnificent. Back then, the 
Earth still turned and people 

Post-human world Lost traditions and 
habits 
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saw the Sun rise and set every 
single day, cheering the dawn 
and praising the beauty of 
sundown.” 

P11 Three centuries before, 
astrophysicists discovered that 
the Sun was ending its 
hydrostatic equilibrium and 
life-giving heat and light, and 
they predicted that in 400 
years, the fusion of helium 
inside the Sun would cause an 
explosion, the helium flash. 
The Sun would transform into 
a huge but dim red giant, 
consuming every inhabitable 
planet in the Solar System, 
forcing humanity to migrate 
to the closest star: Proxima 
Centauri. 

 Doomsday dystopia Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 
Scientific notions 
 
Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
 
 
Space travel 

P12 Two main factions, the 
Spaceship Faction and the 
Earth Faction, discussed for 
years on how to handle the 
situation. The first one 
suggested to leave the Earth 
in a spaceship built like an 
ecosystem. However, it lost in 
public popularity and became 
unruly. Thus, the only plan 
carried out is the one of the 
Earth Faction, or Unity 
Government: not to leave the 
Earth, but to move it down its 
orbit and distance it from the 
Sun. 

“Even if the worst comes to 
worst, at least humanity died 
with pride, fighting to the 
end!” 

Post-national world Government 
 
Humanity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

P15 Five expected stages (2500 
years, 100 generations): 
1) Reining age: the engines 
jets would counteract the 
Earth’s movement, stopping 
its rotation 
2) Exodial age: the engines 
would set the Earth on a new 
path 
3) First Wandering age: 
accelerate towards Proxima 
Centauri 
4) Second Wandering age: 
deceleration process 
5) New Sun age: the Earth 
would be moored in an orbit 
around Proxima Centauri 

 Doomsday dystopia Space travel 
 
Across generations 

P16 The protagonist’s grandfather 
dies burnt alive after 
forgetting to wear the thermal 
suit. 

“Oh, Earth, my wandering 
Earth…” 

Doomsday dystopia 
 
Post-human world 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
Across generations 

P17 The environment on the 
Earth would become too 
extreme to survive both the 
cold and the heat. As a result, 
humanity built subterranean 
cities to habit. 

 Doomsday dystopia Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Survival 
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P18 The predominance of science: 
1) Scientists created a genetic 
memory engineering to 
transplant knowledge in 
people of future generations 
2) Most of the schooling 
concentrated on the physical 
sciences and engineering. The 
arts, history and philosophy 
were deemed “distractions”, 
and religions vanished 
3) The “Aphelion Day” was 
instituted to celebrate the 
Planet reaching the furthest 
point from the Sun 

 Post-human world 
 
The future of 
technology and 
scientific progress 

Humanity 
 
Lost civilizations 
 
Survival 
 
Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 
Scientific notions 
 
 
Lost traditions and 
habits 

P19 The protagonist’s father 
announced his family that he 
would have moved to live 
with another woman, and his 
mother agreed to welcome 
him again when he got tired 
of her. 

“We could not understand 
why people should invest so 
much emotion into matters 
that had nothing to do with 
survival. Watching a 
protagonist despair or cry over 
love was strange beyond words 
to us. In those days, the 
imminent threat of death and 
the desire to escape alive 
overwhelmed all else.” 

Post-familial world 
 
Post-human world 

Survival 
 
New living and 
relationship habits 
 
Family 

P20 The all-consuming focus on 
the condition of the Sun and 
position of the Earth 
devoured people’s attention 
and emotions, thus gradually 
changing the essence of 
human psychology and 
spirituality. Quite the opposite 
of the decline of spirituality, 
innovation and technology 
progressed to the point of 
making flying cars to become 
common.  

 Post-human world Survival 
 
New living and 
relationship habits 
 
Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 

P21  “We must hold on to hope. 
Not because hope is real, but 
because we have to live up to 
nobility. In the Pre-Solar Age 
nobility meant money, power 
or talent, but now one must 
only hold to hope.” 

Post-human world Hope 
 
Lost civilizations 

P23 The protagonist indulges in a 
comparison between the 
Earth and soap bubbles: both 
marvelous, beautiful, and 
ephemeral. 

 Doomsday dystopia Emotional 
attachment 

P24 The protagonist indulges in a 
comparison between 
humanity’s spirit and the 
Russian roulette: a sort of 
cosmic “swing” of anxieties. 

 Doomsday dystopia Anxiety 
 
Survival 

P25 The acceleration produced by 
the engines caused volcanic 
eruptions and magna seepages 
through the subterranean 
cities. The protagonist’s 
mother dies underground, 
since infants and college 

 Doomsday dystopia 
 
The future of 
technology and 
scientific progress 
 

Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Across generations 
 
Scientific 
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students were evacuated first. 
The efficiency of robot nurses 
was not enough to save 
everyone. 

progress/hard 
science 
 

P26 In an attempt to ease 
humanity’s anxieties, the 
Unity Government revived 
the Olympic Games 200 years 
after they got suspended. 
Among the competitions, a 
motorized sled rally from 
Shanghai to New York was 
introduced. 

 Post-national world Anxiety 
 
Government 
 
New living and 
relationship habits 
 
Geographical 
relevance 

P27 The protagonist meets a 
Japanese woman whose sled 
broke, but she did not call for 
help out of pride and 
perseverance. They fell in love 
and decided to get married, 
thus having to comply with 
the birth control laws. Due to 
the harsh conditions, only one 
out of every three newly 
married couples would have 
the right to procreate, as 
determined by the luck of a 
draw. 

“This competition embodies 
the spirit of the human race 
[…] the wandering Earth 
cannot call for help” 
 
 

Post-national world 
 
Post-human world 
 
Post-familial world 

Geographical 
relevance 
 
Humanity 
 
Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Birth control/child 
policy 

P28 Earth will pass through an 
asteroid belt that will destroy 
the Western hemisphere: in 
order to destroy the asteroids, 
humanity should use the anti-
matter bombs, by far its most 
powerful weapon. 

 Doomsday dystopia 
 
The future of 
technology and 
scientific progress 
 

Space travel 
 
Scientific 
progress/hard 
science 
 

P30 A great meteor bombardment 
occurs. 

 Doomsday dystopia Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 

P32 Despite these calamities, the 
engines were safe. 

“We would all be able to hold 
on, just as long as that 
promising blue light remained” 

Doomsday dystopia 
 
Post-human world 

Hope 

P33  “Not until a hundred 
generations later would the 
first light of Proxima Centauri 
again illuminate our 
hemisphere” 

 Across generations 
 
Survival 

P34 Passing near Jupiter, it was 
like fronting with a God, for 
its volume is 1300 times the 
volume of the Earth. People 
were able to see the tempests 
raging in its cloud layers. 

 Doomsday dystopia Anxiety 
 
Scientific notions 
 

P35 Under the dark red shadow of 
Jupiter, the protagonist’s son 
was born. 

 Doomsday dystopia 
 
 

Anxiety 
 
Hope 

P36 The Earth’s surface was 
empty: mountains had been 
leveled by super-excavators, 
leaving only bare rocks and 
frozen Earth. 

 Doomsday dystopia 
 
The future of 
technology and 
scientific progress 

Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 

P37 A theory that the government 
was fooling humanity in 
thinking that the Sun was 

 Post-national world 
 
The future of 

Anxiety 
 
Government 
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going to explode involved 
civilians and NGOs, who 
used their own technologies 
to demonstrate that the Sun 
had not changed. 

technology and 
scientific progress 
 

P38 Fires of rebellion ignited 
simultaneously across the 
world. The protagonist’s wife 
joined the protestants. 

“Citizens! The Earth has been 
betrayed! Humanity has been 
betrayed! Civilization has been 
betrayed! We are all victim of a 
colossal hoax! A hoax so great 
and terrible that it would shock 
the gods! The Sun still is our 
old Sun; it will not explode! 
Past, present and future, it is 
the very symbol of eternity! 
What is explosive is the wild 
and insidious ambition of 
those in the Unity 
Government! They fabricated 
it all so that they could bring 
about their dictatorial empire! 
They have destroyed the 
Earth! They have destroyed 
human civilization! Citizens, 
you citizens of conscience, 
take up arms! Rescue our 
planet! Rescue civilization! We 
will topple the Unity 
Government! We will take 
control of the Earth Engines! 
We will guide our planet back 
from the cold depths of space, 
home to its intended orbit! We 
will return to the warm 
embrace of our Sun!” 

Post-national world 
 
Post-human world 

Humanity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Religion 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Government 

P39 The protagonist is unsure 
which side to pick, but given 
his family has always been 
serving for the government, 
he joined the army. He 
witnessed the Americas, 
Africa, Oceania and the 
Antarctica to fall into rebel 
hands, as the Unity 
Government drew defensive 
lines around the Earth 
Engines in Eastern and 
Central Asia. 

“My family had sown the seeds 
of loyalty deep in my heart.” 

Post-national world Family 
 
 
 
 
Geographical 
relevance 

P43 Despite all the public distrust 
and public executions of 
government members and 
scientists, the helium flash had 
occurred. 

“Oh, my Sun, mother of life, 
father of all things; what could 
be more steady than you? 
What could be more eternal 
than you? […] We dared to 
prophesize your doom; how 
incredibly stupid we were!” 

Doomsday dystopia 
 
Post-national world 
 
Post-human world 

Hope 
 
Anxiety 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

P44  “The Sun had died. 
Fortunately, humanity 
remained.” 

Doomsday dystopia 
 
Post-human world 

Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia  
 
Humanity 
 
Hope 

P46  “In time, I will be gone, Doomsday dystopia Across generations 
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So far our voyage wandering, 
But call me at the dawn 
When the East glows in light 
rising. 
In time, I will be gone, 
So long past the journey 
began, 
But call me at the dawn 
When the sky above shines 
blue again. 
In time, I will be gone, 
So distant our solar story, 
But call me at the dawn 
When the trees bloom with 
fresh glory” 
 
“Oh, Earth, my wandering 
Earth…” 

 
Post-human world 

 
Space travel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hope 
 
 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

Table 1 – Thematic analysis of the Liú Cíxīn’s novella: Liúlàng dìqiú. 
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Image 
Index 

Time Shot and Visual image Meta-functions Code(s) 

I1 01:13 

Liu Peiqiang (father) is teaching Liu Qi (his son) how 
to identify Jupiter and its features. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
image of Jupiter. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Scientific 
notions 

I2 01:14 

Liu Peiqiang is teaching Liu Qi how to identify Jupiter 
and its features: its gigantic eye is a windstorm. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of explaining directed 
from the father to the 
son, reaction vector of 
looking directed from 
the son to the 
telescope; father and 
son relationship; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of teaching 
scientific notions. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
high oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: right high 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Scientific 
notions 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 

I3 01:18 

Liu Peiqiang is teaching Liu Qi how to identify Jupiter 
and its features: he compares Jupiter to a huge balloon. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of looking directed 
from the family 
members to the 
landscape; family 
relationship; symbolic 
attributive process of 
comparing Jupiter to 
the nearby balloons. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Scientific 
notions 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 
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I4 01:22 

Liu Peiqiang is teaching Liu Qi how to identify Jupiter 
and its features: Jupiter is mostly composed of 
hydrogen.  

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of asking directed 
from the grandson to 
the grandfather; 
reaction vector of 
looking directed from 
the grandfather to the 
grandson; grandson 
and grandfather 
relationship; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
discussing scientific 
topics across 
generations. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Scientific 
notions 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 

I5 02:05 

Liu Peiqiang gives Han Zi'ang (his deceased wife’s 
father) the license plate for obtaining the underground 
city residency, a place to hide, for the environmental 
disasters do not allow mankind to live on the Earth’s 
surface anymore. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
or looking directed 
from the grandson to 
the license plate; aged 
man; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
comparing the plate to 
a chance for survival. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Family 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 

I6 03:25 

The external façade of the United Earth Government 
establishment, in Washington, with every national flag 
represented outside, live broadcasted by the BBC. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
government 
institution; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
including every nation 
in the resolution of a 
global problem. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; vertical low 
angle.  
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 

Government 
 
Humanity 
 
Nation-specific 
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value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

I7 03:27 

The internal council of the United Earth Government 
establishment, in Washington, live broadcasted by the 
BBC. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of discussing directed 
from the national 
representatives to each 
other; government 
institution; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
giving a voice to every 
nation in order to 
solve a global 
problem. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Humanity 
 
Nation-specific 
 
 

I8 03:29 

The external façade of the United Earth Government 
establishment, in Washington, with an art installation 
against the war outside, live broadcasted by the BBC. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
government 
institution; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
including every nation 
in the pursuit of 
peace. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Humanity 
 
Nation-specific 

I9 03:49 

A machinery used to build the Earth Engines, which 
are supposed to move the Earth in space, live 
broadcasted by the CCTV. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
machinery. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
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I10 03:50 

A machinery used to build the Earth Engines, which 
are supposed to move the Earth in space, live 
broadcasted by the CCTV. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
machinery. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; vertical high 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I11 03:54 

The city of New York and its background Engines, live 
broadcasted by NBC News. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
New York. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left right and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I12 03:57 

The city of Paris and its background Engines, live 
broadcasted by france.2 News. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
Paris. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I13 04:01 

The Great Wall of China and some background 
Engines, live broadcasted by the Beijing TV. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
the Great Wall of 
China. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
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I14 04:0821 

The Chinese astronauts chosen for the United Earth 
Government mission are ready to leave for the 
International Space Station, live broadcasted by the 
Dongfang Weishi Channel. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of giving a military 
salute directed from 
the astronauts to the 
TV camera; 
international mission; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of the Chinese 
astronauts giving their 
expertise to the 
international 
community. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left high and 
bottom information 
value; foreground; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Humanity 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Space travel 

I15 04:25 

Chinese astronaut in the spaceship. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of working directed 
from the astronaut to 
the computer; 
astronauts in a 
spaceship. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Space travel 
 
Government 
 
Nation-specific 

I16 05:03 

The underground cities project, beneath the Earth 
Engines. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
image of the 
underground city 
project. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Survival 
 
New living and 
relationship 
habits 
 
Home 
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I17 05:13 

“Move your residence in the underground city / Build 
a new homeland together” [Yíjū dìxià chéng / Gòng zhù 
xīn jiāyuán]. This banner is placed at the entrance of the 
underground city. 
 
 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
banner at the entrance 
of the underground 
city; symbolic 
attributive process of 
comparing the 
homeland to both 
China and the Planet 
Earth. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: central 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Survival 
 
Government 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
New living and 
relationship 
habits 
 
Home 

I18 05:15 

“The access to the underground city is strictly 
forbidden to whoever did not draw lots” [Wèi tōngguò 
chōuqiānzhĕ yánjìn jìnrù dìxià chéng]. Only the luckiest 
people were authorized to move their residence, and 
may have a chance to survive.   

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the citizens to 
the camera; citizens 
moving residence. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: central 
information value; 
background; 
connected elements. 

Survival 
 
Government 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
New living and 
relationship 
habits 

I19 05.23 

The citizens slowly and sadly move towards their new 
underground home, closely controlled by the police at 
their sides. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the citizens to 
the camera; citizens 
moving residence. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: high right 
margin information 
value; background; 
connected elements. 

Survival 
 
Government 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
New living and 
relationship 
habits 
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I20 06:14 

Liu Peiqiang affectionately holds and stares at his 
family picture, while his son sleeps, just before leaving 
for an important space mission. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of holding directed 
from Liu Peiqiang to 
the picture; family 
picture. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Family 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I21 06:47 

The wandering and lonely Earth is crossing the dark 
universe, pushed around by the glowing Earth Engines. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of moving directed 
from the Earth to the 
outer space; 
wandering Earth; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of uncertainty. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Space travel 
 
Humanity 
 
Survival 
 
Hope 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Home 

I22 07:24 

A scientific scale model project explained in details and 
attached to the wall. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; a 
scale model project 
with other objects on 
the wall. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Scientific 
notions 

I23 07:26 

Some certificates with the United Earth Government 
logo, family pictures, and the “Wandering Earth 
project” flier attached to the wall. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
certificates, pictures 
and other objects on 
the wall. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 

Scientific 
notions 
 
Family 
 
Space travel 
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information value; 
connected elements. 

I24 07:49 

Among several objects on the wall, the same family 
picture that Liu Peiqiang held. However, his face is 
scooped out. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
family picture; a family 
picture and other 
objects on the wall; 
symbolic attributive 
process of family 
issues. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Family 

I25 08:22 

The sentence on the wall of the classroom says: “Be 
united, alert, earnest and lively” [Tuánjié jĭnzhāng yánsù 
huópo]. Logos of the government are shown in any 
corner of the classroom. The students just finished 

reciting Zhu Zhiqing’s poem: Spring (春 Chūn). The 

standing student says: “Hope [希望 xīwàng] is precious 
like a diamond for our age”. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of replying directed 
from the standing 
student to the teacher, 
reaction vector of 
evaluating directed 
from the teacher to 
the standing student; 
classmates and teacher 
discussing about the 
current situation in a 
classroom; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
comparing hope to a 
precious diamond. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: high margin 
information value; 
background; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Education 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Government 
 
Hope 

I26 08:29 

While the student still recites: “Hope is our only 

direction towards home [家 jiā]”, Liu Qi is determined 
to turn off the light and bring his sister out of the 
classroom. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of touching directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
bottom; electric 
circuit. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 

Nation-specific 
 
Education 
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Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

I27 09:01 

Liu Qi steps on a manhole cover in the underground 
city which portrays the United Government logo. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
underground city; 
manhole cover; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
ubiquitous 
government. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 

I28 09:07 

Han Duoduo notices that the Chinese committee in the 
underground city is giving out dumplings for the 
Chinese New Year. Her brother’s surname and name is

刘启 (Liú Qǐ). His name, 启, can be broken up in two 

characters: Hù (户) and Kŏu (口). She thus calls him: 
“Hukou”, a word that also means “household 
registration” in China. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of mentioning the 
government directed 
from Han Duoduo to 
Liu Qi, reaction vector 
of reacting to the hint 
directed from the 
police officer to Han 
Duoduo; people living 
in the underground 
city; symbolic 
attributive process of 
relating to the Chinese 
cuisine. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I29 09:12 

The officers’ uniforms show their link to both the 
People’s Republic of China and the United Earth 
Government. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the officers to 
the underground city; 
people living in the 
underground city. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
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Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

I30 09:15 

The plate shows the name of a famous neighborhood 
in central Beijing famous for shopping, named 
Wángfŭjĭng. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the people to the 
underground city; 
people living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old Beijing of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
New 
relationship 
and living 
habits 

I31 09:20 

People in the underground city use new means of 
transport. In the background, the sign of a shop that is 

selling skewers (串 chuàn) glows in the dimly lighted 
city. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the people to the 
underground city; 
people living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
New 
relationship 
and living 
habits 
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I32 09:25 

After buying something in the underground city, on the 
glowing screen appears the typical notice of every 
digital paying app in China: “Payment successful” 
(Zhīfù chénggōng). 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
digital payment 
methods; symbolic 
attributive process of 
the conservation of 
the traditional and 
cultural points of 
reference of the old 
China of the surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: central 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Culture-
specific 

I33 09:28 

People in the underground city evolved their eating 
habits, like Han Duoduo’s mentioned durian-flavored 
dried Earthworms. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of buying directed 
from the customer to 
the seller, reaction 
vector of handing 
over the food directed 
from the seller to the 
customer; people 
living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
adaptation of the 
Chinese people in 
emergency 
circumstances. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: central 
information value; 
background; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I34 09:32 

People in the underground city still performing 
traditional activities belonging to the Chinese culture, 

like the shadow puppetry and the playing of go (围棋
wéiqí ). 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of playing go and 
shadow puppets 
directed from the 
people living in the 
underground city, 
reaction vector of 
assisting directed from 
the passer-byes to 
these activities; people 
living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 

Culture-
specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
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process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
high oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

I35 09:38 

People living in the underground city, still adopting 
traditional symbols belonging to the Chinese culture, 

like the red lanterns (红灯 hóngdēng). 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of people talking to 
each other; people 
living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left margin 
information value; 
background; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I36 09:40 

The banner states: “Today you are one step closer to 
the new homeland” [Jīntiān nĭ yòu lí xīn jiāyuán gèng jìn yī 
bù]. 
 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of people walking in 
the underground city; 
people living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; low 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: high center 

Government 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 
 
Home 
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information value; 
background; 
disconnected 
elements. 

I37 09:41 

People in the underground city still performing 
traditional activities belonging to the Chinese culture, 

like playing mah-jong (麻将 májiàng). 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of playing directed 
from the hands to the 
mah-jong tiles; people 
living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; high 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I38 09:46 

People living in the underground cities still performing 
activities connected to the Chinese illegal world, like 
prostitution and gambling. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of talking to each 
other directed from 
the people; people 
living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of illegal 
activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 

I39 09:51 

People living in the underground cities still committing 
adultery. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pushing directed 
from the wife to his 
husband, reaction 
vector of fleeing 
directed from the 
husband to the exit 
door; people living in 
the underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of 
adultery. 

Family 
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Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
low oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

I40 10:05 

People living in the underground cities still performing 
activities connected to the Chinese illegal world, like 
game pirating. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pressing directed 
from the fingers to the 
console; people living 
in the underground 
city; symbolic 
attributive process of 
the conservation of 
illegal activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; low 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 

I41 10:10 

Liu Qi is asking Yi Ge to give him the stolen suits he 
ordered: people living in the underground cities still 
perform activities connected to the Chinese illegal 
world, like smuggling. There is an interesting 
contradiction in this scene, as in the background there 
is a dimly-lighted plaque which states: “Loyal and 

righteous” (忠义 zhōngyì). It is written in traditional 

Chinese: 忠義, and it also means: “Man of honor”. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of talking directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
smuggler; people 
living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of illegal 
activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: high center 
information value; 
background; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
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I42 11:18 

Liu Qi and Han Duoduo are planning to leave with 
their illegal suits. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
people living in the 
underground city. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 

I43 12:09 

People in the underground city still performing 
traditional activities belonging to the Chinese culture, 

like dressing up as the mythical beast called Nián (年). 
The myth tells about a time when, in ancient China, 
peasants managed to scare it away with firecrackers 
during the New Years’ Day. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
Chinese New Year; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: direct 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 

I44 12:21 

Yi Ge runs after Liu Qi and Han Duoduo, who flee 
away with the illegal suits without having properly 
payed him. He is stuck among a group of protesters 
that are against the government policies. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of fleeing directed 
from Yi Ge to the 
protesters, reaction 
vector of stopping 
him directed from the 
protesters to Yi Ge; 
people living in the 
underground city. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value;  
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Anxiety 
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I45 13:23 

Liu Qi gets ready to leave for the Earth surface illegally, 
along with other astronauts. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of talking directed 
from Liu Qi to Han 
Duoduo; astronauts 
leaving for the Earth 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value;  
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Space travel 

I46 16:33 

Liu Qi and Han Duoduo illegally get in their 
grandfather’s truck and learn how to drive it. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of driving directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
truck; Liu Qi and Han 
Duoduo in a truck; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
inheritance of his 
grandfather’s job. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value;  
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I47 16:39 

The two siblings hear for the first time ad advice that 
their grandfather must be used to: “There are 
thousands of road rules, but safety is the foremost. If 
you disregard safety, your loved ones will end up in 

tears” (道路千万条，安全第一条；行车不规范，

亲人两行泪 Dàolù qiān wàn tiáo, ānquán dì yī tiáo; xíngchē 

bù guīfàn, qīnrén liǎng xíng lèi). 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
on-board computer; 
symbolic attributive 
process of strong 
bond with both 
religion (Buddhism) 
and the government.  
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: middle 
center information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Culture-
specific 
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I48 17:30 

Liu Qi starts driving. The red sign states that they are in 
a once distinguishable Beijing, their former home: “The 
Beijing engine number three / Welcome home” (Bĕijīng 
sān hào fādòngjī / Huānyíng nín huíjiā). 

Visual representation 
meaning: action of 
moving directed from 
the truck to the road; 
apocalyptic scenario; 
symbolic attributive 
process of strong 
bond between Chinese 
people and their 
home. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: high right 
information value; 
background; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Home 

I49 17:44 

An overlook on the apocalyptic scenario of the world 
on the surface. The sign on the machinery states: “Safe 

production / Prevention first” (Ānquán shēngchǎn / 
Yùfang xiānxíng). It is a common sign related to work 
safety in China. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
apocalyptic scenario. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: high left 
information value; 
background; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 

I50 19:27 

A close shot on Liu Peiqiang’s shelf: among several 
objects, a honorary badge stands out. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of being an 
international hero. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Space travel 
 
Government 

I51 19:34 

Maxim Makarov, the Russian colleague working at the 
international station with Liu Peiqiang, addresses him 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of smiling directed 
from Maxim to 
Peiqiang, reaction 
vector of smiling back 
directed from Peiqiang 
to Maxim; moment 
between coworkers; 
symbolic attributive 

Culture-
specific 
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in Chinese. He congratulates him on his last day of 
work on the platform, saying: “Happy retirement”  

(退休快乐 Tuìxiū kuàilè). 

process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; close shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

I52 19:54 

Liu Peiqiang looks for the last time at his locker. On his 
right side there is a bag organizer shared with Maxim 
and containing several objects, among which a 
scientific magazine on Stephen Hawking. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of looking directed 
from Peiqiang to his 
locker; spaceship 
interior; symbolic 
attributive process of 
several nations 
cooperating for a 
common purpose.  
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I53 19:55 

Maxim playfully hides a bottle of vodka inside 
Peiqiang’s spacesuit. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of hiding directed 
from Maxim to 
Peiqiang’s spacesuit; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Space travel 
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I54 20:28 

Peiqiang and Maxim come across an American 
astronaut on the international spaceship. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from Maxim and 
Peiqiang to the 
spaceship interior; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 

I55 20:32 

Astronauts on the international spaceship: some 
distinguishable national flags on their suits belong to 
Russia and Poland. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the astronauts to 
the spaceship interior; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 

I56 20:37 

Astronauts on the international spaceship, walking right 
below the United Earth Government logo: some 
distinguishable national flags on their suits belong to 
Russia. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from the astronauts to 
the spaceship interior; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal high angle. 
 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
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Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

I57 21:01 

Liu Peiqiang registers his name on the onboard 
computer, as a deserving astronaut who is allowed to 
retire. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
onboard computer. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I58 21:20 

Astronauts congratulate Peiqiang on his last day of 
work: some distinguishable national flags on their suits 
belong to the United Kingdom. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of clapping directed 
from the astronauts to 
Peiqiang; spaceship 
interior; symbolic 
attributive process of 
several nations 
cooperating for a 
common purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 

I59 21:23 

Astronauts congratulate Peiqiang on his last day of 
work: some distinguishable national flags on their suits 
belong to France and China. Everything is recorded by 
MOSS, the above AI which assists the astronauts. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of clapping directed 
from the astronauts to 
Peiqiang, reaction 
vector of looking 
directed from Peiqiang 
to his coworkers; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
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I60 22:35 

MOSS, the AI which assists the astronauts, is 
establishing a communication between Peiqiang and 
the UEG (United Earth Government). 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
artificial intelligence; 
symbolic attributive 
process of humanity 
detaining advanced 
technological 
instruments and 
machinery. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: direct 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I61 23:53 

Tim, a half-Chinese, half-Australian boy, defines 
himself as a “Chinese and Australian joint product” 

(中澳合资 Zhōng ào hézī). He talks to Qi and Duoduo, 
who got imprisoned for their illegal and fearless driving 
style. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of talking directed 
from Tim to Liu Qi 
and Han Duoduo; 
prison; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
bilateral exchanges 
among nations and 
globalization. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
vertical low angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Nation-specific 

I62 24:53 

People living in the underground cities still performing 
activities connected to the Chinese illegal world, like 
corruption. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of showing directed 
from Han Zi’ang to 
the police officer; 
prison; symbolic 
attributive process of 
the conservation of 
illegal activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
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I63 24:57 

People living in the underground cities still performing 
activities connected to the Chinese illegal world, like 
corruption. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from the police officer 
to Han Zi’ang; prison; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of illegal 
activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 

I64 25:13 

People living in the underground cities still performing 
activities connected to the Chinese illegal world, like 
corruption and pornography. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of showing directed 
from Han Zi’ang to 
the police officer; 
prison; symbolic 
attributive process of 
the conservation of 
illegal activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 

I65 25:21 

People living in the underground cities still performing 
activities connected to the Chinese illegal world, like 
corruption. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from the police officer 
to Han Zi’ang; prison; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of illegal 
activities. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
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I66 25:45 

Han Zi’ang’s was watching a video on TikTok, a 
famous Chinese mobile app. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of 
Chinese habits 
connected to 
technology and apps. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 

I67 28:35 

Astronauts on the international spaceship: some 
distinguishable national flags on their suits belong to 
Russia, France, Saudi Arabia, and Democratic Republic 
of Congo. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from the astronauts to 
the outer space; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 

I68 29:13 

Dangerous drive in an apocalyptic world. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action of 
moving directed from 
the truck to the road; 
apocalyptic scenario. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 
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I69 30:57 

Astronauts on the international spaceship: some 
distinguishable flags on their suits belong to South 
Korea, France, United Kingdom and Democratic 
Republic of Congo. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from the astronauts to 
the outer space; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 

I70 34:09 

The astronauts are listening to the UEG orders, taken 

from the “Wandering Earth Act” (流浪地球发 Liúlàng 

dìqiú fǎ). 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from the astronauts to 
the sky; apocalyptic 
scenario. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 

I71 36:09 

An old, almost unrecognizable Shanghai covered with 
ice. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
apocalyptic scenario. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; vertical low 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left bottom 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Geographical 
relevance 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Lost traditions 
and habits 

I72 37:54 

Among devastated buildings, lost and abandoned 
activities, a white sign stating: “Lanzhou-style noodles” 
(Lánzhōu lāmiàn) stands out. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
apocalyptic scenario; 
symbolic attributive 
process of losing 
traditions. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Lost traditions 
and habits 
 
Culture-
specific 
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Visual compositional 
meaning: right bottom 
information value; 
background; 
connected elements. 

I73 38:41 

In this apocalyptic scenario, an Olympic Stadium 
certifies that in the year 2044 Shanghai was the host of 
the Olympic games. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
apocalyptic scenario; 
symbolic attributive 
process of losing 
traditions. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: center 
medium information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Lost traditions 
and habits 

I74 44:11 

A spaceship interior, lonely wandering around in the 
vast space. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
spaceship interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Space travel 
 
Anxiety 

I75 48:31 

The astronauts have to complete a mission: to save the 
people they are in charge of, and to bring a new 
nucleus to an Earth Engine. The last one to climb the 
abandoned building is a soldier astronaut, in order to 
protect the civilians. 
 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of climbing directed 
from the soldier to the 
top; abandoned 
building interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Survival 

I76 48:34 

The astronauts have to complete a mission: to save the 
people they are in charge of, and to bring a new 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of climbing directed 
from Han Zi’ang to 
the top; abandoned 
building interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 

Anxiety 
 
Survival 
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nucleus to an Earth Engine. The one in the middle, 
right before the nucleus, is Han Zi’ang. He is a civilian 
to take care of, along with the nucleus. 

long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

I77 48:36 

The astronauts have to complete a mission: to save the 
people they are in charge of, and to bring a new 
nucleus to an Earth Engine. The one closer to the exit 
is Liu Qi, as one of the youngest civilians to save. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of climbing directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
top; abandoned 
building interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Survival 

I78 48:38 

The astronauts have to complete a mission: to save the 
people they are in charge of, and to bring a new 
nucleus to an Earth Engine. The soldiers astronauts are 
pulling up Liu Qi, Han Zi’ang with the nucleus and 
their colleague, to save them. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pulling directed 
from the soldiers to 
the remaining people; 
abandoned building 
interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Survival 

I79 52:54 

Han Zi’ang rescues people trapped in a flood. He 
manages to save a baby, who will later adopt and name 
her as his deceased daughter. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of rescuing directed 
from Han Zi’ang to 
the baby; rescue 
mission; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
protecting the younger 
generations. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Survival 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
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I80 1:00:22 

Tim is discussing with Li Yiyi about his nationality, 
since he looks like a foreigner. He defines himself as an 
“authentic Chinese”, with an expression typical of the 

northern Chinese dialect: “Zhèngér bābái” (正儿八百). 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
spaceship interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of “global” 
China. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Nation-specific 
 
 

I81 1:00:25 

Tim is discussing with Li Yiyi about his nationality, 
since he looks like a foreigner. He defines himself as an 
“authentic Chinese”, with an expression literally 

translated as “Chinese heart” (中国心 Zhōngguó xīn). 
This term derives from the title of a Chinese patriotic 

song: “My Chinese Heart” (我的中国心 Wŏ de 
Zhōngguó xīn). 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of talking directed 
from Tim to Yiyi, 
reaction vector of 
looking directed from 
Yiyi to Tim; spaceship 
interior; symbolic 
attributive process of 
“global” China with a 
nationalist youth. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Government 

I82 1:09:20 

Liu Peiqiang is unauthorized to use the spaceship 
machinery, because he is trying to go against the 
government and the AI. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
spaceship interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Space travel 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Government 

I83 1:09:56 

Liu Peiqiang is unauthorized to use the spaceship 
machinery, because he is violating the Wandering Earth 
Act. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
spaceship interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 

Space travel 
 
Anxiety 
 
Government 
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information value; 
connected elements. 

I84 1:10:38 

Liu Peiqiang is unauthorized to use the spaceship 
machinery, because he is violating the Wandering Earth 
Act, signed by the United States, Russia, China, the 
United Kingdom, and France. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
onboard computer; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
 

I85 1:12:00 

Jupiter gets closer to the Earth. In this apocalyptic 
scenario, a dead whale that the protagonist defines as a 
“wanderer” who just wanted to come back home, gets 
trapped in the ice and dies. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
directed from Qi to 
the whale; apocalyptic 
scenario; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
the forthcoming end 
of the world. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 

I86 1:14:37 

Hopeless American astronauts in their truck, sadly 
contemplating their national flag. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of smoking of the 
American astronaut; 
truck interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I87 1:15:18 

MOSS explains Liu Peiqiang that it collected all the 
known genetic information on Earth to ensure the 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
MOSS. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; vertical low 
angle. 
 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
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successful revival of humanity on a new planet, several 
years after the imminent and destructive collision of 
Jupiter with the Earth. 

Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Lost 
civilizations 
 
Survival 

I88 1:15:20 

People living in the underground city kept their linkage 
with the natural world: the comforting giant tree, 
connected to several small lights, contrasts with the 
broadcasted news of an imminent collision of the Earth 
and Jupiter. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
nostalgia for the 
natural world. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Lost traditions 
and habits 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 

I89 1:15:44 

An abandoned girl desperately cries in the underground 
city, where people are trying to leave and find shelter 
because of the fear of the imminent collision of Jupiter 
with the Earth. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of crying directed 
from a little girl to the 
void; people living in 
the underground city; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of despair and 
abandonment. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I90 1:15:53 

People in the underground city sharing their last 
moments together: there is a close-up of a couple 
tenderly hugging, and some sellers parting with their 
soon-to-be failed activity in the background. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action of 
hugging of a couple; 
people living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of despair and 
abandonment. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Anxiety 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
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I91 1:15:54 

Liu Qi and Han Duoduo are hopeless, trapped in an 
apocalyptic scenario, with no chances but to wait for 
certain death.  

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of looking away 
directed from Liu Qi 
and Han Duoduo to 
different targets; 
apocalyptic scenario; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of despair and 
abandonment. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Space travel 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Anxiety 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

I92 1:20:29 

Li Yiyi explains his just-made plan to try to save the 
Earth and its inhabitants. He is a young and promising 
engineer. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pointing directed 
from Li Yiyi to his 
hand-written plan; 
truck interior; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of teaching 
scientific notions. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: medium 
center information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Scientific 
notions/ 
hard science 
 
Education 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Across 
generations 

I93 1:20:43 

Li Yiyi is a young and promising engineer, and he 
reveals to be the one who wrote a program called the 
“12 Chimes of Spring”, a show for the Chinese New 
Year which would modify an Earth Engine to fire out 
sequential red bursts – instead of the constant blue one 
– to start a countdown. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of explaining directed 
from Li Yiyi to his 
coworkers; truck 
interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
vertical low angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Education 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Across 
generations 
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I94 1:22:23 

The Earth Engine in Sulawesi, Indonesia. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
Indonesian Earth 
Engine. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
long shot; frontal low 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Government 
 
Nation-specific 

I95 1:23:42 

The hopeless Indonesian soldier astronauts are leaving 
the Earth Engine, because there is nothing left to do. 
They are not willing to help the Chinese rescue unit in 
completing Li Yiyi’s plan. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of screaming directed 
from the Indonesian 
soldier to captain 
Wang Lei, reaction 
vector of staring 
directed from Wang 
Lei to the Indonesia 
soldier; Indonesian 
Earth Engine interior; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of despair and 
abandonment. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; medium shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Survival 
 
Anxiety 

I96 1:25:44 

The hopeless Indian astronaut asks his colleagues why 
are the Chinese still trying to save the Earth, since the 
situation is terribly worrisome. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of talking directed 
from the Indian 
astronaut to his 
colleagues; truck 
interior; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
despair and 
abandonment. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Survival 
 
Anxiety 
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I97 1:28:52 

A soldier belonging to Captain Wang Lei’s rescue team 
is ready to sacrifice himself after looking for the last 
time at a message left by his mother in his box of 
cigarettes: “My son, it’s cold outside. Do not forget to 
wear your long underwear pants. Love, mom”. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
engine interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of attachment 
to the homeland. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: middle 
center information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Hope 
 
Home 

I98 1:30:53 

A soldier belonging to Captain Wang Lei’s rescue team 
protects Li Yiyi and Han Duoduo from being hit by 
debris, putting her life at risk. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of holding directed 
from a soldier of the 
Chinese rescue team 
to Li Yiyi and Han 
Duoduo; engine 
interior; symbolic 
suggestive process of 
protecting the younger 
generation. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
Family 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Hope 

I99 1:34:42 

A special translator computer manages to immediately 
translate an unknown input language into the spoken 
output language. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
translator computer; 
symbolic suggestive 
process of effortlessly 
communicating 
among nations with 
different languages. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: central 
medium information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Hope 
 
Humanity 
 
New living and 
relationship 
habits 
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I100 1:36:04 

The South Korean soldiers get ready to turn back and 
help the Chinese rescue unit, immediately after listening 
to their call for help. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of screaming directed 
from the driver to his 
colleagues; truck 
interior; symbolic 
attributive process of 
attachment to the 
homeland. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Hope 
 
Home 
 
Survival 

I101 1:36:39 

Han Duoduo fights alongside and Captain Wang. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pushing directed 
from Wang Lei’s 
rescue team to the 
engine; engine 
interior; symbolic 
attributive process of 
an effort involving 
several generations. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Across 
generations 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 

I102 1:39:10 

The Japanese rescue unit comes first, to help the 
Chinese one. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pushing directed 
from several rescue 
teams to the nucleus; 
engine interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 
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I103 1:39:11 

The Russian rescue unit comes second, to help the 
Chinese one. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of running directed 
from several rescue 
teams to the Chinese 
one; engine interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
vertical low angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 

I104 1:39:13 

The UK rescue unit comes third, to help the Chinese 
one, and several others appear. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of running directed 
from several rescue 
teams to the Chinese 
one; engine interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
vertical low angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 

I105 1:39:35 

Several rescue units join the Chinese one in their last, 
desperate mission to save the Earth. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pushing directed 
from several rescue 
teams to the nucleus; 
engine interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
vertical high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 
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I106 1:39:41 

Several rescue units join the Chinese one in their last, 
desperate mission to save the Earth. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of pushing directed 
from several rescue 
teams to the nucleus; 
engine interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of several 
nations cooperating 
for a common 
purpose. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
oblique high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
Humanity 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 

I107 1:44:26 

The rescue units’ efforts are not enough, and their plan 
to deviate engine ray to light up Jupiter does not work, 
as it is not powerful enough. As such, Liu Peiqiang 
decides to sacrifice himself and his spaceship to make 
Jupiter explode and save the Earth. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
spaceship interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Home 
 
Government 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Family 
 
Home 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 

I108 1:48:33 

Liu Peiqiang dies, sacrificing for his son and mankind. 
Liu Qi is observing him from the Earth, noticing the 
glare in the sky and immediately knowing that that light 
is his father trying to bid him farewell. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
apocalyptic scenario; 
symbolic attributive 
process of sacrificing 
for one’s homeland. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
vertical low angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Home 
 
Family 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 
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I109 1:52:49 

Duoduo falls down after the blast wave of Jupiter 
exploding. Liu Qi does not hesitate a second and jumps 
to save his stepsister. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of reaching out 
directed from Liu Qi 
to Han Duoduo; 
apocalyptic scenario; 
symbolic attributive 
process of sacrificing 
for one’s family. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: demand 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
disconnected 
elements. 

Home 
 
Family 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 

I110 1:55:45 

Liu Qi steps on a manhole cover in the underground 
city which portrays the United Government logo. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
underground city; 
manhole cover; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
ubiquitous 
government. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
close shot; oblique 
high angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 

I111 1:55:54 

Liu Qi enters the underground city. It appears brighter 
than before, with various lights. Happy, running 
children are playing with their balloons. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of walking directed 
from Liu Qi to the 
underground city; 
people living in the 
underground city; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the hope 
born from the 
younger generations. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; long shot; 
frontal angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Across 
generations 
 
Hope 
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I112 1:56:50 

In the elevator which is used by astronauts to go up 
from the underground city to the surface of the Earth, 
two traditional Chinese symbols of good luck stand 

out: the “luck” character (福 fù) and the Chinese knot 

(中国结 Zhongguójié). 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
elevator interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
conservation of the 
traditional and cultural 
points of reference of 
the old China of the 
surface. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; oblique 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: left bottom 
information value; 
foreground; connected 
elements. 

Culture-
specific 
 
Hope 

I113 1:56:55 

Liu Qi now wears his father’s honorary badge. 

Visual representation 
meaning: action vector 
of staring directed 
from Li Yiyi to Liu Qi; 
elevator interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
inheritance of his 
father’s title. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; close shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Government 
 
Family 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Across 
generations 

I114 1:57:56 

Liu Qi and Han Duoduo are now entitled to use their 
grandfather’s truck, and the usual advice related to safe 
driving plays. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
truck interior; 
symbolic attributive 
process of the 
inheritance of his 
grandfather’s job. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: supply 
contact; medium shot; 
oblique angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: no 
information value; 
connected elements. 

Across 
generations 
 
Scientific 
progress/ 
hard science 
 
Family 
 
Survival 
 
Hope 
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I115 2:00:10 

The last shot of the movie pays tribute to the original 
story: The Wandering Earth by Liu Cixin. 

Visual representation 
meaning: no action; 
reference to the novel; 
truck interior. 
 
Visual interactive 
meaning: no contact; 
medium shot; frontal 
angle. 
 
Visual compositional 
meaning: center 
medium information 
value; foreground; 
connected elements. 

Nation-specific 
 
Culture-
specific 
 
Education 

Table 2 – Multimodal discourse analysis of the movie “The Wandering Earth”, shots analysis. 
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Quote 
Index 

Time Quote Speech process (narrative 
reproduction meaning) 

Code(s) 

Q1 02:41-03:06 Narrator: “At first, 
nobody cared about this 
disaster. It’s just another 
wildfire, another drought, 
another extinction of 
species, another 
vanishing city. Until 
everyone is entwined 
with this disaster.” 

Albeit every nation always tries to deal 
with its own problems, there are global 
problems that should be internationally 
dealt with, thanks to a strong and 
effective cooperation among nations. 

Environmental 
disasters/doomsday 
dystopia 
 
Lost civilizations 
 
Humanity 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Anxiety 

Q2 12:12-12.22 Entertainer: “Dear 
friends, let’s open the 
door to joyously greet the 
spring, the same spring 
that is filling the gardens! 
Look up to this joyous 
event, and joy will follow 
you! The new year keeps 
up our spirits while we 
take a step towards the 
next glorious one!” 

The quote contains a very common 
couplet wrote to welcome the spring 
season, in occasion of the New Year’s 

Chinese festival: “开门迎春春满园, 

抬头见喜喜事多” (Kāimén yíngchūn chūn 

mǎn yuán, táitóu jiàn xǐ xǐshì duō). 

Culture-specific 
 
Hope 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 

Q3 20:01-20:05 Maxim Makarov: “Don’t 
you know how vodka 
was smuggled up during 
Gagarin’s time?” 

Clear reference to the first man to 
journey into outer space, a Soviet pilot 
and cosmonaut later labelled as “Hero of 
the Soviet Union”. 

Culture-specific 
 
Nation-specific 

Q4 30:15-30:44 French spokesperson for 
the government: “Top 
priority from UEG, to all 
standby forces on Earth. 
Due to Jupiter’s 
gravitational spike, a total 
of 4771 Earth Engines 
have shut down globally. 
To avoid collision with 
Jupiter, every unit must 
execute Emergency 
Protocol No.3 and depart 
immediately. It’s 
imperative to restart all 
malfunctioning engines 
within 36 hours. This 
rescue mission concerns 
the survival of 3.5 billion 
human lives. This 
mission is to be above all 
else. At any cost.” 

As the Earth is going to face a desperate 
situation, the first and foremost priority 
of the United Earth Government is to 
protect humanity. 

Space travel 
 
Government 
 
Humanity 
 
Scientific progress/ 
hard science 
 
Survival 
 
Anxiety 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 

Q5 38:03-38:54 Han Zi’ang: “This was 
grandpa’s home. Look at 
those tall buildings, a lot 
of people used to live 
there. Back then, no one 
cared about the Sun. 
Everyone was concerned 
about the thing that is 
called money. Grandpa 
couldn’t make a lot of 
money back then, but I 
was happy every day. 
Especially on my way 

Han Zi’ang describes his old life in a city 
that does not exist anymore. However, 
he recalls distinctly that he was happy 
just for having the chance of living 
under plain sunlight, and eating his 
wife’s scallion noodles, a typical 

Shanghai dish (熟葱花面 Shú cōnghuā 
miàn). 

Culture-specific 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 
 
Family 
 
Lost traditions and 
habits 
 
Across generations 
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home, I could always 
smell your grandma’s 
cooking from far away. 
Actually, she could barely 
cook, except for the 
scallion noodles. Let me 
tell you, her scallion 
noodles are incredibly 
salty. But I slurped it all 
up, cleaned my bowl 
every time.” 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
 

Q6 52:34-52:58 Han Zi’ang: “On the 17th 
day after the Earth 
stopped spinning, she 
was handed over to me 
by countless hands. I 
don’t know who their 
parents were. Every soul 
under the water is her 
mother and father.” 

Han Zi’ang talks about the day when, 
while rescuing some people caught in a 
flood, he managed to save a baby. Even 
though the baby’s parents were nowhere 
to be found, the drowning people fought 
hard to save her. After all, in Chinese, 

the word: “country” (国家 Guójiā) also 
contains the term “home” (jiā). For that 
baby, her Country soon became her 
home and a family that protected and 
saved her. 

Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 
 
Family 
 
Humanity 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 
 
Hope 

Q7 54:58-55:06 - Liu Qi: “Duoduo, let’s 
go home” 
- Han Duoduo: 
“Grandpa is gone, where 
is our home now?” 

In Chinese, the word “家” (jiā) means 
both “home”, and “family”. Duoduo 
strongly identifies her home with his 
grandfather. 

Home 
 
Family 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

Q8 57:19-58:04 - Maxim Makarov: “Liu, 
are you sure we have to 
go via this airlock?” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “Makarov, 
maybe you shouldn’t 
come with me.” 
- Maxim Makarov: “You 
won’t make it without 
me. Do you think you 
know the exterior like I 
do? Don’t forget, we 
Russians invented space 
station 100 years ago. 
The airlock isn’t designed 
for exiting, are you sure 
this is going to work?” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “I’m sure. 
We want to take our kids 
go salmon fishing on 
Lake Baikal.” 
- Maxim Makarov: “I’d 
rather have hotpot in 
Chongqing.” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “The 
central module is coming 
now…” 
- Maxim Makarov: 
“Russian cosmonauts are 
invincible in the space, 
we have no enemies!” 

This short dialogue among a Chinese 
and a Russian astronaut discloses some 
strong points. First, it is the second 
time264 in the movie that the Russian 
expertise in space tech is hinted at. 

Second, eating hotpot (火锅 huŏguō) in 
Chongqing and fishing on Lake Baikal 
are culture-specific activities that these 
two astronauts are well aware of. This 
testifies the strong bond between Russia 
and China. 

Culture-specific 
 
Geographical 
relevance 
 
Space travel 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Anxiety 

                                                           
264 The first time is Q3. 
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Q9 1:06:50-1:07:04 - Maxim Makarov: “Man, 
I’ve got to correct you. It 
will take more than 2500 
years for the frozen Lake 
Baikal to liquefy.” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “That’s 
okay. We have children, 
and their children will 
have children. There’ll be 
a day when ice turns into 
water.” 

Here, Liu Peiqiang quotes the Chinese 
mythological fable: The Foolish Old Man 

Removes the Mountains (愚公移山 Yúgōng 
Yíshān). The story tells about an old man 
named Yu Gong, who lived near two 
mountains stretching over a wide 
expanse of land, which blocked his 
family’s way. He thus suggested to level 
them down with hoes and baskets, to 
open a road that would lead them to the 
nearest city. When questioned about the 
impossible nature of this task, he replies: 
“Even if I die, there is still my son here. When 
my son dies, there will be grandsons. Grandsons 
will have children, and those children will have 
sons. My descendants will be endless, but the 
mountains will never grow up!” 
The meaning is that, even if it takes 
generations to reach a goal, the thought 
of one’s descendant living happily is 
enough. 

Culture-specific 
 
Geographical 
relevance 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 
 
Family 
 
Lost traditions and 
habits 
 
Across generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 
 
Hope 

Q10 1:09:01 Liu Peiqiang: “MOSS! 
That’s homicide!” 

Maxim Makarov and Liu Peiqiang were 
identified by the AI named MOSS as 
defectors, for not following the UEG 
directives. As such, MOSS killed Maxim 
with no hesitation. Here, the 
consideration on the future relationship 
between technology and humanity 
assumes grim outlines. 

Scientific progress/ 
hard science 
 
Anxiety 
 
Government 

Q11 1:10:32-1:10:46 MOSS: “Every action of 
the space station is legal 
and fully authorized by 
the UEG. MOSS never 
defected, but executed 
authorized orders.” 

The AI named MOSS only recognizes 
the government as the entity which 
defines its yardstick. Here, the 
consideration on the future relationship 
between technology and humanity 
assumes grim outlines. 

Government 
 
Scientific progress/ 
hard science 

Q12 1:12:41-1:12:51 Liu Qi: “Grandpa asked 
me to watch over my 
little sister, and take 
Duoduo home. I must 
take her home.” 

Liu Qi identifies “home” as both the city 
where they lived, and the planet Earth. 
There is no family to come back to, 
without Han Zi’ang or Liu Peiqiang. 
However, he is still the person in charge 
of Duoduo, and if the Earth gets 
destroyed not even a brand new planet 
could replace their old and beloved 
home. As a matter of fact, the term 

“homeland” (家园 jiāyuán) also contains 
the term “home” (jiā). 

Family 
 
Across generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 
 
Hope 
 
Home 

Q13 1:13:38-1:14:05 MOSS: “MOSS has 
already deduced out all 
possible outcomes. UEG 
was informed, but still 
chose to perform this 
rescue mission, which 
was predetermined to be 
futile. The evacuation of 
space station indicated 
that the rescue mission 
has failed. After three 
hours, Earth will breach 
Jupiter’s Roche limit and 
begin the inevitable 
disintegration process.” 

The role of the AI named MOSS is to 
evaluate the possible outcomes of a 
mission, and to inform the government 
whether to carry it out, or not. Despite 
its provisions, the government is still 
composed by men with a strong 
emotional attachment to the planet, and 
their decision to try to save humanity 
nevertheless is a deeply human choice. 

Scientific progress/ 
hard science 
 
Space travel 
 
Scientific notions 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 
 
Anxiety 
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Q14 1:15:00-1:16:02 MOSS: “In order to 
sustain human 
civilization, MOSS will 
initiate the Helios 
project. 300,000 human 
embryos are stored on 
the Navigation Platform 
space station, along with 
100 million seeds of basic 
crops, DNA maps of all 
known animals and 
planet species, and digital 
libraries of all human 
civilizations. To ensure 
the successful revival of 
new hosted planet. You 
are all heroes of the 
Earth. We will remember 
to honor you. We will 
shoulder your aspirations 
and send it to our new 
home in 2500 years. 
Everything will come to 
an end in the last seven 
days before Earth 
collides with Jupiter. 
Come back home, hug 
your parents, kiss your 
beloved partner and 
children. Gather with the 
family for a proper 
goodbye. Good luck to 
you, end of broadcasting. 
Good bye.” 

Despite the efforts of the government 
and the rescue teams, planet Earth is 
more likely to be destroyed. That is why 
MOSS, an AI, decided that the best 
thing to do was to let things happen, and 

rather re-start the human civilization (人

类文明 rénlèi wénmíng) elsewhere. Liu 
Peiqiang is unconvinced. 

Scientific progress/ 
hard science 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 
 
Scientific notions 
 
Lost civilizations 
 
Humanity 
 
Government 
 
Across generations 
 
Survival 
 
Anxiety 

Q15 1:22:52-1:22:59 Liu Qi: “I learned the 
installation procedure at 
my internship. Don’t 
forget, your brother is a 
genius!” 

Liu Qi explains his sister how important 
education is, and particularly scientific 
knowledge. Without his internship, he 
would have probably been powerless in 
such a risky situation. 

Education 

Q16 1:32:38-1:32:44 “Unfortunately, seven 
hours ago, this plan had 
already been proposed by 
Israeli scientists. The 
probability of success is 
zero.” 

The mention to Israeli scientists is 
probably a reference to the fruitful 
relations between China and Israel. As a 
matter of fact, the extensive network of 
commercial relations that now exist 
between them, provides substantial 
economic and military/technological 
benefits to both sides. 

Nation-specific 
 
Government 
 
Anxiety 
 
Survival 

Q17 1:33:38-1:34:21 - Liu Peiqiang: “Today, 
it’s the first day of 
Chinese New Year. It 
was meant to be a day of 
reunion. As a father, I 
don’t want this to be the 
last reunion. I refuse to 
yield. There is nothing 
we cannot lose. For the 
sake of our children, I 
beg you.” 
- French spokesperson 
for the government: “As 
the United Earth 
Government, we cannot 
accept your request. 

Peiqiang feels like giving up his planet, 
his family and his homeland would be 
the worst thing to do. The deep bond 
between the Chinese people and their 
home is particularly strengthened during 
festivities, and it is exactly what Peiqiang 
says to persuade the government to 
carry out a final, apparently useless, 
rescue mission. 

Culture-specific 
 
Family 
 
Home 
 
Hope 
 
Government 
 
Humanity 
 
Across generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
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However, as a private 
individual, I will connect 
the rescue unit to the 
global broadcasting 
system. And the rest will 
be up to the will of each 
individual.” 

Q18 1:34:32-1:35:44 Han Duoduo: “Hello, 
people from every rescue 
unit. My name is Han 
Duoduo, I’m a junior 
high school student. Our 
rescue unit is executing 
our final mission. Right 
now, I’m extremely 
terrified. My legs are 
trembling. Everybody in 
my unit is teething and 
nailing and making every 
possible effort, but there 
is nothing I can do to 
help! Yesterday, my 
teacher asked us: ‘What is 
hope?’ In the past, I 
never believed in hope, 
but now I do. I believe 
that for our time, hope is 
precious like a diamond. 
Hope…hope is the only 
way to guide us home. 
Please come back and 
fight together! Light up 
Jupiter! Save our Earth! 
We are at Sulawesi 03 
Torque Engine. Under 
the command of Captain 
Wang Lei. Chinese rescue 
unit CN171-11. Han 
Duoduo. End of 
broadcast.” 

Han Duoduo compares “hope” (希望 
xīwàng) to a precious diamond, a 
teaching that directly came from her 
peaceful days at school. 

Emotional 
attachment 
 
Hope 
 
Home 
 
Education 
 
Nation-specific 
 
Survival 

Q19 1:35:52-1:36:05 - South Korean astronaut 
1: “I want to go home to 
see my mother.” 
- South Korean astronaut 
2: “If heart is destroyed, 
there’ll be nobody left to 
see! We’re turning back!” 

This conversation strongly links the fate 
of one’s family to the fate of humanity at 
large. With no Earth, there will be no 
place to live in the lonely and vast 
universe, and no relative left to visit. 
Every single human being and their big 
home, the Earth, are intricately 
intertwined. 

Family 
 
Hope 
 
Survival 
 
Humanity 
 
Environmental 
disasters/ 
doomsday dystopia 
 
Emotional 
attachment 

Q20 1:42:17-1:43:54 - Liu Peiqiang: “United 
Earth Government! The 
Navigation Platform 
space station contains 
300,000 tons of fuel. 
Request to collide into 
the plasma beam.” 
- French spokesperson 
for the government: 

According to the AI named MOSS and 
the government, the survival of the 
human civilization is better than the 
protection of mankind, since they 
already give the Earth up for dead. 
However, Peiqiang does not intend to 
appear as a reasonable individual, but 
rather as a flawed human and a father 
who is ready to sacrifice himself for his 

Survival 
 
Humanity 
 
Lost civilizations 
 
Scientific progress/ 
hard science 
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“Lieutenant Colonel Liu 
Peiqiang. The goal of the 
Wandering Earth Project 
is to maximize the 
survival of mankind. The 
Helios Project ensures 
the continuity of human 
civilization. We need 
more time to choose!” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “We’re 
running out of time! A 
civilization without men 
is meaningless.” 
- MOSS: “As the 
operating system of 
Helios Project, MOSS 
will not permit any form 
of action to sacrifice the 
Navigation Platform.” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “Do you 
know why alcohol was 
banned in space during 
Gagarin’s time? Happy 
New Year.” 
[Liu Peiqiang throws the 
bottle of vodka at MOSS, 
which ignites] 
- MOSS: “It is 
unreasonable to expect 
humans to stay 
reasonable.” 

family and his homeland. Once again, he 
appears to have a different mindset from 
the spokesperson for the government, 
and he is not willing to give up. 

Culture-specific 
 
Government 
 
Space travel 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Anxiety 
 

Q21 1:44:40-1:45:04 - Liu Peiqiang: 
“Reconnect with UEG” 
- French spokesperson 
for the government: 
“Lieutenant Colonel Liu 
Peiqiang, this is the 
United Earth 
Government. We have 
decided to choose hope. 
Regardless of the 
outcome for the history 
of humanity. We shall 
respectfully accept it. 
Best of luck to you. Best 
luck to Earth.” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “Earth 
will survive.” 

In the end, his strong will and his love 
for his planet won the hearts of the 
government leaders. Humanity is 
destined to choose hope and feelings, to 
choose family and to fight for a 
common goal, instead of defenselessly 
watch everything they love being 
destroyed. 

Government 
 
Hope 
 
Humanity 
 
Home 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Survival 

Q22 1:45:41-1:47:52 - Liu Peiqiang: “My son. 
I’m sorry. Dad is going 
on a mission again. This 
is the most important 
mission in dad’s life.” 
- Liu Qi: “You said that 
when I can see Jupiter 
you’ll be back. You lied!” 
- Liu Peiqiang: “You 
were four years old when 
I left, but now you’re a 
grown man! Dad used to 
tell you that dad is up in 
the sky. Just lift your 
head and you’d be able to 

The last conversation between father 
and son, right before the first sacrifices 
for his family and for the whole planet. 
Before dying, Peiqiang fulfilled his duty 
as a father and a citizen of the world. 

Family 
 
Across generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Home 
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see me. This time, I 
promise you’ll see me. 
Come on, my son. Three, 
two, one.” 

Q23 1:57:26-1:57:45 - Han Duoduo: “Liu 
Hukou! Where have you 
been? […]” 
[…] 
- Liu Qi: “Don’t you dare 
call me Hukou. Where 
are your manners? Call 
me brother.” 

Duoduo used to call her brother: 

“Hùkŏu” (户口). The term refers to the 
household registration in China, which is 
linked to one’s parents. Liu Qi possesses 
a household registration, since he lives in 
the underground city. However, he had a 
troubled relationship with his father, to 
whom spoke unwillingly. That is why his 
name was strongly linked to his 
situation. In the end, anyway, he inherits 
his father’s position and his 
grandfather’s job, and he becomes the 
only person responsible for his sister 
and the only male figure in his family. 
He thus asks her to call him “brother” 

(哥 gē), to reinforce this condition. 

Culture-specific 
 
Family 
 
Across generations 

Q24 1:58:24-1:58:44 Narrator: “We are 
unaware of what the new 
Sun at 4.2 light years 
away will bring to our 
new home though. But 
from this day on, the 
courage and perseverance 
of mankind  
will be etched among the 
stars. This long voyage of 
hope and despair, 
enduring 2500 years 
through the cosmos, is 
known as the Wandering 
Earth Project.” 

Here, the term: “home” is translated as 

“家园” (jiāyuán), which means: 
“homeland”. Generally, this term refers 
to the nation to which an individual 
belongs. However, in this context, the 
whole Earth becomes the beloved 

homeland of mankind (人类 rénlèi). 

Scientific notions 
 
Humanity 
 
Space travel 
 
Home 
 
Across generations 
 
Emotional 
attachment 
 
Hope 

Table 3 – Multimodal discourse analysis of the movie “The Wandering Earth”, quotes analysis. 


